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Economic Commission for Africa,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Dear Professor Adedeji:
I have the honour to transmit the Report of the ECA/OAU/IDRC
Mission that visited Ethiopia and other African countries from January
22 to April 29, 1979. As you know, the Mission was asked to advise on
the design and establishment of a Pan-African documentation and infor-
mation system for social and economic development and to give guidance
to ECA on the best ways of promoting participation in the system, par-
ticularly at the national level. The Mission's perspective was always
that of building a decentralized, cooperative regional information net-
work.
In the name of all members of the Mission, please allow me to
hope that our analysis and reconTnendations on the design and establish-
ment of a Pan-African documentation and information system for social
and economic development will prove useful to ECA and to its Member
States.
The main part of this Report was drafted jointly by members
of the Mission in Addis Ababa between April 13 and 29, 1979. A steer-
ing committee, composed of Mr. L.E. Samarasinghe, Dr. J.K. Quirino-
Lanhounmey and myself met in Paris from May 15 to 23, 1979, to complete
the first draft. Then, Dr. Quirino-Lanhounmey and I, together in
Ottawa from May 24 to June 1, put the finishing touches to the Report.
On behalf of all members of the Mission, I would like to
take this opportunity to express our gratitude for the warm reception
we received from ECA/OAU officials. All were extremely generous in
placing their time and experience at our disposal. We are most grate-
ful for the excellent administrative arrangements made by Dr. Quirino-
Lanhounmey on behalf of ECA. Dr. Quirino made learning about ECA and
the African situation as a whole an unforgettably enjoyable experience
for us all.
Head Office / Siege social: 60 Queen Street, P0. Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada K1C 3H9
Telephone: (613) 9%-2321 Cable: RECENTRE Telex: 053-3753 5
Please permit me also to express appreciation, through you
and on behalf of all the members of the Mission, for the willing coopera-
tion of all the representatives of the numerous African national,
sub-regional and regional institutions that the Mission visited.
Finally, the Mission would not have been a success without
the cooperation and conscientious efforts and patience of the members
of the Team. As you know, these were Mr. L.E. Samarasinghe and Mr.
M. Pobukovsky of Unesco, Mrs. E. Miller of UN-DIESA, Mr. J. Cubillo of
UN-CEPAL, Mr. J.-P. Aubrac of ILCA, Dr. W.O. Aiyepeku of the University








An infornation systen to :ieet the needs of k±riari users has
3een unier -iiscusSion or nany yedrs. qithin the 4frIcan continent
the characteristics of users and their neels vary enormously. At one
extreie are the research worers in nighly specializel Institutes
whose neeis can only be met by access to irtternatinal inforiiat1on
sources, At the other are the farners and artisans - the rural
populatIon - ino need clear, ea3ily-uidersta:Jab1e inoration to
solve problems they encounter daily.
It is now generally accepted th.at i orrtation is a resource
which, .qhen organized and used in the proier uanner, contributes
substantially to the socio-ecoaoic developent of nations. For this
reason, runy African governments have set sip, within their countries,
inforiatIon systems and services caable of meeting, to varying
degrees, the information needs of their populcjon, In tnese
efforts, the assistance of mt national orjaniatir3 has sometimes
oeen sought and has been Invaluable in the foriiulation of national
infornation policies, application of jnternatjonl norc kind
standaris, trainini of 1anpo4er and the develo teni f
infrastructures. uiiance has been provided o' !Jnesco, whicn, through
Its J'11313T ?roJraue, promotes international co-ordination in
lnfor;iatlon sister :ieveloent and )rov1de guidelines for building a
orld inforuation network throujh voluntary co-operatIon a:nong
international, national and other inforatior systeas. flther agencies
of th JnIted Iations (e.g HIfl, FAO, ILl, ITC, UCTAD)(1) and
international organizations and founddtlons (e.g. IE"RC, Ger:nan
ud3tio for International Develormient, britIsh Council, etc.) have
also played an Important role in the 1eveloptent of lnforatlon
services in Africa.
Ievertheless, it has been recOgnIei for soae tlne that the
situation 'ith respect to infor:iation about socio-econonic development
is far from satisfactory. :lany countries do not have an established
mechanism for keepIng tracK of the publIshJ and ulpuhli5hed
jnforation materials that arise from tne activities of the ?lanners,
econoiist, scientists ani others involved at all. stages in the
i.L1ple1entatIon of a national devloment L)ldn These materials appear
in the form of reports, feasibility studies, evaluations, research
papers, etc. prepared by national or international experts on henaif
of tne govern,aent. ks these aterlai record the experience of
countries in their efforts to find olution to problems qhich are
often comnon to others at the same level of development, the
possibility of access to such Lnfor.iation by other countries would be
an important element in technical co-operation a'ong developing
countries.
It .ias with tnese considerations in 1nd that the Mission
studied the feasibility of settinj up a Pan-African information system
addressed to the mission of 1evelooent.
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The structure of the system proposed in this report - to be
called DCVSIS-Arica ,ill follow, in most respects, the design
proposed for DEVSIS - the Developuent Scterices Ifotnatin System
designed by a Study Tea convened jointly by Unesco, UNDESA, Ui40P,
lijO, 0E0, and IDRC in 1975. (2)
The users that the syste 4i'Ll e designed to serve are
pri.iarily decision akers and researchers in fields related to
econonic and social deveioo:aent. i4ut IVEiIS-Africa will address
itse1, to a Jreater extent than as proposed in tne DEVS!S report, to
the needs of science and technolo4y ollcy ;ia,ers. This slight
modification of the DV3I3 scope is justified oy the importance of
science arid technology policy to Jevelopenit and by the dearth of
inforaation services in thiS field in Africa.
This ecpansiori of scope would mean that ituch of the naterial
one gould in the future expect to find in otner iaforaatioi.systems
would initially be included in DEVSIS-Africa.
Jne can envisage, or the future, a Pan-Afrtcao network of
regional and sub-regional infornation systens, estaollsried, like
VSI3-±rica, in accordance witn mnternationl guidelines. Tnese
qill oe dependent for input on national information systerrs and
networKs, There is no doubt that such syste. s dill come into being,
and, because they will be co'patible, DV3I3-frlca will he able to
relin4ulsh to them developuent-related inforation in their particular
field. or the present, noeer, all tye of ievelopment -related
information will go into the D7SIS-Africa data base to rovlde the
comnprenienziye coverage niich will ensure services to all groups of
ieveloonent researchers and inplenenters.
The Learn has proposal that DEVSIS-Aerica be a mission-oriented
infor,aation System itnin the broader frameor of a Pan-African
information system and aetwork. In order t' support the development
of DVSIS-Africa, the Lean has recommended assistance to African
Ttember States to build national inforation infrastructures and
information handling capabilities. Memoer States would thus not only
be able to participate in the development of DiSIS-Afrlca but also in
the developaent of other Pan-African information systems. Tais
concept of a Pan-African information system and networK sould be Kept
in iind in any organiatiorial or tecnnical 'decisions taken in
connection with OV3I3-A±rica, Further details on these and Other
proposals relating to DV315-Africa are proided in the sections
entitled "Summary of ecouunendatlonis" and ":or Plan".
(1) See nnex 12 for acronyi'ns used in this Report.
(2) EVSI3 Stuy Tea,, "DVSIS; the ?r11:uiciary De$jgc) of an
Interndtional Inforut1oa 3yste for t Deve1opent Sciences",




rhe present initiative aius at the creation of a cooperative
information system, to be called DEVSIS-Africa. DVSIS-AfrlCa will.
address the mislon of social and economic development planning in
Africa, and be the catalyst for i:proving the capabilities of African
countries to handle socio-econo:aic development information and to
pro:ote rnaxjrnwn use of information jenerated in and outside those
CO Un tries.
Cfforts Nih be directed towards designing decentralized
information-retrietal system based on naterlals produced b African
countries, or by other countries about Africa, and linking
nuhtldisciplinary information resources in tne CA member States.
It is Intended that DEV3I3-.tr1ca sriould serve ECA member
States by: (I) identifying and collectinj African inforation, and
processing it for dissemination to planners, decision-makers and
decisioriirnp1ernenters, and research workers involved in the
developrnet process; (ii) prootIng information sharing through the
establishnent of network nodes and suh-systers. The following
recommendations are therefore put forward for consideration:
I. SSTE1 DEVEL0'rENT AND ACTIVITIES
As re;ards the structure and future developaent of
DEV3LS-Afrlca, it is recommended that tne S?stem design be as flexible
as possible to ensure opportunities for gaining experience and to
allow for aiaptation to a rapidly changing information environment.
A Technical Advisory Com:nittee comprised of representatives
from participating centres should oe constituted to advise the
nanagement Of DVSIS-frica On the future development of the System.
DV3I3-Africa should develop cormon stanoards, methodologies,
manuals and other tools for use by all, participants in the Systei,
oased or international norms, standards and guidelines.
As its overall objective, D2VSIS-Afrlca should satisty tne
information needs of Africafl users at trie inolvidual, institutional,
national and international levels by providing accurate and updated
information which is relevant to ideas-forming, planning, monitoring
and evaluation, through the following series of activities:
- cataloguing, indexing and abstracting;
- current eareness and retrospective bibliographic searches on
d e tna n
- selective dissemination of information;




Provision of information-earing magnetic tapes to interested member
States7 and
- Jvisor' services to ?tfrican countries on information and
documentation probleas.
5. DVSIS-Africa should provide advice to member States and
prepare guidelines reardinj suitable hari'are and software
configurations selected on the basis ot compatibility, cost and other
factors.
C. VIS-Afr1ca should establish a register of ongoing
socio-ecoriouic researcn arii developuent projects.
7. DI3IS-Afr1ca should act as a clearing house for infor:nation
on all forms of technical assistance to African countries for the
veloo.ent of soclo-economic lnforaation sjsteiis and services.
9. DEV3I3-Atrlca should identify appropriate institutions In and
outside Africa whose formal training rogranies in library,
documentation and intoration sciences oulJ provide the necessary
professional and sub-professional personnel for staffing infortation
services in Africa. A continuously u-dated list of such institutions
should be prepared for the guidance of African governments and donor
agencies In the award of sCiiolrsh1ps to technical personnel
participating in DEVSIS-Africa at the natioml, sub-regional and
regional levels.
9. DVZI3-A.frlca should orjaaihe training courses nc seminars
for the staff of national, sut)-regional arid regional centres
participating in the Systert,
13. DI3IS-AfrIca should orga;iie training courses ani seminars
for users of the System.
DV313-Africa should establish links with other relevant
iiforation syste.as and services outside the African region.
A Jnited :'ations Inter-agency Comztttee on documentation and
infornatlon in Africa should be set up, and convened regularly, to
establish the co-ordination arid har:onizatIon. of the ongoing lJ
Information oro;rammes and projects in the region.
A Voluntary Agency 3ureau consistIng of representatives of
United ations or nizatlons, non-governmental organizations and
private foundations should be established to co-ordinate and harmonize
financial ad otrier assistance provided for the .evelopent of
information prograrnnes and services in Africa.
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1. It is recommended that the following evaluation mecan1sms
shouli be built into the System: entry evaluation to oe undertaken
priodicall by the staff of the Coordlnating Centre (see
pecomr:iendatlon 11.1) ani niacroeviluatior to be undertaken by
indeperideut external expertS.
II. RC1ENOATIDNS TO ECA
It is recomtiended that an information Co-orcdnating Centre,
supported by four technical sections, should be set up within the CA
Secretariat with responsibility for developin; the Pan-African
ixfor:nation system and its D1SIS rica component, This Centre
should be supported by four technicdl sections: Computerizeu
)ocumentatiOn Section; Computer )peratiOns ection; Library;
Reprographic and Printi.g Unit.
The FA Library, in a restructured form, should constitute a
substantive entity within DV3I3-frica. It is however recommended
that steps to reorganize the library should he taken only after the
DV3I3-Africa program has been estaolished within ECA.
The Divisional Reference Units within CA will continue to
serve a useful purpose as output units even after DEVS1S-Atrica has
been established. They should not therefore be incorporated in the
proposed 3yste'n. It is hoped that, witn the installation of on-line
facilities within the various divisiOns of OVSI-frica will be
able, eventually, to cotiplementand supplaiaent the services of the
units and provide assistance i the form of training.
The proposed African Clearing House for Population and the
Information and Communication Unit (Clearin; douse) of tac frican
rrainin and esearch Centre for tiomen within CA should be considered
as regional input centres to DEISIS-Africa. To enable them to share
their infor;.iation resources, their developent should be compatible
with that of EVSIS-Africa.
In order tht 0V313-Africa outputs may e made available to
users Of the System as exed1tious1y as possible, it Is recommended
that trte System e set up with a dedicated computer and appropriate
printing nd reprograr,1c tacilities. In the circumstances, the CA
Documents and Reproduction Jtiit and the Data Processing Section, wnich
are extremely overtaxed as it is, should continue to service the rest
of the CA Zecretariat.
The role of the CA's sub-regional ultInational Prograrnmiag
and Operational Centres (VJPOC) in the development of DEVSIS-Africa
Is limited at the present time because of staffing and other
difficulties. It is recommendeu, therefore, that inforiation and
documentation facilities and personnel be nade available to the
MULPOCs to enable them to play a more prominent role in the future.
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III. Rc:1ENDATIo:s r AFRICA :iEER STATES
Comprehensive surve's of the existing situation should be
undertaen by African menber States and should precede tne planning of
natIonal inforntatjon systems.
As national information is an inisperisahle asset to users of
information, the establlsh.nent of national capabilities to collect and
store in±orrtation about the results of national activities in all
fields should be considered by African member States as a primary
objective.
African tnenber States should take aivantage of training
facilities established by DVStS-Afz-1ca at sub-regional and regional
levels and by international organizations at regional and
internationai. levels.
A mjinber of international referral and infornatIon systems
e.g. AGI3, IFOTRRA, handle iaformation relevant to social and
economic development. African metber States should participate
activli in these international information systems so as to be able
to derive the fullest possible benefit from triein.
'acilities for the oolinj and sharing of information -
through regional, and, to the extent possible, bIlateral, programmes
- a(TOn African countries, should be established as tPis will promote
acceleration of the development of triose countries.
Pfrican countries should nominate national participating
centres which will be their contact points for tne DE!SIS-Africa
pro ;raine.
To increase and facilitate the flow of their documents to
DVZlS-AfrIca, ECA meiber States should establish screening mechanisms
which will permit documents classified as confidential or restricted
to be released for input into the S'stem as soon as possible after
their contents are deemed to be no longer o.e a sensitive nature.
a. experts trom various national and regional research and
technical intoraat1on centres gho can advise on the setting-up of
inforatIon and documentation services srould be recruited through
oilateral arrangements between African governments, with DEVSIS-frlca
serving as a referral mechanism.
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xv. REC3M:iENDATIoNs TO INTN.TIOAL ORGANIZATIONS AND DONOR
AGE JC I ES
The UDP inter-country programme should consider assisting in
the eztablishent of a regional African Centre for Training
Information Specialists on a par with the Eçole des Sciences de
l'In±orajatlon in Rabat which serves French-speaking African countries,
to provide the trained manpower needed for development of information
systems and services in English-speikjng African countries and to
supplement the limited facilities at present available in the region.
unesco is invited to provide all possible assistance in the
developnent of DEVSIS-'Africa which is based upon the conceptual
fra:tiework of its UNISIST programme and wbicn represents the first
effort at organizing voluntary co-operation between national
information systems at continental level in the field of
soclo-econo4aic development.
International organizations and toundations are invited to
coritricute technically and financiall' to the oevelopment of
DEVSIS-j'.frica and to expand their assistance programmes for
information handling at the national and sut,-reglona]. levels.
Member States of the United ations outside Africa, and
institutions holding information resources relevant to African needs,
are requested to consider favourable pricing policies for making
available information of i;aportance to the social and economic
development of the continent.
IT. GNRAL RECOMTE1DAfIONS
Training progra.imes in nodern information handling
sub-regional and regional. levels. In the establishment of these
programmes, national, sub-regional and regional bodies should
collaborate closely with international organizations working in this
field to ensure that the thrust of the tralring programme responds
adeuately to the needs of the \fricari continent.
DCVSI3-Africa should examine the guestion of the status of
information personnel in relation to that of professionals In Other
fields and a}e recommendations to member States on appropriate action




1.1 Ieed for docuientation nd information in Africa
1.2 Political. backiug tor a socio-econoiic development
infornation system (Dati 3anK)
1.3 Jri;in of the isslon
1.4 Progrmrne of the 1ssion
1.5 Composition o the 4issiou
lA?r:R I
INTRODUCTION
1 1 ICED 'OR D0C1JETATIUI IiFORMATIOL IN AFIIC
The African continent nas always suffered troi certain
impediments to the free movement of iJeas, cultural
cross-fertilization and the fruitful exctinge of economic,
sociological and technical information. Te problem of exchange of
inforiation has had a serious iipact on dveloptnent planning at
national, sub-regional and rejional levels, as it has retaried the
possibility for technical and financial co-operation between African
nember States and sub-regional, regional and international
institutions.
Some of the constraints to development reldtei to the problem
of information are:
- limited or no exchange of data armionj African States;
- limited or no ect-iauge of data between African States and
sub-regional, regional and international organizdtioris responsible
for technical and financial co-operation activities in Africa;
- inadequate and slow postal services within and between African
States;
- ljtiited telephone services liuknj African 3tates;
- scarcity of air links between African States;
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- poor functioning of telex networks;
- insufficient communication between those ;iho hole information and
those who need it.
Development is a concept which inplies change, either by a
process of natural evolution or by deliberate action. In the latter
case, when a strategy for development has to be worked out, it is
essential to have adequate up-to-date data which can indicate the real
nature f the economic, sociological and technical transformations
that zould ta':e place following Liplementation of the development
program ni e,
As far as Africa is concerned, it is still unfortunately the
continent that is the most shrouded in mystery because qualitative and
quantitative data concerning it are still rare or non-existent. Even
when they do exist, the' are badly classified arid therefore difficult
or impossible to obtain.
It is realied also that separate "nationalized" economic,
social and technical development can only yjelu partial results. The
efforts which are being made to break post-colonial preferential links
and to lay the foundations for real Co-operation at the sub-regional
and regional levels , can be successful only it all the African
partners know each other well througn mutual access to information.
It is necessary therefore that irormation relating to trica
should be nade freely available in order that those respçnsile,
aditministratively, technically and financially, for the development ot
the continent can know its probles better and can define solutions
1.2 POtJITICAL, BACKIIG FOR A SOC ID-ECONOMIC DEVELO2MEtT IFORtvRTID
SYSTEM (DATA 3ANK)
The Executive Committee oZ CA at its Fifteenth Meeting held
in Algiers in 1975, the AssemblZ of ieads of States and Governments at
its Eleventh Session held in Libreville in 1977, ani the Conference of
11nisters(1) of ECA at its rourteenth es3ion held in Fahat tromn 22-2
tarch 1979, agreed that;
There is need for an increasing measure of economic
self-reliance aaong AfrIcan States;
There is a need for the installation within the African
countries, individually and collectively, of the components of
an autonomous and self-sustaining process of growth and
diversification, capable o oeing directed to meet te several
objectives of socio-econonic policy; and
That frican development policy must be designed to include
accelerated and diversified growth to meet the needs of the
mass of people, to ullo., the wi3e-spread development of
capabilities for generating and retaining real income,
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reduction in unemployuent and the moderation of the present
pattern of unsustained Jrovth, as well as the increased use of
natural resources and, in general, the protection an
irprovernent of the natural environment.
Durinj these neetings, fundamental questions were raised about
the ade4uacy of the prevailing concepts and mechanisms for promoting
socjo-econotic change.
The conclusions of these :eetings are contained In Resolution
o. 360 OIV) adopted y the CoJerence 0 dinisters of ECA in Rabat
(see Annex 1) which inter alia:
- "invites the xeCutivc 3ecretary to provide out of
the resources at hIs iposal, assistance to menber
states in order to enable them to credte national
numerical and nort-nunerical irifor tion bystes and
services.
- "calls upon the Executive Secretary to assist member
states to establish national data bnkcs and to
faciLitate insofar as it is possible, tree access of
African countries to data banKs Of industrialized
countries containing inormatio to which African
countries have no aCcess SO that Africa can have a
netiork of data han}:s at regional, sub-regional and
national levels."
1.3 oiI:i OF TIJC ISSI14
This lission was organized jointly by PCA, OAU and IDRC
following a request sent to IDRC by the Executive Secretary of ECA who
specified clearly that tne data ban: would consist of two branches -
numerical and non-numerLcal - and that tP tertis of reference of this
4issori would be to consider arid rnaIe recomnendations on the
establiri.ent of the non-nuaerical (bibliographic) data banI only (see
Annex 2).
Following consultations with various African Governments,
sub-reg±oal and regional ifrIcan organizatIons, national and regional
offices of the UNOP and Specialized Agencies of the UT, and after
consultatIon. ith delegdtes of the EC TechnIcal Committee of xperts
and the Conference of Ministers of CA held in Rabat In f4arch 1979,
the sugestiorls received bY as to the general organization of the
inforration system relating to non-numerical development Infornation
could be su:imarizi s follows:
- The African documentation and information system for development
dealing with non-nurierical informtIon should consist of a number of
collaborating national information and ocuientatIon systems, each
constituted of sectoral syste:3s relatln7 to such fIl1s as
transport, population, education, manpower, nealth, industry,
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ajrlculture and food, finance, planning and other socio-econoriic
oevelop;en.t sectors.
- EciCh of these sectoral systens iight consist of a number of
sub-systes: for exaple the field of transport could well Consist
of road transport, air transport, river aact lake transport, maritime
transport, etc. A further su-Jivision of these sub-systems into
micrO-syStef1s is ossLble where the sUbsystei of road transport is
sub-divided according to type and nature of the various roads.
- The national micro-systems, suo-systecTis and systems could be the
foundation of a truly comprehensive national documentation and
information system, which should greatly facilitate more efficient
integratei national planning and Ueveloprient. This should
eventually lead to the establishment of a Pan-African information
system.
IDRC has considerable e:<perience in the field of development
Information. Its involve:1leLt in the design and implementation of an
Inforation system to support development activities in Africa was
therefore welcome.
In his letter to ir. J.. 'oolston, Director of IDRC's
tnforation Sciences Division , the xecutive Secretary of CA listed
the fojioiing objectives for the creation of an African docuaientation
arid information system for ieveloVnent:
to co-ordinate the various data banks exlstinj or to be
created both in ECk and in the African countries; and
to aKe easily available through a network, as much existing
InformatIon on the .\frican contInent as practicaole, to
decision-makers, policy-!nakers, planners, research worKers,
businesstnen and scholars.
In the Terms of Reference agreed to jointly ry IDiC and ECA,
it was suggested that a three- pnuse plan of action be established by
the L4ISSIOO, namely a short tern p Lan for to years, a medium term
plan for five years, and a long ter, plan for ten years.
The Mission was expected to reconriend action at the national,
sub-regional and Pan-African levels, as well as to advise on
reorganization, of the ECA units connected with information activities
so as to enable ECA to fulfill Its role as the co-oralnator of the
plan for the ieveloprnent of a Pan-bfrican documentation and
Information system.
1.4 PROGRAMI'IE OF Tij ISSIO
The members of the Tean arrived in Addis Ababa on 21st
January, 1979. they spent one week receiving oriefings at ECA
neadquarters, and visiting the substantive Divslons, the Library and
the Computer entre of CA. Thy also had discussions with the Chiets
1:3
and cnerubers of their stiffs, Subseiuently, tor the purpose of
carrying out fiell i1ssLons to Lelected African countries, the iewers
of the Ten torueJ into two groups. One jroup visitel Kenya, Zambia,
Botswana, Ejypt and igoria. The other visited Zaire, the People's
Republic of Congo, Ivor? Coast, 1i, Morocco arid Senegal (see nnex
3).
After the tjeld missions, the Tean articipated in a
Consultative 'leetlnçj on Infor:iatlon teeds for Developerit, Planning
and Investent Agencies in Africa, in Nairobi, from 9-12 April, 1979.
this eetjn qas orjaiiied jointlj by ID1C and the Gerian Foundation
for InternatIonal iievelop7lent (DS) (see Annex 11).
Finally, the ea spent tio 'ees at ECA heaujuarters in ddIs
Ababa discussing its fLdirijs ad prear1n its report.
1.5 Co:P:)SITII1 JF TiE TFA1
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c:IAPT:R II
r: PRESE:;T STATE OF CUCTOCChJiiIC DEVLJP'1T
IIF'OR'RTIJI AJD DOCUMTATI3'I LI AFRICA
2,1 Introduction
2.2 The national level
2.3 The suo-regioal level
2.4 The rgiona]. level
CIAPTR II
IE ESET STT OF 3OCIO-ECOi'31IC DEV2LUPIFT
I4FORATIO AD DOCUt41JTATIJI i:i .\F)IA
2.1 I;T!OJCTIO:J
The Tea.n ac1novledes that it as only able to pay visits to a
selected nu.1ber of countries in eaci of the five sub-regions of Africa
(see Arine; 3) a ieflnei by ECA. 1ogever, it believes that it was
able to gather sufficient iziforation fro:a these visits as well as
fro. its rlefirig sessions at CA and OW headquarters In Addis Ababa
and at trio Consultative Meeting On InfOrrtatiOfl 'Ieeus for Development,
?lannin ant Inyetuent Aence3 in Africa, airobi, -t2 April 1979,
to drag some Jeneral conclusionz about tne present state of
infornation and documentation activities in Africa.
The T2a aade a concerted effort to meet not only with tne
nanagers ani processors of social and ecoio:aic informatton i.e.
computer specialists, archivists, liorarlims and docunentalists, hut
also the producers and users of information i.e. researchers, policy-
and decision- tnaers and others involvec In the socio-econonic
planning and development processes in theIr respective countries.
The Team also made sorie efforts to hold consultations with
institutions engaged in generating and processing scientific and
technical information. owever, the Team did not feel it necessary to
study these areas in great depth as there already exist a number ot
regional or international infortton servts in these ielus which
could, to a large extent, serve African needs. These include
Irtforation services In ajriculture (ARIS), environment (IIFOTERRA),
and industrial technolojy (IDC3).
All African countries are entitled to participate in and
receive survices froma the nono.ercial Information systems initiated
either oy t:e mJU or b International instItutIons with headquarters in
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Africa. 3uch services are provided free of charge or at low cost.
Some Zfrican countries are diready participating actively in these
systeas. The Team reconrnenJs those ECA rae.ner States that are
presently not participating in existing International (i.e.
non-coercIal) scientific and technical Information rograrcUnes, to
consider Join so at the earliest opportune tnorent.
However, the Tean observed that there was no existing systeT
having as its objective tne identification, collection, processing and
disseiinat1on o infornution of a soclo-econorni: ievelopment nature
etariating from africa. This Is prooabiy because such Information, by
and large, tends to oe couritry-pecific and Is not of very nuch
interest or utility to the iniutriuiized countries which are the aiain
clients of the couinercial s;steis. r1s .s in mared contrast to
purely scientific and technical information ih1ch holis the same value
aLd nearIn froa one country to the next, whether developed of
developing.
The Teaci firnly believes, terefore, tnat if Information
generated in ?±rica pertaining to its soclo couomic developrent
ro3ranes IS to be organizel so as to assist African researchers,
deVelopnent planners, policy ani decision- iaa1ers and other users, it
must be done by the African countries the1selves. They must endeavor
to set-un te necessary infrastructure (piysical, hiaterial, human,
etc.) to be able to taKe Ofl this tOt iinpOrtant and urgent taSK. t)elay
or iefault can only lead to coniinued duplication of effort and
enor!3us iaste of badly needed resources, particularly hurau and
financil.
flile carrylrij 3ut Its bacJround research ani field visits in
Africa, the Team was able t obtain a fairly comprehensive picture of
th prcsent state of trie Lnorution infrastructure in fr1ca. This
nlh prs best be described by exanlning the s1tit.lon .t three
levels - national, sub-regional and regional - in terts of information
resources, personnel and services.
2.2 1'IE ?ATIiJ!AL E'1EL
2.2.1 Iatjona1 jnfornatjo resources: Infrastructures
A could be expected, tie Teatn caie across a 1de variety of
situatior at the individual country level throughout africa. Sone
countries had fiirly dell veloped Inforiatior infrastructures (e.g.
libraries, archives, documentation arid inforration centres, computer
centres, teiecomunicatlon facilities); many had just the bare
minimum, while still others were sonewter3 in beteen.
insofar as te existence of a national informatIon
o1cya;ing and co-ordinating body is concerned, tn situtioci is
also extrefflely diverse. £here aro at raent only a few countries
that ye etaolished a centrnl rusonsihle authority or co-ordinating
a;ency. Infrastructures tend t levelop according to local
circinstancs and ae often deterulned by the particular interest
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shojn by lrilivijual iastitutions. ven when tne structure exists, the
irior:iat!oi p3iicy-:a}':i.g body o:etiies has ir daquate1 defined
tdSS an d3e not hive e1the- thu iiancal rieans or the authority to
eta,lih a realistic policy drlJ lur and defend it at tne national
level. In :it cases, these boJies are handicapped oy the 1ac of
Co-ordination at the iational level betqen archives, libraries and
ocunentatlon services.
Legislation tn tre areas under consideration still does not
exist in o.ie countries an 1r very restrIcted in otners. ille It
shouli not be as$uied that a legisJ.atjve franeworz would resolve all
the problerns, it is nonethe].ss true that good le;is.Lation facilitates
the creution un eveioile1t of i.frestructures.
The scarcity of sace, cqui.nent nJ tualI±ied persoinel and
the inadejicy of legal deposit legislation or its aplicaticn are
inpediments to trie organization o national hibLiograThic cotrol.
ven in those countries which publish natiotial biblioraphies tany
iifficulties are exerienced. In ue, I z found that leiai de7osit
laws, where tuey exist, often excluie çovern1eLLt ?uhllcitions.
In .any countries, triere is no central ojzit within the
overnment (e.;. d Covernaent Pritin; and Distributing Uffice) to
which requests or jovernment publications could he aidressea.
'urtner, as such puhlicatios are producel by various dep-artents,
IdCK of internal co-ordInation in the distribution of governrent
ubiicatIonz increases difficulties of access to ther.
It ';as ilso observed triat there :ere often no set standards
f_Or printini and nu;dbering of docunents. 1)ften loverninlent docuTtents
ere printed in short runs so that stocks were qulc)';ly exhausted. The
absence of regular lists of government publications and of indexIng
arid astructi:ig services relatei to these 1ocunents impeded their full
utilization. even sales procedures were usually erratic arid "stana.Lng
orders' for all government publications or for particular titles could
riot usually be placed.
In these circumstances, the prearution of reliable statistics
on pubLIsheJ overnaieat documents w.is ditfjclt; even rnore diffIcult
s the circulation, both within nd outSIde, of publIcatIons produced
in ost Africun countries.
o reliable data is availuble on Infornatlon resources (e.g.
iumn, fiiiaricial, material) and facilities Ce.c. libraries,
lnforat1on, iocuaentatIoni arid co..iputer ccntrs and archIves) in most
fricn countries. 1ational union catalogs, union lists of serials,
directories of libraries, docwnentation arid information centres and
other sources of information are generally lacKing. As can be
expected, the paucity o such bdSIC infor.iation niaes it extreniely
difficult for any nation to plan, in any systeiiatic manner, the
ievelopneut of its national inforuation infrastructure, programmes and
services. The Team is convinced therefore, that in order to plan and
establish their respective national inforriation systems and services
it will be necessary for \frican uountries to u1idertaJe coriorenensive
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surveys of their existing infor:aatlon facilities and resources.
Countries interested in so Joinj, shouL approach appropriate
bilateral, regional or international sources from which assistance tray
be available for undertalnj such surveys at tne national level.
4it few exceptions, iost African countries still employ
rttarival ethods for procossiag, storing an jisseminating information.
Cotuterize processing of information is still in a very embryonic
stage in Africa. Jevertheless, with the advent of cneaper, yet
extreiely powerful, mini-computers, more and ;aore African countries
are moving to;ards the use of mechanized tieans for the processing of
iufortation.
As can clearly be seen from the above, planners and
clecisloa-u&:ers at the nationa]. level kill have to pay particular
attention to a nu4uber of issues before lnitjdting a progranme to set
u a national thformation sJste and service.
Some of the more evident ones are: Ct) )oes the national
developnent plan include a conprehensive Information policy for
1ocuinenatlon, library and arcives services? (ii) Has any action been
taken to create a co-or 1inatin body or nationdi focal point for
documentation, library and archives services? (lii) !as a national
plan for developing co-orilnated locumentation, library and archives
services been prepared? (iv) Is te necessary legislation to support
establishent and deveiop:aent of informatIon services already in
existence? Cv) Is there a designated body responsible for planning and
l:plenenting ocu1uentation, library and archives services? (vi) is
there a national bibliographic agency for ensuring bibliographic
control of the national production?
4en the national production of all types of Information Is
sufficiently great and cannot conveniently e hundled by a single
aonolithlc system, selected sectoral systeris (e.g education, health,
transport) should he set up, In the area of soclo-economic
develoonetAt inforoatlon, wherever possiole, the Central (National)
Planning 'gency or the conorftic Developient Aency snould be
responsible for the co-ordthation of all national activities and for
participating in any regional or internatIonal system in the
socio-econoiic development fleli. The systern serving the planning and
investment functions .iill tneu neea to be closely linked to the
sactoal systems, and tae overall national :o-ordlnatlng body (focal
point) .ill have an even greater co-ordIraticig role to play.
The Ta.a is of the opinion tnat individual countries must take
steps to build-up their national infortation Infrastructures to oe
ale to participate fully in a ?an-\frican inforation system or
netorK, 'r:is impUes that individual countries must have full
blb1loqrahjc control of their own national information production.
since t:-e bul. of develop.ient infornatiort is pro1uei at the national
level, any regional or interntioiial system would of necessity have to
oe oaeJ upon the input received rom national informatIon systems
througri their respective input centres.
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A ore-conjitiori for the estblish.ent of any regional systen
is the assurance of an ade4uate level and voluue of inpnt from the
participating countries. this could be ensured by appropriate action
to assist caeuioer States in tne JeveloQent of suitable national
iiforation systens. Thus the strategy which scans most appropriate
for estaol1hlng the rejioaal syste'!1 .rould e to provide :iember States
4ith the ossibilitjes o buildin trxeir national iiiforrtat1on
infrastructures and thereby lniproviig their raspectiv information'aaillr ca.iabilities,
2.2.2 iationa1 inforation resources: personnel
Even ore serious than the lack of ;qell-p1.rinj
infrastructures at the atlona1 level is the shortage, that the Tear
identifjed in rtost countries, of adequately trained information
inarioer at all levels for carryir1 out ccurentation, library and
archives tdeuutely, traIned personnel jre urgently needed in
Afrjcn countries for te national, sub-re onal aud regional
infornation syste:as that are planned or are heinj developed at the
present tire.
This dearth of appr3priateiy trained ersonl is due, in
rt, to u lack of an aie1ute nutbr of Yfrican-based training
pro;ratnle and facilitls and, in part, to toe traditional
library-scier.ce oriented approach a1oted by -st of them in training
professionals.
The rea found tnat nuierous jibrrjes, documentation and
inforiation centres in trica ere bejnj run by people 7hn had
irisufficlnt fOrial tra.Lnin jr library or icuentation science. In
many cases, hen trained er5onnal rere nainj libraries and
docuiTenttin centres, they had been traine in schools of library
science which hi a rather traditional anproach to librarianship and
infornation. Th11e the training of librarians in the traditional
tecIues of librarianship 2roviLies an essential nanpower component
of any properly tunctionini i:Ator:tation stem, there is also a
definite need for trainin; a cadre ot professionals capable of worKing
witn and utilizlnj modern information handlinj technhlues to enable
African countries to :eep areat of the tre:nendous advances that are
ocing male tn the intor:iatioi field. Further, it was observed that
soiietLnes trained personnel in a country had rece!ved their training
in institutions located in different countries in irica and
elsewhere, nn1 it was difficult for them to relate to each other on
professioial natters because of the diversified nature of their
oacrrounds and acade.aic training.
Another serious snortcouirig identifi'd by the Team in a number
of countries was the lacK of a cadre of nicLUe-level Information
specialists or technicians, ;tho are required to shoulder the ajor
share of the day-to-day operational responsibilities for the saooth
running of a system. 3inilarly, a dearth of technicians needed to
naintain and operate rerographic and printIng equipment was also
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evlent.
As rejards the status accorded to librarians, docutneritalists
aud archivists, the Tea: found tnat many African countries had still
not taKen steps to accord the pro.ession th recognition and status
that is due to it in relation to other professional groups within the
country. Library associations in African countries, some of them
recently established, are beginning to tae steps towards Inducing
govern'nents to remedy the prohlem being faced by their prOfession in
their resective countries. In some African countries these library
associations are the only effective professional bodies in the
information field functioning at the national level.
The Team wa able to identify nine chool or library science
In Africa: Accra, .Addis Aaba, Cuiro, D&:ar, Lusa}a, Kampala, Ibadan,
1aIJugur1 arid Zaria. The standards for entry, lerigtfl arto content
courses, qualifications awarded, etc. vary greatly from one School to
the other. As neritioned earlier, .,tos oE thn still adopt a rather
traditional approach in their training programmes. Only recently have
courses In Jocunentation been introduced in some of these schools, the
school in Dakar (tBAD) possibly being the most advanced In this
respect.
There are extremely few opportunities in Africa for receiving
training in modern information hanilincT tecnniques. Of the training
pro;rammes, perhaps the one being offered by the cole ties Sciences de
llnformatlon (ESI) in abat is the only na providing modern
documentation and latoration science courses. Th1le this programme
offers possibilities for training specialists from French-speaking
countries, there is no similar school for English-speaking Africa.
The Team feels that it nore training opportunities in information
science are not provided soon in Africa or If the existing library
schools do not include in their curricula appropriute courses in
Information arid documentation science, African countrIes will face a
critical shortage of trained information .specialists In the years to
come.
At resent, most ot the advanced training In these fields is
obtained abroad. The German FoundatIon for International Development
(DSE) has been offering specialized short-term (orie co three weeks)
courses in information science for the past several years in Eastern
and Southern African countries. fliile these are useful and the efforts
are to be comRended, they are insufficient to make a sizeable i!npact
on the overall requiretnents of continental ±rica. More and more
specialized courses of this type must, therefore, be initiated at all
level3.
To sun up, it was apparent to the Team that a country WhiCfl
nas an established information policy should include as a priority
activity, the establishment of a national programme for training of
information manpower at all levels. This should be planned as a
Long-term proJrannle and should also include provision for th
retraining of staff to enable theta to cope ;qitn the rapId evolution ot
library and documentation sciences.
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Since the establishment of viable arid up-to-date tralnin
progrmmes involves substantial financial, material arid, particuiarlv,
human resources, it would perhaps be wiser to work towards the
ievelopnent of complementary programes which would bring together all
aterial, human and educational resources available in a region, or
among a group of countries, with a view to riot only improving the
quality of education, but also making optimum use of limited
resources.
Countries that are participating in regional (e.g.
DEVSIS-Afrlca) or international (e.g. AGRIS) information systems,
should ta}e advantage of the trdlning projranuaes being provided by
such systems. In sectors where such regional or international systems
'10 not exist, countries should organize special training for the staff
attachec2 to information centres serving those sectors.
The training of users at the national level is also thportant
to ensure that they are able to derive maximum benefits from any
liformat1on services available to them.
2.2.3 i'latioaal information services
The Team ooserved that some of the libraries, documentation
centres and information centres which they visited had been
established without the necessary background studies and plans having
first been made, and without specific objectives. The result is that
their collections and services are often inappropriate to actual
needs.
There are only a few examples of national nior list5 ot
periodicals compiled for African countries. Many countries puolisn
national blliographies, but most of them do riot cover fully th
national production of published literature. Unpublished literature,
e.g. non-conventional literature, receives even less attention.
As the fea services (bibliojraphic, indexing and ahsractin;
services, etc.) that are bejnçj provided do not usUdily meet t.he actual
and immediate needs of iost users, African researchers generally turn
to information centres in the developed countries (e.g. ritisn
Lending Library, UK, Library of Conçjress, U3A) to obtain the
information that they require, even though the required intormatiDn
and documentation may be available in their respective countries, or
in soie neighbouring 3tate. 1eedless to say, this situation leaos to
a tremendous waste of scarce resources, particularly foreign exchance.
International norms, standards, anti guielines origiriatinrj
from tJISIST, ISO (ISZ, ISStX), ILA (UBC), etc. (modified rerever
necessary to suit African neetls) have as yet to be adopted hy most
African countries. Adoption of Comion standards ad methodojogiec
should greatly enhance the transfer and sharing of information among
various institutions zithici Africa as a whole, as well as
internationally.
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If an African country participates in a regional system such
as DEVSIS-Africa or an international one Such as AGRIS, it SiiOUld
adopt the methodologies and stanciards (including thesauri) 01 those
systens. In the absence of a regional or international system, the
Country's national development information service should be operated
according to aethodologies and standards generally advocated by its
national co-ordinating body for documentation and jnforatjon
activities,
Although a few secondary information services such as
retrospective bibliographies and current awareness bulletins are
presently available In some African countries, it is usually ditficuit
to procure copies of the docunents referred to. This is due to a
number of reasons, amon; them, the difficulty of locating thc
riocurnents due to lack of bibliographic control, the shortage ot huran
and financial resources, lack of reprograptuic facilities and the roor
state of postal and teiecomiunication services throughout ;±ricn.
The Team also noted the absence of a standard policy on the
confidentiality of documents in most African countries. Quite Otter.
this resulted in a situation where althoujh the infor.iation as freely
availaole within the country or within the 1in1stry or Deparent from
which it originated, it was for official purposes considered
confi.dential ue to restrictions on distribution placed at the time
th document zas produced. These restrictions often became invalici or
unnecessary with the passage ot time.
The Nairobi Consultative ieetjng addressed itself to this
guestiori in some detail as it as recognized by many that such a
situation could lead to a lack of useful information (research
findings, feasibility studies) that might already be available within
a country or region.
The Team recojnizes the right of ?frican States to detarmine
the degree of confidentiality of their internally generated
information and the need for establishing screening rnechanisrs prior
to the sharing and transfer of 3uch information across national
boundaries; however, It is also of the opinion that African countries
should take steps to review, without comproi1s1ng their security, the
entire guestion of confidentiality o as to maKe as much information
as possible availaole to users, both within the country and within the
region as a whole.
The Team also urges Ck to prepare guidelines to assist ei.iber
States in establishing their respective criteria for the
classification of documents according to varying degrees of
con f ide n.t Ia 11 t y.
The Tea.a felt that the greatest shortcoming was probably in
the area of unpuolished literature generated at the national level.
Even in the area of published literature, particularly African
periodical literature, there appeared to be a gap in the information
available tO and provided by most documentation anu information
services at the national level. It is hoped that with the establismertt
of national co-ordinating bodies and national documentation centres,
as yell as the recommended regional information System - D:VSIS-Africa
- these deficiencies will soon be removed,
t)nce national information systems have built up a capability
to capture this information, they should be able to provide tro their
national data eases, rejular and frequent services to users, such as
retrospective indexes, selective bibliographies, question-and-answer
services and 3D1. A locument delivery service (it possible taking
aJvantae of !icrofor1as) might also be established, It will, however,
be necessary to constantly adapt and modify, on the basis of surveys
and other studies, the type of information, services best suited to the
requirements of users.
2.3 TuE SJB-REGIO'JAL LEVEL
2.3.1 Sub-regional information resources: infrastructures
There are a number of established sub-regional institutions
throuriout Africa. Among them are institutions which cover research
on subjects of a purely scientific and technical nature while Others
deal with the social and economic developnent sciences. any of tnese
institutions already have well-establisned documentation, and
mnforuation programmes or have plans to set up these proqrammes some
time in the future.
Since many of these bodies have already invested substantial
effort and resources in establishing what might essentially be
descrIbed as specialized collections and are also themselves
;enerators of development information, the Teaa felt that they should
b included as special participating centres for DLVSIS-Africa.
Ideally, they should be required to input Into DEYSIS-Africa only that
information which they themselves generate as sub-regional bodies, the
responsibility for provId1n information on the national production of
any one country being with the country itself.
Ffowever, a mer1ber State might request one or more of these
sub-regional bodies to process national information for input into
DEVSI3-Africa until such time as the member State lLdS established the
required infrastructure for handling this operation at the national
level.
In addition to providirij information on materials they
themselves ;enerate, these bodies should also make available to
t)iVSIS-Africa information on their respective holdings as weLl as
information on their various products and services, so as to enable
DEVSIC-Africa to set u a continent-wide referral service on African
resource centres.
The Team is aware of the documentation and referral centre
oeing estQhlished by the Centre for Co-ordination of 3ocial science
Research nd Documentation in Africa south of the Sanara (CRDAS) in
Kinshasa, and of the effort of the Council for the Development of
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Economic and Social Research in Africa (CODESRIA) in Dakar, to
co-ordinate information arid documentation activitIes in key
socio-econodc sectors, sucn as education, rral development,
urbanization and economic integration. The Pan-African institute for
Development ('AID) in iouala, and the Institut Africain de
Developpenient Econocaique et Social (IADE3) in Abidjan have also
established sub-regional documentation and information prograrles in
rural and economic development.
The African Train1nJ and Research Centre In Administration for
Developaent (AFRAD) in Taniers has a well establisned information
service, complete with directories, bibliographies, bulletins, and a
document delivery progratnne for some 20 African member countries in
the field of public administration and management. All these
sub-regional institutions, dnd many others like thm(1) that are based
in Africa have either established, or have plans to establish,
documentation and infor'iation programmes and services in their
respective fields of research and expertise. They could all,
eventuall', forn special nodes or input centres for DVSIS-Airica.
Those that deal primarily with scientific and technical information
should make such lnioration available to international data bases
that i;ht exist in their respective fields e.g. AGRI3, IflS.
The Team was informed that CA's population Division had
created a Clearing House on Population for Africa. The Team also
learned of the newly established populatIon Information and
Documentation System for Africa (PIDSA) o the Regional £nstltute for
Populatjo Studies (RIP3) in Accra, Ghana, hIcii, in December i97,
published its first issue of "PIDSA Abstracts". Also the Institut de
F'oration et de Recherche Demographique (IFO}D) in Yaounde and tue
Cairo Demographic Centre may establish population information
programmes in the future and expand these to serve theIr respective
SuD-regiOns. :'lhile the Team is greatly encouraged to see these
developments taking place, it feels that necessary and tr'rnediate steps
nust be taken to promote co-ordination and to avoid duplication
between these programmes.
Since these programmes are aimed at providing information
services in the same sector i.e. population, the Team feels that it is
essential that their activities, both present and future, be well
co-ordinated so as to provide as comprehensive a cuverage as possiole,
Every effort should e made to establish such programiies on a
co-operative basis and to adopt, us far as possible, comon
methodologies, policies aM standards, so as to facilitate tne free
exchange of Information with other established or proposed
international information programmes (e.q. POPI, DCC?AT/UN-CL),
and thus m&ze optimum use of available resources.
One of the agencies running such a sectoral programme COulu
take the initiative for convening a meetinrT to discuss questions or
scope, standards to be adopted, co-ordination and other actions. In
the population, sector, sucn a role might perhaps best be assigned to
CAs Population Division because of its regional, i.e. Pan-hfrlcan
mandate.
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The Arab League Educational, Cultural and scientific
crganization (AIECSO) as established a documentation centre with a
fairly extensive docuentatlon and lnforntatlon prograime and it is
recoinended that DEVSIS-Africa establish operational and other lins
with It.
The Team read the report of a survey conducte I by tha Econonic
ConLnissjou for West Asia (ECcA) of the library, documentation and
information facilities in Iortri African Arab States, all of which are
einbers of ECA. The Team also read the report of a feaslbllitj study
uc1dertaerA by ECwA to establish an Arab Regional Documentation Centre
for the Econoaic and Social Sciences (ArDCES) whic gould include all
of CA's Arab Member States.
The Team recomftends that DEVSIS-Africa should rnake every
effort to co-ordinate its programme and activities in the 'orth
African Arab States with ARDCES, once the latter comes Into being.
The Team also read another feaslbilitj stiy recently
conducted by LECZO to create an Arab Centre for Scientific and
Technical Documentation. As any such Centre would also cover all
Iorth African arab States, DEYSIS-Africa should take lrnrieiiate steps
to establish links with it.
rhe EC1s Multinational Projramriinq and iperational Centres
(.1tJiPOCs) are still in an early stade of evelopment nr hence have
little in the way of inforaetion services or personnel, !owever, all
the MULPOCS consulted b the Team e<presser1 a Keen desire to play an
active role in the establishment Of DVSIS-Africa ann to co-ot,erate
wltn it to provide technical assistance t C?'s .etnber States.
eeiless to say, this can only be done it the MULPOCs themselves have
the financial, human and material resources. The Team lid,
nevertrieless, feel that the MULOCs could, even in tne initial pnase
of DEISIS-Africa development, oe called u?on to assist in the
organization and co-ordination of various meetings, worKshops an
trainIng courses to be launched h' DEVSIS-Africa in the different
sub-regions (see !ork Plan).
2.3.2 Sub-regional information resources: personnel
As already mentioned, there is an acute shortage of training
prograatijes and facilities, and training programmes currently offered
in Africa are not adequate for present-day needs. This is clearly
reflected in the ifficulties being faced by rost AfrIcan countries in
obtaining sufficient nu:abers of appropriately trained personnel.
ESI, BAi) and the akerere School of Librarianship have for
some tLne been accek.tin students from African countries. The last
two are currently in the process of designing new programmes for
training middle-level infor:taton technicians, a category for :hich
there Is probably the greatest need in ?frica,
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it t-as been mentioned earlier in this Chapter (see 2.2.2) that
the German Foundation for International Development (DSE) has been
organizing and running short-term courses of a very srecialized nature
lasting from one to three wee1s, but these are being given in the
Eastern and Southern African regions only. MO such regular
specialized courses exist iii other parts Of Africa.
Since substantial investment is needed to establish ne
schools for training information specialists, it is felt that, as far
as possible, training In librrianship, documentation and Infornation
sciences should be provided through existing progranunes e.g. at E.BAD,
ESI and the various schools of library science in Egypt, i\ligeria, and
Uganda. There lacking, information science programmes should oe built
into existing proJrammes. l'nere obvious japs exist, as for Instance
the absence of a school offerinj training In modern
information-handling technijues in English-speaking Africa, nei
programmes should be established(see Chapter Vii). Finally,
short-terni special1ed courses in such fields as cataloguing and
classification, abstractin,g and indexing, computer processing Of
information, networking, etc. should be offered either by
V5I-Africa or by special arrdneinent with existing library and
information science schools in Africa.
2.3.3 Sub-regional information services
Almost all of the suD-regiona]. in5titutions and programmes in
economic and social development mentioned earlier offer some
information services. These include directories of libraries,
directories of documentation and information centres, directories of
sources of information, retrospective bibliographies,
question-arid-answer services (e.g. INADES) and current awareness
services (e.g. O1VS). Sone even maintain Inventories of ongoing
suclo-economic developnent research (e.g. CUDESRIA) while others
operate referral services (e.g. CRDAS)S
The National Science arid Technology Development Agency in
Nigeria (STDr), with the assistance of Unesco, has recently launched
a sub-regional pilot project on a Regional Data I3an) on Technologies
in Africa. The priniary purpose of tnls data bank is to provide users
with computerized selective disseination of information (SDI) using
the CAN/SDI sott4are package with information from the CUMPEA'DEX,
INSPEC and Food Sierice Tecrinolojy Abstracts data bases. This project
gould be relevant to DEVSI3-Afric in that it applies and evaluates
techniques .ihich could equally well be applied in the handling and
disseainatIon Of socio-economic information.
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2.4 T:IE RGIONM. LEVEL
2.4.1 Regional information resources: infrastructures
In addition to the sub-regional agencies, there are a number
of regional agencies (e.g. African Development Bank (ADB),
Urganization for African Unity (O.W), African Economic Community
(AEC)) that could serve as input centres for DEISIS-Afrlca for the
information that they themselves generate. Ry so doing, they woulu in
effect be the thira group of participants iii the ?an-Afrlcan
information system in which the other partners would be the
sub-regional institutions mentioned earlier and the national
participating centres *lthin each ECA member State.
The Team was informed of the lack of upto-date information on
ongoing socio-econoaic research and development projects In Africa.
ñith the exception of the efforts being made by CODESRIj\, no
nechanisnts at regional or suD-regional level existed for keepIng track
of these activities though soie national efforts for ongoing research
inforiation systettis were ooserved.
The Team therefore feels that DVSIS-Africa should, in
addition to its bibliographic data base, also establish Registers of
ongoing soclo-economic research and development projects in Africa
(see Cnapter VI and Work Plan).
2.4.2 Regional information resources: personnel
The Team has recommended that a study of anpower requirements
for information services in Africa should he undertakers at the
regional, sub-regional and, particularly, the national level. Based
on the results of the study, appropriate programmes for fornal and
informal, training should be developed.
The Team observed with oae concern that the manpower problem
affected also the relatively well-endowed regional bodies in Africa,
such as IDEt, ADB, JAtJ. This naturally hid an adverse impact on the
Information programmes and on the types of inforiation services being
provided by them, both ;iithin the agencies and elsewnere.
As these bodies are probably the largest holders of
information on African development questions, it Is crucial that some
order oe brought about in their respective In-house information
programmes. The Team feels, therefore, that DEVSIS-Africa shou],d
provide guidance, technical assIstance and manpower training in
library, docunentation and information science to help improve
services provided by these bodies, to enable African researchers and
planners to have better access to Information housed in these
agecie$. 3uch a effort wilj, also enable these Institutions to
become active partners In a Pan-African information network.
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2.4.3 Regional Inforcation Services
As is the case ''zith sub-regional institutIons, many regional
institutions are providing a wide range of informatiofl services
throughout frica. Taken together, these regional bodies are also
some of the more important jenerators of information. 9owever, not
all of their products or services are widely available, or even Cnown,
in Africa.
lith. the establishment of DV5IS-Africa, it can be assumed
that a iore efficient method of coljectinj and disseminating
inforraation at the regional level will come Into bting. Some Of tne
information products envisaged for DEVSIS-Africa will be of much
importance to regional organizations in the planning and
implementation of their own pro.jrarnines.
The Team believes, however, that EVSIS-Atrica should
establish a pricing policy for the rovis1oa of Information services
and the delivery of information and documentation, based on the costs
in vol. v e ci.
(1) For example, ABC, ArECS3, BIEDA/riIEDA, BIS, CI, CILSS,
ECmIAS, IDCAS, IFORD, O4VS, RIPS/PIDSA, WARLJ, Institut du
Sahel, 1iger tiver Commission.
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CiAPTR III
VALUATIOT OF' INFORUATIJN NCDS I AFRICA
3.1 Definition of inforiation
3.2 Users: types, needs and services required
3.2,1. rypes of users
3.2.2 L4evels and nature of information needs
3.2.3 Services required
CHAPTER III
VALUTIO )F INFOR:1ATIO'4 dEEDS i: AFRICA
3.1 DFINITIOJ OF' IIFOR1ATIOI
The won "inforiation" is often u:'iderstood as describing
public enlijhtenment progranmes and mass edia activities such as
radio and television programmes aud the reporting of current events in
magazines arid newspapers. Consequently, 1ost ministrIes of
information in African countries include on their staff "Information
officers" who are almost invariably career journalists arid ,tass meQia
specialists.
"Information" In this Report, however, has a clearly different
meaning, It is used to describe man's accumulated knowledge in all
subjects, in. all forms and from all sources that could help Its users
to make rational decisions. Specifically, in this Report,
"information" is defined as: data of value in planning,
decislori-r.iaking and execution of programmes. Such data (Information)
is found in: technical reports and feasibility studies on proposed
development projects; in-house memoranda; reports of
government-appointed commissions; government position papers on
various Issues arid subjects; gazettes which normally report the laws,
statutes and decrees ot governments; riansaris; learned journals in
which subject specialists comnunicate the latest knowledge in their
areas of specialization; boo]s; newspapers and magazines, ar
government documents of all kinds whether published for mass
circulation or unpublished and of restricted or confidential nature.
Valuable information could also he iiade available in other forms such
as microfilm, microfiches and magnetic tapes.
Thus, "information specialists" or "docunientalists" are those
who are trained to locate, acquire and process these various sources
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of data and disseminate the iiitornat1on contained in them for
itearilngful utilizatj.on by all categories f actual and potential
users, for whatever purpose. Therefore, the words "information" and
"Liocuer1tation" are used for the purpose of this Report to refer to
the same professional, activity.
3.2 USERS: TYPES, :EEDS AND SERVICES REQUIRED
It follows from our operational definition of information thaI
the relevance of DEVSIS-Africa to its users constitutes the most
crucial. consideration in the design of the System. ithat categories
and levels of users constitute the target audience ot the Systen?
Jhat are their present and potential information needs? what kinds of
information services do they prefer and in that form? How may
DEVSIZ-Africa be expected to efficiently satisfy these needs and
provide these services at the appropriate level and time for users as
individuals and as groups?
To provide valid answers to these iiportant questions one
gould have to conduct detailed inventories of the information needs ot
djfferen.t categories of users of development information in each
kfrican country. Indeed, one would need to supplement the results of
such inventories with even nore detailed assessments Of the
information needs of each sector of a nation's economy such as
agriculture, planning, health, education and industry. Such an
undertaking was not possible in the context of the present exercise.
Nevertheless, we have been able to collect data that provide answers
to the uestions posed above from the following independent sources:
the resolutions of African Governments since 1915 expressing
strong desire to access arid share cevelopInent information
resources generated iithin and outside Africa (see Annex 1);
the numerous interviews that members of the Teat held with
individuals in institutions in African countries on the
subject of establishing DEVSIS-Afrlca (see Annex 3);
Cc) the discussions at the Consultative Meeting on Information
Needs for Development, Planning and Investment Agencies in
Africa, Nairobi, 9-12 pril, 1979 (see Annex 11), and
Cd) the numerous published and unpublished reports on the
information needs of users of information in African countries
(see Annex 9).
Conseluentl, we have been able to identify the following
ctegorjes of users, the nature and levels 0± their needs and the
types of services they re'uire, in order to achieve integration of
relevant infor;natioa with African develoDrftent processes at all levels.
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3.2.1 Types of Users
The principal users of the services of DEVSISAfr!ca will
comprise the following:
policy-makers and planners in the public arid private sectors;
aiinistrators of public and private institutions;
Cc) financiers, especially those working in development banks;
Cd) field officers of the plannirtg and other sectoral agencies,
e.g. agricultural extension workers and rural development
officers;
Ce) implenentors of develooent projects, e.g. foremen,
technicians, enjineers and architects;
CE) industrialists, especially the smill-scale ones, aol
Cg) research workers.
Those engaged in locating, acjuiring and processing
information materials will bear in aind all of these categories of
users while the information services provided from the System will
reflect their specific information needs.
3.2.2 Levels and nature Of Information Ueeds
The need for information is conceptualized at one r more of
the folloin.g levels: individual, institutional, national and
international.
t4ormally, a user realizes that he has a gap in his knoIledqe
about a specific task he has to perform and seeks to bridge that gap
either by consulting a colleague who has :yorked or is working in a
related area or by reading a docu;uent on the subject. ie iay
sometimes consult the librarian, archivist, documentalist or
information specialist for help. Quite often, however, the task is
performed without attempting to bridge the knoledge gao. The Team was
told again and again by the people it interviewed that they nave had
to plan without the relevant information either because the
information was not soujht or it was not available in a usable fori
when needed, or was not available at all. In addition, the type of
information sought by decision-rnaers is usually multidisciplinary,
witri the result that users often have difficulty in identifying
possible sources of the information they reguire. Finally, even wnen
the individual knows wnat information he needs and how to get it, ne
cannot always afford the cost of obtaining it. information bic has
to be purchased is expensive and its cost is increasing rapidly,
thereby placing even suall itemu of information beyond the financial
means of most users in Africa.
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Thus, the Individual who needs information would normally have
recourse to some institution which could meet his need. The
inforaation support unit of a university, for example, would be the
library whose functions are clearly defined in relation to tfle
research. and teaching functions of the university. The individual
information needs Of members of that university community should, as a
result, be taken care of bY the unlversity library. If the university
library sometimes cannot meet these needs, it should be capable of
liaising effectively with Other libraries or information institutions
in order to obtain information requested by Its normal users. In
effect, the entire jnormation resources of an institution such as a
university are at the disposal of any Individual who is a meber of
that institution.
The Team observed that African research institutions and
universities have relatively well developed lioraries although the
state of public library develop;ent in most countries is still very
poor, It also observed that while most government ministries arid
parastatals have no information support units, a few have
poorly-orjanized units hich lack qualified staff ano adequate
budgets. In this situation, these units would be unable to provide
services for lecision-makirlcj, developent planning and implementation.
It is at the national level, however, that the most serious
deficiencies were observed.
As shown in Annex d, nany African countries have neither
national libraries nor national documentation centres. Some dO not
nave national archives. Only a few African countries have all three
institutions that collect or co-ordinate and make available to users
the information generated within the country. Even in countries wnose
national libraries, documentation centres or archives are backed up by
appropriate legislation to carry out these functions, perfornance
varies enormously from country to country.
It is necessary to correct this serious deficiency to prevent
Information produced within a country from being lost to the country,
as it has been shOwn that the most valuable information needed for a
country's progress is usually produced within tne country itself,
Since information is produced at very high cost, it seems locical that
a very small proportion of the cost oe used to store, process, and
make it available for subsequent use within the country. Thus, a
national ocumentatjon centre or library WIll constitute an aggregate
of the country's institutional and sectoral information resources. It
gill not only house and co-ordinate the nations' Information
resources, but will also be in a ositIon to stimulate the development
of information-support units in government ministries and parastatals,
and in rural and urban areas.
Unesco has for some time actively encouraged It member States
to riane a ational Information Focal Point. Detailed guidelines are
available and technical assistance to help each country establish its
4ational Inforfnatiori Focal Point may be requested from Unesco under
its General Information Programme (see Annex 1(J). Up to the present
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time, only a few African countries have responded by setting up
Iational Information Focal Points. However, It is known that this is
being actively considered y aany other countries.
riany African countries are at a similar level of
soclo-economic development. Most of them lacK vital resources sucn as
capital and skilled manpower and would benefit from a sharing of
limited resources in order to avoid duplication. The desire to share
information was strongi' expressed by countries which wished to nave
access to relevant information resources generated both within and
outside AfrIca. Since Internatiouaj. collaboration in infor1dtion
sharing is high capital and technology- intensive, which most African
cuuntrles cannot afford, a co-ordinated regional system compatible
with international systems, serving all African countries and located
in Africa would seem to be indicated. DCVIS-Africa is proposed as a
solution to this problem and the subject is fur trier discusseu In
Chapters II, III and VI of this Report,
Bearing in mind the types of users described in this Chapter
and their levels of information needs in the context of socjo-econoIc
developa.erit In Africa, PEVSIS-Africa is being designed to provide
information-support that would as far as possible, address tne





More specifically, it is envisaged that F)VSIS-Africa ou1d
attempt to satisfy the following expressed information needs:
the need for mission-oriented information, i.e.
multi-disciplinary information relevant to specific
developuient projects such as urban renewal arid hIc;hay
construction in specific geographic and economic regions of
AfrIca;
the need to krio that a document Jenerated within or outsiue
Africa, dealing with an area of Interest to users, exists;
Cc) the need to receive a known document physically and quickly
within an African country and across national boundiries,
either in its original form Or in microform;
Ci) the need for regular and up-dated directories of ongoing
development research and projects in a given country or
ecorioaic sector of the country;
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Ce) the need for effective access to unpublished material,
especially that generated in fricari countries; and
(f) the need for disaggregated data (information) of all types
that would facilitate comparison Of various components of tr,e
development process.
3.2.3 Services Reuired
Users of information services often cannot di5t1njUiii between
their information needs and the types of information services they
require. It is very coimon to express needs in terms of services and
vice-versa. For example, out of the six specific areas of inf3rttlon
needs listed above, (c. and Cd) are services which, if provided, would
automatically satisfy certain expressed information needs. Thus, in
practice, the dividing line oetween needs arid services is a very thin
one that need not be over-emphasized.
DVI3-?frica, when fully operational, will provide the
follovin.; services that are trailtionally associated with manual and
computerized documentation and information services all over the
iorld:
cataloguing, indexing and abstracting;
current awareness;
Cc) retrospective bibliographic searches on dertiand;
Cd) selective dissemination of information;
Ce) consolidation and repacaing of information;
(f) document procurement and referral services;
C;) infor;aation-bearing tapes, and
(h) advisory services.
The following is a brief descri?tlon of the scope of these
services.
(a) CAT?UJGUI!G, INDEXfl!G D A3STACTIIG
Cataloguing involves the description, of each Iocurqent. in an
information system in such a way that there Is no possIbilIty of
confusing that document with another, no matter how similar. The
naior purpose of cataloguin, therefore, is to identify each dOCuert
uniquely for the system by spectfying its author(s), full title,
edition, place of publication, publisher, date of puolication,
physical characteristics (e.g, nunther of volumes or pages) and series
notes.
Indexing is the process of describing and identjfvinc a
docwneat in terms of its subject content, by means of keywords.
abstracting involves surirnarjzjng the content of a docu.nent tofacilitate access to the inforruation (through the condensation of the
primary document),
(b) CJRRET A1ARETE3S
Users of DEVSIS-Africa can expect regular and frequent
announcements about information sources that are considered relevaiit
to their tasks. It may come in the form of photocopies of the content
pages of learned journals; organized and indexed lists of documents
availaole; announcements of specialized services outside the System
that the 3yste could inaie available to its users; new products such
a bibliographies that have a particular bearing on soclo-econornic
development in Pfrlca, etc.
Cc) RTRO3PECTIVE IBLIJGRkPHIC SEARC1E3 ON DZMAND
Users of the System can request that searches be made for then
on any subject or area within the scope of the System. Te printout
i.e. result of the search will be arranged In a systernatic order tuat
gould facilitate consultation by users.
Cd) s:LcTIvE DIssINATION OF IJFOPMTI(J
The provision of information tailored t satisfy the expressed
needs of an individual will constitute one of the services of
DEVSIS-Africa.
Also, interest profiles on iajor topics, such as transport,
urban developnent, etc. will be provided to groups of users rvin
similar information interests, Information generated y the System
gill be regularly and systeaatically matched against individual
interest profiles in order to produce a classified list of docurnnts
that relate exclusively to the users' information needs. The interest
profiles will be regularly revised as the users' tasks,
responsibilities and interests change.
(e) CJNzOIDATlO4 A:To RPAc:AI:G OF flIFURMATIUN
Various groups of users of socio-economic intOrlatinn
expressed a preference for having the Infornation content of tecrinical
reports presented to them in a form different from the oriqiriai. aria
tailored through consolidation and repackaging to meet their s.fIc
needs.
It is recognized that the volume o information on a specific
tOpic and the style in ghicti docuients are written often prevent e.
cusy OffiCial from utilIzing the literature to the best effect.
Corhiensatio:l and simplification would certainly promote better use ot
information by decision-rnalers and other users, includ1n those t the
grass-roots level. It is expected that DVSIS-AfrIca will provide an
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promote these services.
Ct) D3CUM4T ?ROCURENT AND REFERRAL SRVICES
Copies of all documents contained in the DEVSIS-Afric tile
,,ill be heli by the DEJ3LS-Africa Co-orlinating Centre. Copies will be
in their original form or in the form of microfiche prepared either by
the national, sub-regional or regional participating centres or by the
Co-ordinating Centre itself.
As each bibliographic reference in the file will give an
indication of the location or locations of the original docuflectts or
copies, this informatioi will provide the basis for a referral service
to obtain access to the documents themselves, whether in their
original form or in microform, depending on availability.
IFJR1ATIaN-BARI! TAPS
Some of the participating centres might have the capability
for processing and retrieving inforiat1on from data bses such as the
one that dill be built up oy t)VSIS-Africa. The System shoul pIQVii
possibilities for makinj available to such centres, copies ot the date
base or parts of it on request and also make available any technical
assistance and software that nay be required.
ADVISORY 3ERVICS
Since DVIS-Atrica will have easy access to information
specialists and docurneutalists in Africa, it should be In a strong
position to advise an] assist, in co-operation with Unesco nd oth#r
international ajencles, African information institutions in the
following areas (see 7orK Plan):
development of national documentation and information
infrastructures;
traininj of abstractors and indexers, especially on a
short-term basis;
development of ianuals, norms and standards for the lartn.ng
and implementation of documentation and Information rograr;t'es
at national or sectoral levels; and
the purchase and adaDtation of appropriate computer riardare
and software for documentation and information applications.
CIA?TtR IV
IIFQR1ATIOI AD DOCtJME!'TATION SERVICES IN ECA
4.1 Introiuctioa
4.2 Library
4,3 Divisional Reference Units
4.4 Clearincj Houses
4.5 Documents and Reprouctjori Jnit
4.6 Data ?rocesslng Section
4.7 4ult1nat1onal Programriing and Operational Centres
CIAPT:R IV
I:JFoR:1ATIn io DOCUMEUTATIDH SIRVICES IN ECA
4.1 I:;TrwDUcrIo:T
The existing infornation an .]ocuaentdtion servIces it FCA
headquarters include the Library, the Divisional Reference Units, the
Clearing iouses of the ?opulation Division and the Atrican Training
and Research Centre for onen (ATRCU), the Documents an'i Reproduction
Unit an the Data Processinj Section. At present, these services
report to dIfferent Heads of Divisions ithin the ECA Secretariat.
They function parallel to each other in an unco-ordinated and
unintegrated :flaflfler employing different methods nd technicai
processes. Inforiation at CA Is consequently scattered and not
really accessible. The rationalization of disparate arrangements is
a prerequisite for the implementation of DEVSIS-Africa.
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4.2 LIBRARY
The ECA Library was established soon. after the First Session
of CC1' to serve the research and information needs of the Secretariat.
Its clientele has gro;n to include participants in ECA conferences,
seminars and workshops, officials of other UN agencies in Ctuiopia,
members of the diplomatic corps, OAU staff, visiting scholars and
students and Zfrican government departments and research wOr}er
elsewhere who write seeld.ng information on Africa in the field or
economic and social development.
The Library has over 150,000 volunes excluding riimeoraphed
United :iatIons documents - perhaps the largest single collection in
Africa of information on: the African economies. There are three tairi
departments. (1) The main Library contains commercially published
material of interest to ECA, which includes the periodical and
newspaper collection. presently, some 500 perIodicals and newspapers
are received on a subscription basis and a similar nu.flber of journals
in exctianje or gratis; (2) The oyernment Publications Tinit contai.nc
official publications of member and non-member States of ECA reltirxg
to the economies of Africa; and (3) The WI Documents TJnit is a
depository of all printed and inimeoraphed United Nations documents.
These include the publications and documents of the United Nations and
Its Specialized and Operating Agencies.
Library material, except mimeographed United Nations
documents, is catalogued and classified according to Universal Decimal
Classiticution (UDC). overnment puolications are classifl.d y hrrd
subject headings under each country. A card catalogue arratjU
CcorJing to autnor-title, subject and geographical (area) indexes
serves the collection.
The Library itself publishes the following bibliographic
information:
New Acquisitions in the UIJECA Library (bi-monthly)
Africa Index: Selected Articles on Socio-Economlc Deve1pment
(juarterly)
ECA Index: Bibliography of Selected ECA Docurnents (annually)
In addition, selected subject bibliographies are pubuisred.
Under these, the following have appeared:
Bibliography of African Statistical Puolications
BiblIography of Economic and Social Development Plans of
African Countries
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Bibliography of the Hydrolojy and Hydraulic Development of the
Jile 3asin
Directory of overnent Printers and Prorninent Rooksnops in
the African Region
Selected 3ibliography: anpoer and Training Problems in
Economic and 3ocial Development
Selected subject bibliography: Model Schemes of SmalScale
I U d us t r j e s
ror internal circulation, the Library publishes: "List o
rabies of Contents of Selected Professional Journals9 (fortnigntly);
"List of 3eiected U: Documents eceived In the LCA Library"
(fortnijhtly); "I3RD Country Reports Feceived in the CA Library"
(twice yearly); "Current African Development Plans Received In tne FCA
Liorary" (annually).
While the Library services at ECA have llproved considerably
since the recent tnove of the Library to rie and spacious preises, a
number of problems persist and the Library is still tar trom eetJng
the nees of its community of users adequately. The root of the
problem is the existing inadejuacies in staff resources. The Library
Is servIced y only two professionals who are assisted by a suportinq
staff of iS General Service personnel. Sorie of the most serlotis ga,s
in the service are evident in the management aci control of che
receipt and circulation of pertodicals, Issues are often missing from
given series. 1. proper acquisition policy has also yet to he
established to adjust the noldings of the Library to the specitic
nee Is of its users. Presently, the collection is extremely weaK in
the scientific and technical fields.
To function properly DEVSIS-Africa will have to have, at it
centre, a well run, fully-stocKed Library capable of meetini the
immediate requireruents of ECA and of responding rapidly to networks
users' needs. Tnere is no doubt that a strengthened CA Library can
play this role. owever, in view of the recommendations rrade by the
ream invoivinj the Library in the overall organization of the Systei,
It was considered advisable that any radical uesures for the
re-organization of the Library should e undert en 1tbia trLe
fraework of DEVSIS-Africa. so:ae of the services now provided y the
Library, whIch appear to require improvenient, 'ill be provided bY
DVSIZ-Afr1ca in a more effective manner with the technoiogy and
nanpower at its disposal. Other services will e studied and
Lnprovements effected at the appropriate time.
4.3 DIVISIO;JkL 1EFEENCE U'IITS
To eet the felt needs of their respective staff for readily
accessible documents relating to their immediate fields of concern, a
number of ECA's substantive Divisions have established their on
references units. These units now exist in the DivisIons of
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Agriculture, Ztatistics, Trade, Industry, Social Development,
Population ani the African Training and Research Centre for oren,
The units receive no special assistance froi the L,ihrarv nd
have no overall policy guidelines on their functions or on That
nethodologies to adopt. They are serviced by staff members who have
"drifted" into documentation from either secretarial or research
assistan.t assignments. The existence of the units is itself a factor
reducing the flow of information within the ECA Secretariat since only
a few of the Units circulate their ac'luisitions lists, if produced at
all, and sone units are not easily accessible to staff me'ibers of
other Divisions.
These drawbacks notwithstanding, the Team shares the feeling
of the Divisions that the units are indispensable for the effective
inplecien.tation of their proJramraes and should be preserved. It is
however honed that, as DEVSIS-Africa develops, it will be In a strong
position to assist the units in the training of their staff and
provide comwn. nethodologies. DrV3IS-Africa will also supplenent anc
complement the services that are now being provided by the reference
units since its data base will be comprehensive and multidisciplinary
as opposed to the inforraation resources in the reference units which
are organized along sectoral lines.
4.4 CLEARI '1OTSZS
Two proposals have been subaiitted for UF?A fundinq v the
Population Division and the African Training and research Centre for
Jomnen (ATRCJ) to establish an frican Population Clearing House and an
Inforiation arid Communication dait (Clearing House) respectively.
Already, the reference units in these two programires re z1oulin up
as the nuclei of these Clearing Houses.
The African Population Clearing House is being set up to
enable the Population Division to meet one of its objectives i'h1ch is
to create awareness of population issues and of the interrlatiorihip
between population and soclo-economic development, among policy ers
and others In the region (see Chapter II). It will have two
functional cocponents: a reference unit consisting of a library, ani
an information processing aad dissemination unit.
The Information and Communication Urii.t (Clearing Uouse)
proposed b the ATRCw is expected to fill the essential need for
establishing arid maintaining between the Centre and the govern1ents
and other interested parties, the understanding and co-operation
needed for the attaintaerit of the countries' onjectives, throuqn the
dissemination of informatIon and publication of training material, tre
teaching of communications skills and the promotion of leadership
roles for African women.
It is felt that since these two Clearing Houses are being set
up to meet specialized needs, they should, therefore, be able tO
contribute to and benefit from DEYSIS-Africa (see work Plan). Their
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relationships to DEVSIS-Africa could be seen as being similar to tose
of other sub-regional and regional data bases such as those of CRAii
and IDCJS which are expected to rnae specialized inputs intu
OEVSIS-Africa so that a common regional data base can be established
1thin the framework of the System.
4.5 DXUMITS A!D RPRODUCTIUN UNIT
The Documents and Reproduction Unit which is located within
the Conference Services Section is responsible for the reproduction
and printing of all ECA produced Jocurnents. it also acts as a
repository for all those documents. There are at present serious
bottlenecks i the reroductton services provided by the !Jnit due to
demands res'ulting frori the many conferences, seminars and ieetinys
organized by ECA. For this reason, the unit contracts its :iOre
complex printing worK as well as tuuch of the normal printing demands
of CA to outside printers.
DZV3I3-Afrlca will have to have access to the large stocK of
ECA documents held by this unit for processing and inclusion in its
data base. It is however obvious that the printinj and repro'4raprtic
facilities available in the unit are far frorii adejuate for te needs
of the System. The existing facilities should continue to serve tCAs
Conference 3ervices and other printing needs while a separate Printing
and Reproduction Unit is established or DEVSIS- Africa.
4.6 DATA ?RJCESSIG SECTIOA
The Data Processing Section is located within the Division of
Administration. It uses an CR Century 151 Coutputer, which at present
has a capacity of 32K octal memory directly accessible in 750
nanoseconds for 2 octets. The coputer is used for computing staft
salaries and for elementary prOcessinj Of statistical data.
The NCR Century 151 is however a srall capacity and out-of
date computer for which no softwar, is available for handlincj
bibliographic data or for provision of continent wide services
envisged i DEVSIS-Afrlca.
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4 7 Mur.TI:ITrJNAL POGRA4:4L:IG AaD OPERATIONAL CENTRES
As stated in Chapter II, information aJ docwnentatlon
services re virtually non-existent at the CA Multinational
Projrarnmir4g and tiperational Centres U1ULPDCs). At best, the MLJLPOC
heaiquarters have rudimentary collections of booKs and documents which
serve as reference units. If these sub-regional bodies are to lay
the role reserved for them in the proposed networK, the Tean feels
that their information support facilities in terils of personnel,
expertise and euipient will have to be greatly strentheed.
4 ;
CHAPrR V
PRICIPLE3 AND GtJIDELIS FOR 1YIE DESIGN ATD
E3T.BLI3HIfNT OF A PAN-AFRICAN IHFORMATIcJN SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
5.2 Principles and guidelines derived fror a
Third ,or1d development philosophy
5.3 Pri.ciples and uidelines derived fro a
systei development :aethodology
5.4 The nature of an African-oriented and decentralized
information system with international linkages
C1APTR V
P?I1cIPt.F3 ?'ID GUID.LIS FOR T1 DSIG AJD
TABL1ZUE!TT OF A PAN-AFRICAU ItJ?ORMATIO1 SYSE4
5.1. ITRODJCTIO:
The conception and establishment of a Pan-african iri±ornation
system is a complex problen whicn admittedly, has several soltitions.
owever, not all of thea are equally suitable for supporting tne long
ter:a goals for African development. The design of a systeri is
normally a neutral and value-free exercise dhich leads to "tecnnically
pure 3Lterntives' for submission to the declslon-!naKers. Trd
Chapter discusses the design principles and guidelines that appear to
the ream to be most adeguate for establishing an information system in
one of the Third World Regions: Africa.
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5.2 PICIPLES AtJD GUIDLINS DERIVED FRO4 A THIRD WCPTD
DVLDP9EUT p:IILO33PHY
Inforation and information management activities are not n
end in themselves: information only acquires an economic value wnen
it is utilized for the attainment of socio-ecoriomic goals. it is
recognized that the promotion and orientation of African development
oblective5 such as the production of more food, the delivery of health
and education, the generation of knowledge through research and
development, etc., require continued information support. This is
also true of planning bodies involved in ensuring co-ordination an
coherence between the various development programmes. It is to serve
such needs that information systems are established.
The development proram.ies are not carried out at random but,
on the contrary, are based on philosophical and political principles
which are shared by each country or region.
In the sixties and in the present decade a philosopny for
development has continuously been evolved in and by the developing
countries. Principles flave been formulated or the development of
countries and grouos of countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America in
the context of a new jnterntjonaj. economic order, These principles
can be summarized as follows:
At the national level, the leadinj ideas are self reliance and
autonomous development, the planning of development efforts and a
better internal distribution of development gains. At the regional
level, the urge to strengthen the bargaining power of develo.ing
countries in the international context throucin conscious efforts of
economic, social and political integration and special support to the
weaker countries o as to lessen the wealth imbalance existing within
the regions, At the international level, the promotion ot efforts for
horizontal, technical and economic co-operation needed to counteract
the vertical dependency of the South-peripheral countries In relation
to the orth-central countries and the increasing claim of developing
regions for access to a more equitable share of the world's resources
and wealth.
These fundamental ideas can be translated into three
princIples In the area of Information for development:
5.2.1 Inforaation: a Critical and Strategic ational Resource
Inforation is a critical national resource. Developent can
oe conceived of as being a continuum of problem-solving activities
directed towards improving the ualtity of life through the
utilization of existing resources, To be able to identIfr needs,
assess the impact of utilizing scarce resources wIth potentially
competing uses, or appi' principles that determine the choices to ue
made, the problem solvers (planners, entrepreneurs, researchers, arid
project administrators) must have access to reliable information.
Information, whether stored on paper or magnetic tape Or in the nurnan
brain, is thus a fundamental reguisite for ensuring ratIonality anu
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coherence of decision-making. Information is also a 3trategic
national resource as it stands on an equal footing with manpower,
energy resources, and usable natural resources,arnong others, This is
so because the existence of information iriplles that an investment of
time and ioney was made by someone who thought it was worthwhile to
produce it. The cost of producing ieg information, through research
or intellectual creation, or repackaging and transforming existing
information to meet different needs is obviously hign since it
involves the 'iorK of Iihly qualified professionals. Moreover,
information activities towards supporting the generation of ne,
inforation are also a costly component, though normally overlooked,
An exploratory study undertaKen at one sister organization of
ECA, the United tIatjons Econoic Commission for Latin America ShOVS
that the tff of subtantive divisions appeared to devote between 15%
and 50% of their time to inforiiation search and retrieval (1). There
are no reasons for believing that this situation might not have
parallels in. national institutions such as planning bodies,
ministrjes, banks, research institutions and others.
It is therefore essential, in order to recover the high cost
of collecting information, tnat steps are taken to avoid the
possibilities that information, once collected, is not used at all or
Is used only once without being accessible for future applications.
Also, national Information is strategic in the sense that if
it flows indiscriminately out of country, it will disclose facts to
other countries which could enhance their relative bargaining strength
In contractual nejotiatlons on some later occasion.
F'inally, national infor:atlon is strategic since it
constitutes an jtiportant coiponnt of the wealth of the nation. 1ost
countries suffer from an acute imbalance in the distribution of
infornation aiong the various groups of society and various
georaphical regions. The very existence of "information poor" and
"information rich" groups or regions can be seen as a hindrance
tending to perpuate the unequal distribution or th gains of the
development process, Erom this first principle the followin; design
guidelines for a Pan-African information system can be derived:
A Pan-African lnformaticrn system should pronote the collection
and preservation, in member States of all development
lrLfor'ation, including scientific and technological
infornation, produced In. their respective countries or
produced elsewhere about sucn countries.
A Pan-frican inforLtation system should stimulate and assist
African governments In. undertaking inventories of existing
national Information facilities, the dissemination of referral
inforttation to decision-making and decision-preparing agents
so as to make them ware of what exists, and the delivery, et
all levels, of components of the capital stock that
constitutes national Information o that it can be fully
utilized.
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5.2.2 The Need to Pool and 3hare African Development Information
aon.g African Countries
Froul the point of view of Africa as a whole it is evident that
infornatlon is a150 critical anU strategic for tha promotion of the
overall development of the region. To talk about development
infor:nation for the region as a whole is to talk about the pooling an
sharing of national inputs since regional inforrnation is normally an
aggregate of information reflecting the situation in the couponent
countries. However, It is also important to mention another type of
regional information. This is produced by organizations such as the
UN Regional Commissions, regional developraent banks and universities
as a result of field work and direct enquiries undertaken by their
staffs.
The pooling of nationally produced information and the results
of field work made in the various countries of Africa in order to
generate aggregated regional information, Its transfer to African
countries an dissemination to regional bodies would have the
following national impact since individual countries will be able:
Ci) to benefit from the experience of other countries, (ii) to avoid
naving to purchase costly infortaation and knownow which foreign
companies arid multinational corporations sel]. over and over again in
the region, (iii) to assess the evolution of the regional interation
process, (iv) to promote the integration process through the delivery
of information to foster co-operative agreeraents at all levels, ana
strengthen horizontal co-operative projects, and Cv) to co-ordinate
national, sub-regional and regional development actions through the
supply of information to institutions in need of assistance or to
those in charge of related or similar projects.
This second principle can be translated in the following
design guidelines for a Pan-African information syste:
A Pan-African information system should collect and preserve
all country-specific development information produced in
Africa or elsewhere, all regionally or sub-regionally
aggregated Uevelopuent information produced in african
regional bodies and inforaiation produced elsewhere about
Africa as a whole.
A Pan-African information system should collect, process aad
disseminate the above mentioned information to national,
sub-regional and regional bodies o as to ensure its 'JIdx1r1Um
utilization.
5.2.3 The Meed for 1iie and 4uitaole Access to Development
Information Produced in Industrialized Countries and Other
Third world Regions
The increasing interdependence of world affairs, the pressure
of an ever growing population on. fixed and non-renewable natural
resources, and the integration of different zones of tne globe Ttade
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possible by modern transport and telecommunications technologies re
gradually leading to tne idea that resources and tile products of hun'ari
effort are no longer the exclusive patrimony of a particular country.
Information as a resource and a product of tlunan effort cn also he
considered within this perspective.
At present there is a huge imbalance between "information
rich" aacI "information poor" countries or regions. The "information
rich" countries re basically Industrialized countries which have
nastered the !lanagement of informatIon, and through information
-creation or information repackaging are generating consuiption and
capItal applications. iowever, the oulk of this information is not
easily available, or is not available at all, to developing countries.
Legal-protection devices, rnonopol practices and the high access costs
of exlsting commercial information services obviously represent
obstacles, rhls situation neips to widen the gap between both worlds
and deepens the vertical links of dependerlcy. The need to change this
state of affairs in the world distribution of Information has oeen
explicitly recognized 1i the declaration of the new International
ecorioclic order.
On the other hand, access to infornatlon pertaining to other
TiUrd orld regions is a basic prerequisite to attempting horizontal
co-operative programmes between developing countries. Th impact of
this information interchange might not only be reflected in the
inprovement of the bargaining position of Third world countries in
relation to the highly industrialized world, but also in the
possibility of gaining access to information relating to similar
cultural or natural contexts.
These links between a Pan-African inforuation syste!n,
DEV3I3-frica and the existing information systems in the rest of the
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Te world's resources of developnent information Should be av1lable
to all .jeveloing countries, and their access to it should be on an
e.uitable basis. It is very likely that some of this information
could be exchanged for nationally or regionally produced information,
oever the basic question is whether the terms of excnange are fair
or not to developing countries.
Guidelines that can be derived from this third principle are:
A Pan-African information system should attempt to obtain a
wide spectrum of development information relating to countries
and regions outside Africa through equitable and fair terms of
exchange, A high value shoUld oe attached to national and
regional information produced in Africi if it is going to be
used as an exctiange currency.
A Pan-African inforation system should repackage development
infor;aation produced outside Africa for dissemination to
national, sub-regional and regional Institutions o as to
ensure its maxInum utilization,
DY&13-AfrIca would have an impact y making available to
African countries socioeconomic information generated In the
rest of the world. This would be facilitated it an
international icifor[aation system is established along the
lines proposed in the 0V313 Study Team Report.
5.3 PflI:CIPLES MID GUIDELINS DERIVEP FRO:4 A SYSZL DFVbU?MEgT
i : T : i a a a LOGY
In the lest decade a nethodology for the develoomcit of
systems of different natures and for different purposes: artificial
systems (roads, hospitals, factories,...), organizations
(institutIons, prograumes,...) methods (procedures, norms,...), etc.
has emerged. This uethodology stresses the need to consider systeRs
as "creatures' wich emerge to satisfy a specitic need or goal but
hIcn, at the same time, re.uire to be enioed with oulit-in
protective capabilities so as to be able to survive in hostile and
constantly changing environments. These reguireents can he met if
and only if systems are:
Effective; i.e. capable of fulfilling the need they re
suoposed to satisfy.
Structured and adaptable, i.e. a yteLn while requirinJ a
formal structure or internal ordering of elements and
components, is flexible enough to detect and absorb different
changes iu the system environment, such as changes in needs,
technology, resources and supplies.
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3. Efficient; i.e. it can satisfy a given need at a minimum cost.
This system philosophy can also be translated into tnree
principles applicable to the design of a Pan-African inforiation
system.
5.3.1 Full satisfaction of Development Information 'ieeds in Africa
This principle corresponds to the systetns effectiveness
requireet. Development agents i.e. decision-makers (ministers,
planners and political authorities)8 decision-i:aplementers (project
managers, adminstrators) and decision-preparing agents (experts,
researchers) reguire a iide range of information to carry out their
tasks. The range can be divided into data directly pertaining to a
problem Or arm aspect of development (substantive data) and data
lndicatirmg where to find the existing information on a particular
topic (reference data). The first group could in turn he split into:
1icro data (statistical-numerical) thich are indivisible units
of information representing the magnitude of given
development variable associated with specific time, space an
functional attributes among others (e.g. percentage of incoa'e
spent on food b' a peasant household located in a rural
district in Ghana in 1978), and
Packaged data which can be divided into aggregated
statistical-numerical data (statistical tables) ana packaged
non-numerical groups of concepts representing theories,
analyses, evaluations, etc.
Although both micro and packajed data can be registered in
paper or microfor:ns (documents) or in machine readable records
(punched cards, magnetic tapes), it is normal to consider that n
information and documentation system should he able to handle
documents containing packaged non-numerical substantive information,
arid documents containing bibliographic information referring to
existing records and files oe micro data arid packaged data, ootN
numerical and non-numerical.
An information system able to handle the above mentioned
information should comply if it is to oe effective, with the folioinq
requisites:
Information provided by the system should have the required
zuality.
Information provided by the system should be availab.Le
physically and at the required time to development agents.
The question of uallty is of course fundamental to
development needs. '2uality involves several attributes that
need to be siiuulatenously met if the information provideo is
to be useful, In particular, the information collectel an
supplied by the system needs to he: i) accurate, whicn
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involves both validity and precision; ii) comprehensive, i.e.
covering, if possible, all the topics required by development
missions, and all the i;forraation produced about these topics,
and ill) up-to-date, i.e. reflecting tne situation of recent
events. This, of course, does not mean that events of the
past will not be recorded since they are also important tor
certain purposes. However, out-of-date information, in
isolation from actual events, will not be useful for decision
ma)ing.
3. Relevant, i.e. including only those aspects of actual or
potential interest in the development field and screened so as
to provide no more or no less inforaiation than what is
required.
-Lowever, even if the quality of inforvtation is ensured, it
will, be useless for practical purposes if it is not accessible for
use. Information would be considered to he accessible if it is: 1)
timely, i.e. is provided witriin the time period within which decisions
need to be taken; ii) physically transferable i.e. information could
oe transferred throuqh the supply of a document or transmitted to the
recipient through other means, e.g. telecomLluuications, and iii)
Intelligible, requiring that the informatioi tessage is displayed in
an adequate format and language so that it can be understood by the
final user.
The effectiveness principle can be translated into tne
follo:ing design guidelines:
The Pan-African information syste should possess an
intelligent quality-control mecha:iiscn capdble of searching,
selecting and screening date so as to ensure that given
information needs are met.
The Pan-African information system should be started witn the
identification and processing of recently produced
information, becoming retrospective as resources perit.
The Pan-African information system should only consider
processing, communication and transport technologies zhich
ensure a quicI response and physical inforinatioa transfer oy
the system.
The Pan-African information system should consider furats and
languages which permit easy information search, retrieval and
unders tanding.
5.3.2 The Need for a rlexjb],e and "Able to Learn" Information systen
To be able to function, information systems require a
structure, that is, the existence of certain fixed components having
predetermined interrelationships. An important feature of this
structure is the existence of formal institutional agreements,
preferably backed-up by legal and administrative regulations, which
will determine the nature of the participation, duties and rights of
the system components. In. addition, routines and procedures for the
technical operation of the system must be established. It is e&sy to
see that without these stabilizing arrangements the system's behaviour
will be unpredictable. Nevertrieless, the environment of an
lnfor.ation system is continuously changing as development problems
and conditions evolve, new development philosophies emerge and new
Information needs arise.
This calls for related modifications in the amount, ualty
and content of Information that Is being produced. Changes are also
taklnj place in information technologies and In the quality Of
information personnel. And the political, social or financial
problems that the institutional components of the system normally face
are also likely to have an impact on its behaviour and performance.
Within the structure there will, therefore, need to be sortie
room left to manoeuvre, to allow adaptations to the changing
circumstances to be made. An important arid desirable feature of the
information system desi will therefore be the definition of areas in
which a certain flexibility is to be alloqeJ so that learning and
interactive processes can take place between the system and its
environment.
The advocated flexibility is needed both during the
implementation and operational phases of the information system life
cycle. The system from its very early stages should be able tO
"learn" from its mistakes, inasmuch as the design is normally based on
imperfect and insufficient initial information on the environment.
Iaturally this involves uncertainties and the risk of costly failures.
A cautious and phased approach is thus rejuired to permit
experimentation, adaptation to unforeseen environmental changes, and
to ;lve the system's components, particularly staff, enough time to
become proficient.
Some other types of interaction need to be considered. For
example, an implementation stratejy for an information system coulu
take into account the "snowball" effect which has been recorded during
the establishment of international information systems where the
products and services provided in the early stajes stimulated and
increased demand for information and interest in supplying iflforcatlon
in the participating countries.
Finally, althoujh the information syste4n would he less likely
to experience fluctuations and major adjustments once it is fully
operational, It will nevertheless require an evaluative mechanism for
controlling its performance, and detecting in advance trends nd
changes in its environment.
Prom this second principle the following desin guidelines
emerge:
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The Pan-African information systea should be endowed with a
structure of administrative and technica]. instruments in orcer
to regulate its behaviour and performance.
The Pan-African information system components and design
parameters should not be rigidly defined so that the system's
scope, organization and services can respond to evolving
information needs for development.
The Pan-African information system should be implemented
according to a phased programme so as to permit learning
processes to take place.
The Pan-African information systen should possess a built-in
evaluation mechanisat capable of detecting environ'ental
changes and assessing the degree to which the system is
responding adequately to them.
5.3.3 Search for an Efficient (Optimal) Information System
Given the nature of development information needs in Africa
which were discussed at the beginning of this Chapter, a general
design problem arises - the question of how to locate the ditferent
activities and components of the system both in space and in time and
how to or;anihe each activity using the range Of technological means
and resources available, in such iay that information needs are met
at liniufiI cost. The first step ut be to identify the activities or
"elemental operations" that the information system should perform so
as to link the existin; stock of produced information with the
potential utilization of this inforiation. ?n outline of activities
would be:
identification of documents containing development
In f or :. at Ion;
acquisition of such documents;
bibliographic an.d subject analysis of the documents;
processing of the information extracted to produce indexes,
bibliographies, etc.;
storage of the documents;
transfer of information extracted and/or Cop1 of documents
to the planners, decision-maKers, and administrators who ili
use it.
The activities at the extremes 1) and 6) can clearly be
considered as the infor:ation system's interfaces with its
envirOmient. then, three interrelated questions should be conìsidered
si mu 1. t aae 0 u 5]. ':
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where to place the responsibility for performing each of the
mentioned activities (in national, sub-regional or regional
centres?)
what technology and related equipment and personnel should be
utilized to perform each of the activities (manual or
computerized processing, highly qualified or less qualified
personnel, use of postal or telecom:nuaications systems?)
how would the implementation of the various activities need tn
be scheduled in order to follow a fluid sequence and avoid
disruptions?
The range of possible alternatives (permutation of answers to
questlos 1, 2 and 3) gould ajpear to be very great. however, this is
not so. In fact several reasons can he put forward to explain why the
range of options is not very wide: rirstly, not all the combinations
are possible, that is, some of them will not oe tecnnically feasible
or will involve a waste of resources. Secondly, the current state of
transport and telecommunications technologies suggest the need for
some sort of decentralization. Thirdly, improvements in design of
information-handling equipment and the increasing capabilities,
speeds, and declining costs of computers, suggest that the use of
modern technologies is unavoidable.
From tnis third principle the following design guidelines can
oe derived:
The Pan-African lnforr.ation system should be organized in
space and time so that waste of resources is avoided or
minimized. In particular, it should ensure a rational policy
for the acquisition and storage of documents together with a
rational division of worK so that a document is processed
(catalogued, indexed and entered in a file) only once.
The Pan-African Infornation system should benefit from modern
technology so as to enlarge its data processing and storage
capability at reaso.able speed and cost.
The Pan-African information system should try to cut down the
delays and costs of information transfer by using the most
efficient physical transport or teleco'nrtunlcation means.
5.4 TIE NTUR OF A1 AFRICAT-ORIE!TED A:'D DCEhTRALIZED
IurJR:IATION SYSTEM 'IITH LINKAGE3
Given the foregoing design princlles and guiAelines, it Is
now possible to define the overall nature of a Pan-African information
S y S ten.
5.4.1 African-Orientation
The ultjnate objective of a Pan-African intornatjon System is
to facilitate oroblem-solving in African developnent processes. This
approach implies that the syste:a will be lission-oriented and
thterdlscipllriary, It is necessary to clarify this further using the
following quotation froi ttie DVSIS Study Teant Report:
"Any ne system to aleet the needs identified in this study
shoul.J not be discipline-oriented (economics, sociology), but
shouil be mission- oriented (development). Thus the systeIi
would be hosoitable to inforTtatiorl that had been produced in
the furtherance of the ission - for development objctives.
It would be thhositable to lnfor:iation that is purely
acade31c. And provided a piece of information bad been
produced for development goals, its admission to the system
would be assurel irrespective of the uiscipline on which it
was based.
The mission-orientation would be reflected, not only in the
admission of information to the systeri, but also in its
internal organization an its outputs. Thus a given piece of
infor.ation, while it might be identified by its liscipline,
would certainly be identified b Its potential role in the
development process (e.j. identification of needs,
pollcy-maing, planning, project administration,
evaluation)."(2)
In terms of the contribution of owledge provided by the
various disciplines, It is likely that in a Pan-African inforiation
sjster the bulk will come fron basic and applied social sciences and
techrkolo1ies, Instead of natural or physical sciences and
technologies. InfOratlon relating to economics, uanagement, uhlic
administration, educational sciences, sociology, etc. will, of course,
be characterized by the lace of precision in the terminology. Another
feature is the need to collect a large volume of unpublished
literature.
F'inaily, to say that the system is African-oriented is also to
say that it will recognize not only the information needs of the
African countries but it will take into account the behaviour Ot
African users In the production and utilliation Of information and the
existiri; infrastructure or information units, equipment, personnel ari
financial resources of tne region.
5.4,2 Decentralization
As is clear from the discussion in the previois sections,
technical and, above all, political reasons, demand that the system
shouli be decentralized. A centralized solution consIsting Of a
smile input/output centre would in fact imply the need to identify
documents scattered all over trIca, particularly unpublisheo
documents and, to wait for items to arrive by mail which may involve
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great aelays. It the treatment of information (cataloguing, lndexinq,
processing and the storage of documents) also takes place centrally,
although it might result in substantial economies, it will not foster
the creation of national capabilities to pertoriIt these tasks.
Elnally, the dissemination of information by one central unit will
require identification of user needs, again scattered all over Africa,
and will involve delays in collecting enquiries from the countries and
the transfer of information back to them.
A decentralized solution on the contrary:
ensures that tne persons responsible for input are close to
the sources of production of new information, can develop
close relationships with the producers of information end thus
more effectively ensure the reporting of Information to the
S 7 stem;
ensures that the persons responsible for output are close to
the users of information; this permits a closer contact with
their clientele and creates the basis for more relevant
lnforation services, and
allows local autonomy in the politico- technical decision
about what is entered into the system and what is extracted
frori it.(3)
The main components of a decentralized system are outlined
oelow.
(a) Matlorial information infrastructures
Success of a ?an-Afrlcan information systera wllj depend upon
the establish:aent of national participating centres. The choice of an
existing institution, or creation of a national institution to be In
charge of information Input/output responsibilities Is to be rnade oy
national governments. In the case of DEVSIS-Africa it is suggesteu
that, the national planning agencies or ministries of finance,
plannInj and ieveloment be considered as focal points since tney are
central to the processing of development Information.
fir.st task of this focal point will be to identify and
collect national publications, reports and documents Lch fall wIthin
the scope of DEVSIS-Africa (see Chapter 'I). This task is a major one,
since normally tne publications are not available in one location
because of lack of enactment and implementation of deposit laws and
oecauze unpublished material is scattered in. various institutions that
produce development information: government ministries, banks,
research institutes, consulting firns and others.
A second task Is digestion and recording of relevant
information contained in tne above .aeutloned literature. Initially, a
national focal point uijht be able to identify and collect all tte
current develpment literature produced in. the country. However, as
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the national institutional basis becones greater and more complex and
as retrospective materials are incorporated into the system, a strong
case could be made for i further decentralization of these eLforts at
each source institution.
A third task is related to the processing of 1nforatiori.
Initially, due to cost factors and the size of the files, preparation
of iachine-readable files and indexes could be carried out t a single
processing unit in Africa. Uowever, as the price of computer hardware
continues to fall, many countries might find it possible to set up
their own computer processing units at the national level.
rinally, a fourth tas1: ahich is related to output has two
aspects. Firstly, there is the need to sublt national inforiation
records to a regional unit wnich can then merge all the
country-produced information in one regional file and send it back to
the countries for utilization. Secondly, triere is the need to provide
inforration services to users based both on the regional file and the
national file.
(b) Role of a co-ordinating centre of a Pan-African information
sjste.n
Any system needs a conporient for performing the functions of .
"brain"; a coaponent able to co-ordinate, harmonize, stirliulate and
support the functioning of the other cotnponnts so that the system's
goals are achieved. This "hran", which will be the co-ordinating
centre of a Pan-African infornatlon syste, will also be responsible
for the pre?aration of administrative and technical regulations to
ensure consisteric' and iinplenentation of decisions and actions, an to
carry Out research and development activities related to the systen.
The co-ordinating centre is conceived basically as a
nanagerial and catalytic unit. However, it would also require an
inforrnation handling ca?abllity to ierge the national information
records and to disseminate then to the participating countries, This
calls for the establishment of n "input-output" unit capable of
handling ttachine-readahle data (data-bank component) an-I physical
documents (clearing-house con ponent).
One of the specific duties of this unit that cannot he
delegated to other units is the lin:age with other regional and
sub-regional infOr'natiOn input/output units, and with co-ordinating
units of internatlonal and Third world 1nfor'ation systens, including
those sectoral information systems tnat might later b established in
AfrLca.
5.4.3 International lInkages
The design principles and guilelines suggest that the system
should have access to the worl's stocK Of information which S
norially contained in international s'stems, or conunercial systems in
industrializel countries, in order to meet this need, a Pan-African
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infornation s'rstem should have coapatib1e technical characteristics
and should be operated according to principles sirLilar to those triat
guide the majority of international systeris.
In this connection, linkages should be established witn the
L1\TI$13T Programme and other international systems such as AGF<IS, INIS,
P3PIN and others.
'iizizr
UI3IST is a world-wide Unesco programme which "seeks to
promote the adoption of nor.iis and common tools that will maximize the
compatibility of systems, to provide a mechanism by which the
development of systems can .e co-ordinatei, and to encourage the
ouildlng of the resources in all nations that will allow them to
participate In information system-buildinj and to secure the maximum
oenetits from the operation of such systerns".(4)
The need for a Pan-Mrican information system to operate
according to Internationally aeceted methodologies Is obvious. If a
an-Afrjcan information systen were eve1oped without apolying the
results of work that hai been done elsewhere, it wouli carry the
ourden of having to develop tools solely for its own pplications.
Uso, It follows that national particIpating centres and the
Pan-African co-ordinating centre should adopt common methodologies,
thesauri and computer software.
Regional and international systems
The definition of boundaries between informatIon systets is
essential tn. system design in order to avoid duplication of indexing
arid processing. It is also a great 000n to users who, faced witn a
particular :Juestion, will then :now where to find the information they
need. There are areas within the scope of the Pan-Atrican iifOrmation
systen which are of interest to other systems: agricultural
development aims, policies and programmes to AGRIS, population growtri
to POPI:I, etc.
The DVSIS Study Team has included the following In its ideas
for a solution to the problem of definition of related information
s y ste us:
I. That where other systens exist .ith missions adjacent to that
o DEVSIS, the boundaries between the systems oe negotiated
wIth a aaxlmum iegree of precision.
2. That the primary )EVSIS data base snouli not be inflated by
accepting transfers of records from other syste"s.
b4
That in adjacent areas here rio information system no exists,
DV31S define a hounddry thdt takes the more agireqted tor:rs
o information tnat .ire eseritja1 to Ucision-naking in the
develoonent coiiaunity, but be ready to dull oack as oori as an
effective infor.ation s'stem is built iii any ot these areas.
That under TJNISIST, D3I3 tould seek the ie"e]. o
compatibility with other spstems that will enable a given user
to :erge seJrnents of tne data bases that are ot iritezest to
him or to merge the out?uts separately ohtined from eacn.(5)
Jerhoeven, F.'.J., "Fea3iility study or the establishment o
a regional information, documentation ani research centret',
r1C?Aj., Santiago, 1)70.
D2V13 Study Tea, op,cit., p.32.
DVSI.j tudy Team, op,c., p.31.
Study Tean, op.cit., 0,3,.
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A pro;ramMe for estaolishirij EFVSIS-Africd - fricirx
Iaforatlon s/ste:n on social ani economic 1evelo?rent - w1tjjn tne
conceptual franeori of a Pan-Ar1can inforatiou sster, will be
Iauncbei, DEiSIS-Africi ili, or reasOns iiscussed earlier, oe a
centrlizeci S'stemn base at LCA Ii Addis .\bahi but, It tne further
develop:nent of sub-regionai and national infortat1on hriir
caoaoliities, vould oe 1ecentralied itr various functions ueinj
taen over or shareU y su-reioLal or national units.
bt
b 2 )3ECTIVS JF' VSIS-A'ICA
The nain objective of )V3I3-Af.rica sEould be to roviue rav
access to i3foratation requirei Ly policy :ta:ers, olannr, teC1nicins
and otrier enaged in the econo,nic and social deveioperit o African
States, A ratioria.L akproach to development cancot be successfully
tor.aulateJ unless all relevant l orat1on is fully considered during
the plannirt and rogra,imi1rj stages, and accurate )'znoqlecge of the
past, as deli as reliaole projections, are used to form te oasis for
lannin; the future course of action.
DV3IZ-Africa shouLd jerve African countries y (1)
identifying and colieccin; African jnfornatjon res.urces aiid creating
an efficient sten for the utilLatlon of lnormation prodocd for
and oy CA aria its emoer States, ad (2) by prootin infor;:tior
sharing throuJci tue establishnent of various ntwor nodes an
suh-systeJs.
Throujr the application of nolern infor:atlor1 processin
tcnnolog an with carefully planned technical assistance and
trainln; prDaraaues, DEVSIS-ffrica should bCcorne the catalyst for
inroving the capacity of african countries t n-:e axniu. use of
inforLiation generated arid collected otn iithln and outside neir
countries. By comininj the use of the co renensive data ban, with
a co-operative sche.e linking participating overnrents through a
netgori for sharin4 irif3rnation resources arid KnOwlede,
DV3I3-P.frica, as ell is the lar;er Pan-African lnforatinn svst,
could et.blish a stronj harganin position ror obtaining tn
other;;ise costly but useful lnfor:.iatiorx available froi ca nercial
sources located in developed countries.
DV3I-Africa will oe desigfled to enable African States:
to have read'? access to socio-econouic infortion cutairied
In literature generatci iIth1n their oorders, and
to assist each other trrogh sharIrg their nwleige drkJ
exerience.
5,3 SCI)PE OF VSIS-AFICA
One of the najor c1ifflcultjS exneriencei by tne Teai nas bee
to define adejuately the scope of the ysteit. anile the D\TTS sth i
as concerned jth defining the scope of an international syste ii
the developent sciences, the Teai felt that the scope of
)\1Sl3-Africa 4ould have to he deterrined y a detailed analysis o
the urgent needs of African countries in respect of Oti infOrrtion
related to social and econo.iic development and of scientific,
technological and other infornation needed to support dev.1opent
activities. This aspect is not etirely ignored in ):V3lS, ut it
should be noted that In trie African context, ihere no sinificant
scientific, technological and other iforation inrastruct'ires exist
at present, It assu.ies a jreater Jejree of thportnce.
Subject to tne above, the general definition of the coe of
DEV3I3 (1) coul.d be adateJ in efinIng tte scope of the
V 513-?. f rica.
A. ECTs, r4ts AL33
A,l s!.c irifor..ation md zLata: national and regiorl
Statenents of factual infortlon ad data rejatin to exjstni
econ.onlc un.i social conditions nd pnenoena (includin;i rsoirCe.i,
production, consu:iutlon, Iistriution, trau and other trrisactions)
for the African region, ub-regjons and for particular countries.
A.2 Extraolations and forecasts: national anu regional
Extrapolations of eco.oic and SOcIal cor.Jltions mnj phertore
(includir resources, roductjO:, consu tion, ciscrihution, trace rJ
other transactions) curried ou witi the purpose of f3recstinJ Atire
situations - for the Airican rejion, ub-reg1ons, or for parLiCular
countries.
A.3 E:isting situations: national and recLonal
DscrjptIons and analyses of exjstj.g econoaujc, socj3l, p)ltical dnd
legislative situations carried out with te purpose o jntitni
causes of uc rdevelouent and factors favouring deve1op'tent in trie
African region, suh-reions, or particular countries.
B. PSCIPTIOIJS FOR c:cIsiu:I-:1:I:1G
3.1 Prescriptions for deve1opttent policj or action: national aria
reqional
Statenents and studies produced with the )urpose of rec enaicr nei
policies un prograuines to foster econoLaic and social develot in
Africa, its sub-rejons or in purticular cOurtries.
Or'FICIA 7ULICIIS, PLA:I3, PO3RA4FS A) 1RRA'TGflS
c.1 OffIcial statements of development policj
Doeuients issued by or on behalf of organjzatlons: thternatiarai,
regional, national and local, suci us governments, banks, fuiviing and
investment agencies and political parties, defining or explaining
their oolicies in relation to the pursuit of develoVrtnt joals.
)verall general descriptions b such or;anlzatlons of their present
and future ctivltles.
C.2 Comnentaries on official policies arid activities
Commentaries on the policies and overall activities of organizations:
international, regional, national and local, such as govermnnts,
oariks, funding and investment agencies arid political parties.
C.3 Development plans
OfficIal plans, papers on plans and statements issued by
organizations: international, regional, national and local suci as
governments, banks, funding and investment agencies and political
parties, detailing their development plans, programmes, resource
allocatIons, budgets, etc.
C.4 Commentaries on development plans
Commentaries on the official plans issued b7 organizations:
international, regional, national and local.
C.5 Legal, financial and adiuistrative arranjerients:
International and regional
Jfficial documents relating to co-ordination and co-operation in
development activities, establishing or involving international or
regional institutions, or lin}:iug parties in different countries:
treaties, agreements, institutional and contractual arrangements.
C.6 Commentaries on international arrangements: legal, financial
and administrative
Commentaries on international arrangements relating to co-ordination
and co-operation in development activities: legal, financial and
administrative aspects.
C.7 Legal, financial and administrative arrangeIents: national
Official documents relating to co-ordination and co-operation in
development activities, estaolished or involving national or local
institutions itnin single countries.
C.8 Commentaries on national arrangements; legal, financial and
administrative
Commentaries on national and local arrangements relating to
co-ordination and co-operation In development activities.
D. DEVZLOP'EtTT ACTIO!: OPRATIOtAL EXPERIENCE
D.1 Studies for particular projects
Studies (including feasibility studies and market surveys) related to
tie economic and social aspects of specific projects and the
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evaluation and appraisal of proposals and projects.
0.2 Development resources (particular projects)
studies identifying resources for a specific development project and
methods usei in raising the resources.
Announcements and descriptions Of flew projects
flews releases, announcements and descriptions of development projects
that have been approved and are to be undertaken.
0.4 Operational experience (particular projects)
Descriptions and progress reports of particular development projects:
reviews and evaluatory reports of the experience itself, including
managerial, financial, legislative, administrative an.i contractual
aspects; co-ordination and control experiences.
0.5 OperatIonal experiences (general)
eneral review and evaluatory papers on experiences in implementing
deveioprent projects and progratmes, includiny nanagerial, financial,
legislative and administrative aspects; co-ordination and control
experiences. Retrospective reviews, suCh as annual reports, of the
activities of organizations involved in development actions.
C3NSE2UENC5 AND ALUATIOi
Lipact
Analytical studies and interpretations, coanentaries, reviews and
evaluations of the econo'!lic and social impact of developkent policies,
plans, prograames and projects.
E.2 Lvaluations
tvaluatory reports of specific development strategies, prograiames aria
projects on the basis of the results achieved.
'. REsOrjCS AMD TOOJS FOR VLOP1E!"T
Research policy and surveys of research capacities and
research personnel for development purposes
Descriptions Of policies, programmes and activities (including annual
reports) of development research institutes. Directories of research
institutes and personnel. ilIographies of research ruhlicatIoris.
Ia±oraatlon
Descriptions and surveys of Intortation systems and services designed
to support development activities. )IreCtOriPs of such systems and
services. Glossaries and other terninolojIcal aids.
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Men, noney and materials
Descriptions and surveys of the resources available or develooment
actions: international, regional and national. Directories of sucri
resources.
Models, methodologies, techniiues and tools
)escriptive and evaluative accounts Of techniques and tools (e.g.
econoaiç and social indicators, econometric models, methodologies and
computer rograLnmes) useful in economic and social forecasting,
develop:nent policy-making and planning, project appraisal, project
nanagement and progranrle evaluation.
G. SCtNTIFIC, TC!NOL3ICAL AID cJTIfER INF]P1ATION RELATING
DLOPIET ACTIVITIES
Scientific, technological and other information generatea i.n
the African continent and relating to any area of socIal and econoiTdc
evelop.aent which has not been entered into an international data base
or International indexing and abstracting service.
Scientific and tecnnolOgical inforriation hich Is considered
important within the framework of the transfer of technology among
developjn countries.
OSCRIPTIOJ OF DEVSIS-k$PICi
D\I3i3-Africa is designed to achieve its immeliate objectives
throu;h the establish1ent of links between its Co-ordinating Cefltre
and participating centres, aS dell as various information centres,
libraries nd data bases located in the African region. (This is
illustrated further in the folloiirij diagram describing the
DEVSI3-Afrlca '1etwork and in section 6.10 below). Tne DEVSIS-Atrica
Co-ordinating Centre will establish a computerized information storage
and retrieval system from which Information necessary for economic rid
social development of the African region ,iill be :nade readily
available to frican States.
The data base thus established rill hecone the major source of
socio-econoic information for users in Africa, and its storaqe
retrieval system would become the model to be used in the deVelop'ent
of a future decentralized network.
Three main components of the proposed DVSIS-Afric
inforraation storage and retrieval system (as depicted in the foiloinq
DVSIS-Africa Input/Output Flo Chart) are:
(1) collection of information resources suci as books, reports,
























































































































































































































































































































































a computerihed Jata base consisting of information about the
resources contained in the collection, including mechar.isms for
delivering iniexed copies of the data base (printed and on magnetic
tape); and
a set of computer progratnues for data base creation, file
interrogation, retrieval of infornation and production of
various printed outputs.
COLECTIO! DE iFDR1ATIOi! RSOURCS
All relevant documents generated by and for hfrican States
ECA 4hich fall githin the scope a defined above should be collected
for input into tne System. The collection of materials includes
published documents, studies, manuals, working papers, nission
reports, etc. Since the collection is not intended for browsing hut
to serve as the taster file of aterial to be widely disseminated, the
docunents should be reduced to lcroforrn and then filed accordinq to
the accession number assigned in order of irrival at the VIS-?iric.
Co-ordinating Centre for rapid future retrieval and distribution.
CA nember States interested in participating during tne first
phase of DEVSIS-Africa should be urjed to select and submit ateria1s
prolucej in their countries which they consider to be useful for input
into tne System. Those who are willing to prepare D7SIS-fr1ca input
sheets themselves in addition to contributing docuiaents should be
given a complete instruction arival for DEVSIS-Africa input
pre)aratlon and should be encouraged to participate in training
sernlnr so that the input sneets are properly prepared.
CO1'UTER1ZED DATA i3ASE
The Team reco..imends that coiputerlzation is a key irgredient
for the proposed System as the size and complexity of the file 1ll oe
such that a minual system would not be cost effective or feesible.
computerized data base should be created by usinJ the modified DEVSIS
input sheets accOrding to the suggestion
nade by the Tean (see .nne 5), This will ensure compatibility with
other relevant systems suco as the ones maintained at ILO, FAO, (I"71DJ,
u:/CErA, Unesco and Ui/DI3A, us well as the files created and
na1nt1neU by member States and organizations participating in the
DEVSIC effort. The input sheets coriplete. b the indexing staif ot
DV513-Africa during the first phase of its operation should be
forwarded to the Computer Operations Section for input into the
cornputer. The Computer Operations Section is also responsible for
editing, updating and revision of the data base as well as the
creation of various indexes (printed and on magnetic tape), on-detand
bibliograhies and lists. (See DCVSIS-Africa orcianizational criart in
ti'e Work Plan for details).
At a future date participating national anu sub-rqiona1.
centres already e4liiped with coniputer capability should be encouraged
to produce coiputerjzed input in the form of compatible flg;eti tape
and tnove to.rards a decentralized file creation process.
(3) C4PUTR PROGRA:IMCS
Since OVSI3-Africa will create a computerized System whicn
serves as a model for use by participatinj centres, preference should
be given to selecting a set of programmes which can provide for the
Systen to he replicated at no cost to the member States. Currently,
there are at least three computer prografnes which meet this
require ne n t:
() The Integrated Set of Information Systeats (ISIS), developeu y
ILO and available from IDRC and Unesco, is widely used among
134 3G0 and 370 users such as ILO Central Documentation and
Library, FAt) Library, UJD7 Information Referral System
(iNE3), U4-CPL and over 30 organizations in Unesco's member
States. There are currently two versions of ISIS available:
DS and OS. The DJS version developed in 1969 by ILC runs on
1DM 360/370 computers using the DOS or DOS/VS Operating
System. The ner OS version of more sophisticated ISIS
developed by Unesco runs on IBM 370, RIAL) and AID'!AL
co'puters. The 1513 proqramnrne, revrritten in COBOL language,
is also being used for limited applications In Mexico and the
Philippines on 'JMIVAC computers (odels 1106 and 9030).
(b) 4INISIS, developed by the IT)RC in Ottawa, is a iini-computer
based system and is comparable with ISIS. The data oases
generated by both these systems (1141S15 and ISIS) are
Inter-changeable itn a minimum amount of conversion. aong
the current and prospective users of INI3IS are IDRC,
IJN/DISA, ILL), the All-Union Institute for Information in the
Social Sciences (IION) in 4oscow, and several other
institutions in the Netherlands, orocco, Senegal, Tunisia and
Zaire.
Cc) 1IL3R, an interactive inforiation retrieval software pacaçje
developed by CIXI-Ingenierie Inforrnati1ue, in collaboration
with the documentation centre of the Institut Gustave Roussy
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in France, is r1tten in Fortran IV and can oe inpleiaented on
any mini-computer that has a Fortran Iv cohlpiler with
UCJD/DECODE extension. t1oever, it has not as yet been as
widel' ltnplemented as MINISIS or ISIS.
Given that the 3urroughs and CR computer equiptent currently
operating in ddis Ababu (including the NCR Century 151 curren1y
rente bY ECA) are adequate for the various specifications of the
Systet (see Annex 4) anJ that neither of them have appropriate
software for processing bibliographic infrraation, it is felt that the
computer moJels suitable for DEYSIS-Africa, in the lljht of ttie above
considerations, are:
if the ISIS software is chosen: 13M 360 or 370 Series; RiD ES
Series, and ADAk1L;
if :iiisiS software is selected: lewlett PacKard 3000 Series
II, III or 33; and
if the !ILOR software is selected: any nini-computer that has
a Fortran IV compiler,
A comprehensive survey of the hariware and software
requirenents of DEVSIS-Africa in relation to cost, compatibility,
naintenance and other factors is presently being carried out bY Unesco
at the re.Auest of hCA. The survej will also exdtmine these questions
as they relate to national efforts at computerization ano the
participation of African countries in a Pan-\frican information
network.
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6.5 sLCCTIO OF :LARoARE EH) SOFTWARt I RELATION TO LONGTFRii
Jtt'J',
There have been considerable advances in Information
processinV technology in. recent years particularly in computers and
related ejuipment. At the saie time, the cost of computers and
peripherals has dropped to a fraction of .hat it was a few years ago.
Therefore, despite the fact that a long range plan for the System will
include direct linkage of computers and cOlitputer terminals located in
member States with the central data base via a telecom.munlcation
networK, the selection of the Systems computer for the first phase
should not flecessarily taKe into account the full operational
capability required fro:n Phase III onwards. In view of the above
considerations, the Team feels that a low-cost, high performance
computer (e.g. a mini-computer) selected for Its capability of
deliverinj the outputs designed for the System, would meet the needs
for Phases I and II of the project (see WorK Plan). .Additlonally,
since DZVSIS-Africa is Intended to serve as a model for use by a
number of participating national centres, it is Important to consider
softwdre availability and its cost when selecting a computer.
6.6 wDRKI:G LANGUAGES AND TLE3ATJRUS
Three major languages (French, English and Arabic) used in the
CA region should oe the carrier 1anguage of the System. Documents
written In Frencn for instance, ShOUld be processed complete with an
abstract in French, u1ng the French version of the "DECO
4acrothesaurus"(2) for indexing. Similarly, documents written in
nglih should b processed in Cnglish. All documents or materials
submitted by participants in tha System must be indexed using the same
list of terms to ensure consistency within tne System.
The Team recotainends that rather than compiling a completely
new set of indexing terms for the System, the "DECD 4acrothesaurus" e
used as a basis for the compilation of a thesaurus oriented towards
particular African needs. In this connection, it should be mentioned
that Unesco has already approved funds for the adaptation of the
1acrothesaurus for meeting the reguirements of DEVSIS-Africa. It is
felt that such an approach will perait compatibility and facilitate
exchange of information between DVSIS-AtrIca and the large number ot
other information systems using thesauri based on the DECI)
Macrothesaurus.
It should be noted that the OECD, in collaboration with flU,
IDRC, UN/CE?AL, UJ/DIZSA and FAD, has produced an enlarged revised
version of the ?acrothesaurus in late 1973 in English and French.
Spanish and Arabic translations are In preparation.
he System should, however, be able tO refer to indexing terms
In all three languages Inter-changeably for data base searching so
that a search conducted in any. one of the three languages would
retrieve tiaterials written in all three languages.
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67 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS Aim OUTPUTS
6.7,1 Systen requirements
Creation, up-date, revision and general maintenance Of tne
data base In three languages: French, English and Arabic,
according to UISIST and ISO guidelines and using
DEVSIS-AfrIca input sheets for data entry.
File sorting by each data element and creation of sub-files
for production of DEVINDEX-Africa Containing abstracts and
indexes by author, country, subject, and Institution, produced
quarterly.
rn-lI,e file interrogation by any of the data elements and
their combination as search elements, and the result displayed
in a number of alternative forms, e.g. complete biblloqrapnic
citations (501) with or without abstracts, author list,
Institution list, etc.
(3) High speed print capability with ut)per and lower case for
production of: a) DVIJDEX-Afrlca, and h) Various
bibliographies and lists created by file sort processes.
(5) Production of machine-readable outputs on magnetic tape
containing all newly added records on a monthly, quarterly nd
anmial basis for tnose who are equipped with a computerized
facility.
ó.7,2 DVI1)EX-Afrlca
The System is expected to serve as an tnstrurent for promoting
the use of Information collected dfld generated in Africa. One of the
most important products of tne System is a juarterly list of raterIals
added to the System which must be distributed widely to announce the
type and nature a well as the subject content, of information
availaole from DEVSIS-Africa. The list, which is intended to provide
a current awareness service to users, must describe fully each item
listed with complete bthliojraphic description and abstract, The list
should be arranged by seven broad ccegorles (see section 6,3) usea in
defining the scope of the Syste:i, accompanied by subject, geographic,
author, and institutional indexes (a sample of this list (to be called
DEVINDEX-Africa) is Included as Annex 6)),
To accommodate the needs of participating centres without
computer facilities, annual accuiqltions of their national input will
be prepared on request.
Specialized bibliographies on specific subjects will be
prepared on request or as a by-product o± on-line search or file
interrogation.
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5,8 Dr.T :TV1LMTS OF DEVSIS'AFRICA
Since the System is Intended to identify and locate
inforatlon contained In the DEVSIS-P.frlca data bank, the data
elements whlc serve us the key to locating the informatIon required
by the searcher aust Le carefully identified and selected for use by
the System. VSIS-Africa should provide the searcher Infornation at
least by the following ten elements which can be used in various
combinations:
record type, such as book, document, report, map, etc.
title
author
institution (the places where the work was done)
country
document symbol or nurber
g) name of coinrtilttee(s), conference(s), meeting(s) for which
material was prepared
rt) language in which it WdS qritteni) descriptors which clearly identify or indicate the
subject treated
1) date on which the material ias prepared
The detailed description of data elements and field
definitions prepared for DVSIS seems to meet the system reqireterits
of DEVSIS-Africa, which is sinilar to that of the system beiAg
established b UI/DIE3A. Therefore, in order to achieve compatIbility
with these systems, DVSIS-Africa is advised to adopt the same tags
for the same data eleient, as described in Annex 5.
5.9 iI?RJCA?HIC A:ID PRINTING EQUIREMEITS OF' DEVSIS-AF'RICA
favinj access only to clttions and abstracts of literature
available elsewhere and not being able to obtaii a copy for closer
examination reduces the usefulness of an Infornatjun system.
therefore, DEVSIS-Afr.Lcu should work towards providing copies ot all
literature cited in its bibliographies arid indexes. However,
distribution of literature from DEVSIS-Afrlca should as tar as
possible be In the form of microfiche. Use of microfiche will
considerably reduce the cost of postaje and cut down the time required
for delivery of inforaation to the user. Yhere lcroflche readers and
reader/printers are not availaole, the System dill make an etfort to
provide photocopies.
Additionally, DEVSIS-Africa is viewed as a catalyst in
improving the capacity of CA member States to acu1re the technology
and expertise necessary to utilize information which they collect and
generate. A laboratory should therefore be established in tne
DEVSI3-?frica Co-ordirtatirig Centre to convert printed pages into a
master set of microfiche from whIch copies can be made. Initially,
tO microfiche cameras should be purchased and instdlle-i In the
laboratory together with equipment for producInj fiche from
micro-iaiaje film strips. Once a ifiaster copy of the fiche is made,
additional copies can be made quickly and relatively Cheaply.
As rejards printing requirenents, since the documents to be
distributed lust be of high quality, error-free, easy to read arid
publined witci a minimum time Lg, it is important for DEVSIS-Africa
to have the support of a well managed and high quality printing
capability. Therefore, it is recommended that a printing unit be
establlhed within the DF'ISIS-Afrlca Co-ordinating Centre (see Chapter
IV and Work Plan).
6.10 DV3IS-AFRICA AS A t'IETwORZ
As described in section 6.4 the DZVSIS-Africa design will
include a network lin}ing various information resources located in the
African region, although initially much of the effort would be
conceitrateJ on the establishient of a DEVSIS-like information
retrieval s'stem based on the collection of materials primarily
produced by and for Africa.
Ultimately, DEVSIS-Africa should have at least one network
node in each of the member States and lins with regional and
sub-regional centres whose major resource3 fall within the scope of
the Systeu.
As nentjoned earlier (Chapters II and V), a comprehensive
survey of information centres, libraries and research institutes
devoted to the dissemination and utilization of economic and social
develop.aect literature should be conducted and a data base of these
infornatin resources should he created, from riich a directory of
African development institution sources should be produced.
It Is recommended that DVSIS-AfrIca profit from the
experience gained by UN-CEPAL/CTADE3 and by the United Tat1ons Asian
and Pacific Development Institute in bang!ok by adopting, according to
Its particular needs, the survey design, questionnaire and metnodologv
used by these two bodies.
The data base created as a result of the survey could also
become the basis for an information referral system through which
users could locate appropriate sources of information.
The survey will also yield information necessary for
identifying potential network-nodes in the region as well as gaps
4here the DVSIS-Afrlca co-ordiriating Centre could extend assistance
in strengthening the capabilities of African countries to collect,
utilize and share relevant development information generated in the
area.
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6.11 DV3IS-AFrUCA REGISTER OF OIGOIG RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMET
PROJECTS
The DVSIS-Afrlca Co-ordiriating Centre should also estabisa a
register of ongoing socio-econOmic research and development projects,
Although an effort in the area of u:i funded projects is currently
being undertaken by the tTi Inter-Oranization Board for Information
Systems (IOfl) in Geneva under the project title CORE (Common Register
of Projects), there is no register of the various bilateral, and
privately funded development projects. Through the DEYSIS-Africa
netdor)( it Yill be possible to collect and systematize for future
retrieval, information concerning ongoing projects by sector and
country. hlle it may appear costly to undertase such a data
co1lectin activity, once channels are established for information
collectlou through, for example, offices of the UNDP resident
representatives and relevant institutions in each country, appreciable
benefit could materialize as knowledge and experience gained from the
various projects will have repeated use.
DVSIS Study Team, op. cit., p. 131.
Macrothesaurus for information processing in the field ot
economic and social development. Mew Englisn Edition, OECD,





7.2 Education and training of DCVSIS-Africa participants
and users
7.3 Technical. Assistance




In various sections of this Report,
turned up repeatedly. These are:
three icey issues have
the need to produce a sufficient nuttber of techrticallv
efficient personnel for DEVSIS-Atrica;
the necessity to assist all rner'iber States of CA to
participate effectively in DVSIS-Africa, and
the need to train users of the System in order that they
can derive inaxiaum benefits from it.
The specific prograames Of activity recoi1mended for achieving
these three objectives are spelt out belo.
7.2 EDUCATtOI AND TRAINING OF DEVSIS-AFtICA PARTICIPANTS AND USERS
It is envisaged that the training of staff for DEVSIS-Africa,
professional arid sub-professional technical staff for participatiny
centres, ani users of the Systeci will be undertaken at two locations:
Ci) .tt the DEYSIS-AfriCa Co-ordinating Centre, and (ii) at national
and sub-regional levels. Responsibility for training staff at the
national level lies with national authorities, although the
Co-ordinatirig Centre could assist with the design of national trairiinq
proracnies.
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7.2.1 Training to e jiven at DVSIS-Africa Co-ordinating Centre
AJeuate budgetary and a&ninistrative provisions have already
been aade in tnis Report (see ori' Plan) for launchin.3 an intensive
training programme beginning in September 1979, for core staff of
DEVSIS-Africa who will in turn assist in the training of staff of
participating centres. Both professional and sub-professional staff
training will be designed to give all participatants the technical
know-how and the appropriate attitude to the successful launching of
DVSI3-Africa. It is expected that the services of a Technical
Advisor will be needed for this and other purposes.
The major activity thereafter will concern tne organization of
short training programmes for sub-professional staff who will
essentially be junior indexers, cataloguers, library assistants,
reprographic assistants, canieraae, machine operators, etc.
Courses will include:
- preparation of DEVIJDX-Afrjca input sheets
- cataloguing and classification of material
- audio-visual equipment operation
- reprographic techniques
- file maintenance (both. print and non-print raterials)
- user services, including reference and search services
- publicity and information dissemination practices
The objective of the training programmes will be to .ensure
that the more routine aspects of DEVSIS-PLfrica operations are
efficiently carried out and to provide an avenue for advancement for
the junior staff who work in the 3ystern.
In preparing anti organizing such programmes, r)EVSIS-Africa
should nae use of materials anti courses already prepared by Unesco
and other international bodies (e.g. FAD, IAEA, IDRC, UN-CEPAL and
tJ-DIESA) whenever applicable. When the operations of DEVSI1S-frica
have becoie fully computerized, various seminars and workshops on the
use of the computer in information systems might be organized to
teach:
- on-line data base interrogation
- data entry through a terminal
- operation and maintenance of a data processing unit
- elementary computer progranuing
- exploitation, of the DEVSIS-Africa data base for
various purposes such as the production of
specialized bibliographies, lists of specialists
by subject, lists of development projects b7 country
and subject, and analytical indexes.
Jucation and training will also be provided for
professionally qualified technical staff in the form of short
orientation programmes so that they can achieve a proper
conceptualization of DEVSIS-AfriCa, appreciate the relevance and
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nature of the techniques of modern data processing, and understand the
rules and procedures of the United Nations Organization generally and
the CA in particular as they relate to regional and sub-regional.
political/economic groups in. Africa.
Finall?, users of DVSI-frica will, be given short training
courses at :ch :ieaduarters, to enable them to derive the maxiniu,
benefit frot the services provided by the System. Seminars ana
workshops will be held prinarily for Heads of Divisions, professional
staff and research assistants at CA and OAU aeadquarters, and other
government officials and researchers resident in Addis baba. Emphasis
in the prograarnes will, oe on. what DVSIS-frica is all about, now it
can help its users to obtain information that is relevant to their
planning, decision-iaalcing and lnplementation tasks, and what they must
do in Order to derive maximum benefits from the System.
7.2.2 Training to be given outside DEVSIS-Africa Co-ordinating
Centre
EaCh participating menber State in DEVSIS-Atrica will be
encouraged and assisted to conduct short training programmes sinilar
to the ones described above for its technical staff and users.
riowever, as stated previously, responsibility for training staff at
the national level lies primarily with national authorities, witti the
EV3I3-Africa Co-ordjnatjng Centre assisting only in the design of
national training programmes and the provision of training materials.
In adU1tiO to distribution of OE1SIS-Africa instructional
materials described later on in this Chapter (see 7.4) a variety of
worKshops and seminars at sub-regional level (e.g. MULPOCs) dill he
organized under the joint sponsorship of 'inesco, ECA and other
appropriate organizations (see 'rlork Plan) to ensure:
Ci) that relevant documents produced in each country are
systenatically and conprehensively collected and processed for
input to DEVSIS-Africa;
that DEVSIS-Africa input sheets are correctly and consistently
prepared, and
that the System will receive maximum usage in the country or
region.
It is particularly inportant to identify all actual and
potential users of DEYSIS-Africa at the national level, especially
those belonging to the categories specified In Chapter III of this
Report. lnisters, Permanent Secretaries, Directors and other top
policy-m&ers In the overninent of each participating country should
constitute a special target audience for advertising the services that
DEVSIS-AfrIca is capable of providing to them, Since they constitute
the group of people who will influence the future course of
DEVSI3-Afrlca, every opportunity must be seized to convince them about
Its usefulness and of the importance of active participation b their
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overriments as users and of the need to establish national
participating centres for the System. The preparation and
distribution of explanatory materials (brochures, audio-visual aids)
designed to show the relevance of the System to their official tasks
and responsibilities and to provide an understanding of the role that
DVSI3-Africa could play in the development process in Africa woula be
crucial to the success of the System.
DEVSIS-Africa must also take immediate steps to identify
appropriate training institutions in Africa and elsewhere whose toral
training programmes in librarianship, documentation, and information
science could make meaningful Contributions to its programmes. A
continuously updated list of such institutions should be prepared for
the guidance of African Governments and donor agencies in the awara of
scholarships and fellowships to potential personnel for DEVSIS-Africa
at national, sub-regional arid regiona1 levels.
7.2.3 Resuscitating the Plan to create an African Centre fur
Training Information $pecialists
In 1974, the UNP entered into negotiations with the
Jriiversity of Ibajan's epartment of Iibrary Studies to make the
institution an African Regional Training Centre to produce inforniation
specialists for english-speaking Africa. ?r of the package was the
sum of US$150,000.00 for the first three years of the project; the
provision of three information science teachers for the same periou;
and a plan to train four local staff as teachers of information
science during the same period. Courses leading to a 4aster's degree
in Information Science were drawn up and approved by the University's
Senate arid ll seemed set to launch the programme in Jctober 1975.
rhe Sendte also approved the proposal that the name of the Department
be charied to "Departnent of Library and Information Science" to
reflect the full range of its new programme. Unfortunately, the
project has still not taken off,
In view of the absence of a full-fledged :laster's degree
programme in Information Sciences for English-speaking African
countries (see Chapter II) the authorities of DEVSIS-frica should
enter into negotiations with the U!4DP as soon as possible in order to
resuscitate the abandoned programme. The Team is convinced that the
continued absence of an indigenous training programme to produce
fully-qualified, English-speaking information seciaiists to
complement the products of the cole des Sciences de l'Infornation
(ESI) in. Rabat, Morocco, would constitute a serious constraint to the
attainment of DEVSIS-Africa's objectives.
7.3. TCCHICAL ASSISTAIC
The Team recotunends that DEVSIS-Afrjca serve as a catalyst in
strengthening the capabilities of already existing national and
sub-regional centres by utilizing expertise available within and
outside the United Nations family of organizations. In this respect
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the experience of Unesco/PGI in the establishment of national
information in±rastructures, tPI-CEPAL/CLADES in the in-depth survey of
information systems and services in Latin America and the Caribbean,
U-DICSA's pilot implementation of a Development Information System,
ILCA's training prorarnraes for semi-professionals in indexing and
abstracting, and IDRC's experience in the estaollshment of national,
sub-regional and regional information systems, offer DFVSIS-Africa a
wealth of already proven experience and knowledge,
Although DEVSIS-Africa is designed to provide bibliographic
and other information resources to its participating centres, it
should also serve as the cleariiig house for DEVSIS-Afriea related
information such as:
7.3.1 A directory of information science experts
By maintaining a directory of individuals with proven
expertise in. development information systems and services in the
African region, DEVSIS-Africa could assist its participating centres
in obtalnin high-quality advice from such experts,
7.3,2 Sources of funding and methods for obtaining financial and
technical assistance
A list of sources from which funds could be obtained for
DEVSI3-Africa participating centres to purchase equipment and services
needed to strengthen their information-handling capabilities should be
maintained by DEVSIS-Africa and assistance should be given to nember
States in applying for and obtaining funds from these sources, The
record of such referral activities in itself serves as a valuable
inventory of DEVSIS-Africa related projects and provides a built-in
tool for co-ordination.
7.3.3 £Jati.onal inventories of information systems and services in
DEV3IS-Atrica member States
Included in the clearing house function Should be the
inventory of capabilities of various national and sub-regional
research and technical information centres for: providIng translation
services; information analysis operations; and surveying collections
and information processing techrzi.ues. Special projects such as
translations of manuals and thesauri, updating of the System, etc.,
may be undertaken by these centres to improve the operations of
DVSI$-Africa In. the future. experts in information and documentation
services should be used through bilateral arrangements between
concerned centres and governments with DEYSIS-Africa serving as the
referral mechanism.
7.3,4 Inventory of equipment
The clearing house should maintain an inventory of equipment
in use as well as planned to facilitate up-grading of current
equipment taking into account the economic advantages to be gained by
ordering multiple units. There is a definite advantage in' purchasing
the same computer hardware, for instance, for national centres located
in the same sjb-region; the cost of services (training, maintenance)
and of the computer itself could thereby be reduced. Moreover,
possibilities for using the same software, exchange of trained
personnel, etc., are further increased.
7.4 DEVIPt1ENT OF 1ANUALS, STJDAROS AD 4OR'1S
DEVSIS-Africa will assurte responsibility for producing and
distributing all standards, manuals, norms, and other instructional
instruments necessary for consistency and uniformity of input by
participants. Certain instructional materials should be made
available to EVSIS-Africa participating centres from the outset in
order to ensure compatibility. These are divided into:
7.4.1 Materials for preparation of input to DEVSIS-Africa
The basic manuals necessary for the creation of
machine-readable materials for DEVSIS-Africa are:
Guide to bibliographic description of materials
The procedure must follow the (JI3IST guidelines for
machine-readable bibliographic description as well as ISO
specifications for the use of geographic and language codes with
modifications, where necessary, to meet the needs of flEVINDEA-Atrica.
Guidelines on subject indexing
As stated previously (Chapter VI), in order to standardize the
terms used in describing tue content of documents, it is essential
that the same set of agreed-upon terms be used for this purpose. The
Team recocmends adoption of the OECD Macrothesaurus as the
DEV3IS-Africa thesaurus on the understanding that it would be enlarged
with additional terms carefully selected to reflect the uniquely
African situation.
Guidelines on direct input of machine-readable material into
DCVSIS-Africa
Participating centres with computerized information syste'is
will be encouraged and equied to input direct].j into the System using
an agreed format compatible with the one used by DEVSIS-Africa.
7,4.2 Aids for users of DEVSI3-Africa
As the success of L)EVSI3-Africa in actively supporting
deve1opi.ent decisions, prograrame planning and implemettation depends
on how well the System is used by its target audience, the Team
recommends the use of clear, siiple manuals prepared for specific
categories of users. These will provide step-by-step explanations of
how to put DEVSI$-Africa to maximum use on individual, group,
national, sub-regional. and regional, levels. These manuals must be
used as supplements to the Various training sessions and workshops
recommended above at national and sub-regional levels (see 7.2.2).
They include:
explanatory notes on the use of DVI4DX-Africa for
manual searches;
guidelines for preparation of "user profiles" for
SDI purposes;
Cc) guidelines for information search strategy and how
to respond to the SysterLi's interactive facilities
when they become available.
7.4,3 Publicity and preparation of information brochures
Although interface between DYSIS-Africa and its users is
largely the responsibility of various participating centres in the
System, publicity materials should be carefully prepared by
Di.VSI-Afr1ca for distribution through such centres as a
public-relations service for the &ystem. It is generally better and
cheaper to undertake such an activity from the centre than to leave it
to individual participating centres.
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C1PPTER VIII
MOMITORIN AND EVALUATIJN OF DVSIS-AFRIC
8.1 Introduction
8.2 Monitoring of DVSIS-Africa
8.3 Evaluation of DVSIS-Africa
C:iAPTCR viii
MONITORIU AND EVAIUAT.LON OF DE'ISIS-AFRICA
8.1 fl7TRODUCTIO'I
Ills Chapter is devoted to analyzing the built-in
institutional !nechanisrns which will permit the monitoring of tne
Systen and evaluation of its pertor;aance. This set of [nechanisrns is
considered to be a very important component of n infori'atlon syste'
since it determines its capacity to respond to new information needs,
8.2 IDNIT3R1NG OF DVSIS-AFICA
DV315-Africa, like any other information systet, will require
a managerial component located at its Co-ordinating Centre and sorre
subsidiary mechanisis that will allow management to get permanent
feedback from the participating centres, to receive professional
advice from Information specialists and development specialists
currently engaged in information work in their respective
institutions, and to be keot informed of existing infornation projects
in Africa sponsored by international, intergovernmental or private
ajencies so that harmonization and cross-fertilization of efforts can
taKe place.
8.2,1 Operations of th.e DEVSI3-frica Co-ordinating Centre





Planning relates to the capacity to envisage the future
developments ot the System, to forecast needs and resources and to
determine and schedule the different activities that are to be carried
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out. Planninj requires a research component addressed to finding
solutions to current and future problems that normally go together
with the impleLnentation of an information system. Also a programming
and budgeting capability is needed as a support for the planning
function..
Organization involves a number of activities that are needed
to co-ordinate and harmonize resources, in the Co-ordinating Centre
and outside, being used during the implementation and operation phases
of the System.
Finally, follow-up is a function that aroups together the
control of the programme and related activities. It permits insight
into the ways 1n which resources are utilized and products obtained in
relation, to what was originally planned.
3.2.2 Subsidiary mechanisms
Three cnechanlsins for facilitating the operation of the
Co-ordinatin.g Centre have been identified:
First, the establishment of formal and informal communication
links between the Co-ori.inating Centre and the participating
input/output centres located at national, sub-regional arid regional
institutions. To this end, a Technical Advisory Committee composed of
representatives from participating centres (information specialists
documentalists, computer analysts and librarians responsible for the
different activities at their centres) and management of the
Co-ordinating Centre will meet at Technical Seminars to discuss
problems encountered in setting up their respective operations, user
reaction to the services and products offered, current and planned
DEVSI3-Africa developments, etc. Representatives of participating
centres would identify for DE'JSIS-Africa management research studies
that should be undertaken in areas which appear critical for the
promotion of the Systetft. They would advise on alternative Afrlcdn
institutions having adequate technical capabilities to undertake these
and other activities. They would also assess the quality of tne norms
and iethodologies developed for DVSIS-Africa and their compatibility
with international norms and standards.
The first such Technical 3ectinar is scheduled for Phase I (see
Activity 11 in Work Plan), and a second for Phase II.
Second, the establishment of a UN Interagency Committee on
Documentation and Information Systems In Africa. This Committee should
oe set up by the DEVSIS-Africa Coordinating Centre at ECA headquarters
and would be made up of representatives from all the regional offices
Of the UN system in Addis Ababa who are involved in information
prOjramm.es or ln development pr3gra.mes in which an information
component has been explicitly identified. Its main function rould he
to compile and revise exhaustive inventories of information programmes
at the national, sub-regional and regional levels so as to achieve
mutual reinforcement and a rational division, of work.
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Finally, a third rnectanis:a, a Voluntary Agency Bureau would
regularly bring together the ranageient of the OEVSIS-Afrjca
Co-or'dinatlrig Centre and representatives of non-governmental
organizations, private foundations and other related institutions, to
attenpt the co-ordination of their information programmes in Africa
witn those of the UN system.
EVAUAION OF' OEVSI-AFICA
Various evaluative iechanisms need to be explored in order to
comprehend, from different angles and at different points in time, the
degree to whicn DV3IS-Africa is attaining tne goals set for it,
Evaluation can ta1e place throujh built-in internal mechanlss or aith
the help of external independent consultants. These exercises could in
turn be undertaken according to short, medium and long-run time
horizons. In this section, two of the more basic evaluative
mechanisms will be examined since they are considered to e not only
useful but also easy to administer.
8.3.1 Entry evaluation
This refers to a methodology designed to assess the general
situation of a project at ny given point in tine. This methodology
has been tested successfully in development projects of different
natures, particuldrly ECA technical asslstnce projects.
It is oased on. a questionnaire and interview procedure wnich
nels the oroject manager to identify, in i systematic way, the
different vuriables that need to be known in order to form a
comprehensive and detailed picture of the overall project, It allows
urgent prohle,as that need to Le dealt with during the initial stages
of project imlementat1on to be identified, and it has pi-ovea useful
in assessin; what the project situation is likely to be at future
points in time, and per:iits comparison Of the actual situation wltn
that exist1cg when the project was first initiated.
8.3.2 Long-term macro evaluation
This is the type of evaluation, which is required b the
Institutions sponsoring the pogr&nrne. The question here is not to
assess a art1cular product or service, but to find out whether the
overall lnpict of the project in the subject areas or geograliical
regions it is supposed to cover hds been big enough to justify tne
investment iaJe.
This approach consists of measuring the changes induced b tr
implenentation of the Systea in previously existing lnforation
services. If those services are discontinued, reoriented to other
areas or absorbed by the newly emerging System, that would ifldicdte
the overall iipact of the 5yste.l. In other words, the technique
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"...seelz, not to make a direct iudgerent Of the service, but to
detect decisions that responsible people hive made and that reveal
their 1udIeilent of service..."(l)
It is clear that tills technique reu1res direct and Indirect
Inforatjon of a nature which is unlikely to be readily available. It
Is essential also that steps be taken to try to identify all the
institutional changes induced by the emergence of the System. This
exercise requires a high degree of impartiality and can only be
undertaken by qualified and independant external experts after the
Systei has been in operation for some time, preferably only after at
least three years from inception, so as to have a long erLoujh time
perspective a to permit observation of the induced changes.
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A Pan-African Information system handling both numerical
(statistical) and non-numerical (bibliograprilcal) information will be
created under te aegis of CCA headluartered In Addis Ababa. As
presently conceived the final structure of the system would be a
co-ordinated networK of collaborating national and sub-regional
information systems or participating centres within the African
continent. It is anticipated that with the emergence of various
nisslon and discipline-oriented systems the Pan-African information
system will be multidisciplinary in scope and will establish effective
linkages with international information networks and data bases
situated outside Africa, tnus enabling It to serve a large part of the
total 1nforation needs of the continent. Jne of the main components
of the Pan-african information system will be a development
information system called DCVSIS-Afrlca*. Concerned primarily with
biblioqrahic or non-numerical information relating to social and
economic development, DVSIS-Africa will be a co-operative arid
decentralized System designed to serve the increasing information
needs in support of development activities in Africa. flEVSIS-Afrlca
will, be based on the guidelines, principles and recommendations
established for the international system DEVSIS.
O3JCTIVES
The major objectives of DCVSIS-Africa may be summarized as
follois:
1. Establishment of a System which would ensure access to both
publi5hed arid unpublished documents produced in Africa on questions
relating to economic and social development.
*DEVSIS is an acronym for "Development Sciences Information system".
It refers to an international information system for the development
sciences, proposed by an international Study Team, which took into
account the information needs of policy-makers, planners, managers,
researchers, financiers, communicators arid others involved in social
and economic developien.t activities. ihile DtVSIS is a proposal
for a world-ide information system, DEVSIS-Africa will be concerned,
as earlier stated, with African development information.
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Provision of services to organizations, institutions, and
individuals in African countries worKing on economic and social
problems as a support to overall social and economic development of
the continent.
Creation of a Co-ordinating Centre acid an African data base at
ECA headquarters containing references to information on African
economic and social develooment. Exploitation of the aata base would
provide services to development planners and implementers in tne form
of printed indexes, retrospective bibliographies and selective
disseninatlon of information services and, upon request, an
expeditious delivery of photocopies or microfiches of documents
contained in the data base.
Provision of assistance to member States of ECA to strengthen
their national information infrastructures so that they would be able
to participate fully in the System bY contributing to it as well as
deriving benefits from it.
Support for information activities of specialized regional and
sub-regional organizations worKing in the development field in Africa
so as to facilitate their involvement as participating centres in the
System.
Establishment of linkages with international information
networKs, data bases and information and documentation units situated
outside Africa as additional sources of development information.
Establishment of technical procedures to ensure te Systems
compatibility with existing national and intarnational information
systems so as to facilitate information transfer and exchange between
them.
3. I1Pi4EENTATIOJ JF TUE SYSTE:1
It is recognized that in establishing DEVSIS-Africa, a numt>er
of actions related to the creation Of a Pan-African information system
will need to e effected concurrently. They will include those that
need to be initiated at ECA as sell a others at regional,
sub-regional and national levels, such as promoting the collaboration
arid participation Of specialized regional and sub-regional
organizations, and developing, through technical and financial
assistance and manpower training, national capabilities in the
handling of information.
Although responsibility for the development of a Pan-African
information system should rest with ECA, it should be emphasized triat
this must he -lone with the closest collaboration of other
organizations assistin.g information systems development in Africa.
The conceptual frameworK for co-ordinated inforiTtation systems
development elaborated in the UI3ISf programme Of TJnesco, which has
been endorsed by African member governments, should provide the
baciground for its organization. Further, many united Iations
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ajencie, particularly Unesco, UNEP, FAO, IHIIDO and ITC are assisting
national and regional information infrastructure development at the
sectoral level. While overlap and duplication are undesirable and
costly and should be avoided, it should be recognized that a
ParAfrlcan information system could provide a trameworc for
multidisciplinary infornation transfer, and the sectoraj. information
system - DEVSIS-Africa with which we are primarily concerned in this
4orK plan.
The DVSIS-Afrlca project will be Implemented in three phases:
Phase I - Starting 1 September 1979 and
continuing until 31 December 1981
Phase II - 1 January 1932 to 31 December 194
Phase III 1995-1989
P1A3E I
This Could be considered as the preparatory and experiaecital
phase of the project and is scheduled for a period of two years and
four months, from 1 Septenioer 1979 to 31 Dece:ILoer 1981.
OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of this phase of the project are:
The building up of the basic infrastructure of DEVSIS-Atrica
at C.\ Headquarters through the restructuring of some present
facilities at ECA and the establishment of some new units,
recruitment of staff and acquisition of equipment.
DVSIS-Urica will require the establishment of a Computerized
Documentation Section, a Computer Operations Section, and a
Reprographic and Printing Unit. 2uallfied staff to man these
units and the eguipment necessary to carry out the opertIoris
will, be required.
The Library of ECA, which will be included in the System, will
be strengthened to play the dual role of providing services to
the ECA Secretariat and to users in :CA member States. This
will, be done through. an 1iproved policy for acquiring African
periodicals related to economic and social development and the
preparation of inputs to DEVSIS-Africa based on articles
contained in periodicals. It should be noted that the CA
Library already publishes numerous bibliographies indexes
based on the contents of African periodicals (see Chapter IV).
The additional resons1bilities foreseen will involve
priLarily, selection of articles according to the deflr.ecl
scope of DEVSIS-Africa, froti journals produced by a number of
sectors, and the preparation of abstracts. A certain
consistency in. selection, abstract1q and indexing would thus
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be assured.
However, when national infrastructures are sufficiently
developed to talce on these responsibilities, and some may be
at a level to do so immediately, the selection, abstracting
and indexing of articles in African journals could becOe a
national responsibility with the products being transferred to
DEYSIS-Africa for input icitó the System.
(c) ECA houses two important sources of relevant documentation,
namely the African Clearing House on Population and the
Coniuriicatlon and Information Unit (Clearing House) of the
African Training an flesearon Centre for 1oinen, These two
Clearing Houses are expected to receive substantial grants for
improving their documentation and information facilities arid
it is crucial that technical co-ordination be established
between them arid DVSIS-Africa. The resultingcopatiility
of the Information resources of DVSIS-Africa with tnese two
programmes will be of mutual benefit and will help to
eliminate unnecessary and wasteful duplication.
Cd) The production of a pilot issue of an index entitled
"DEVIUDEX-Africa" comprising about 1000 processed documents
contained in the DEVSIS-Africa data base and processed for
Input b as many African member States as possible, and the
establishment of facilities for obtaining copies of these
documents it re.luestej by users.
Ce) The production of directories, lists and other reference
documents o subjects relating to Ptrica. These will include
lists of libraries and documentation centres housing
Infor:iatIon relating to economic and social development, lists
of economic aria social research personnel, lists of ongoing
research activities in economic and social development fields,
lists of specialists in the library and intornation
professions In. Africa, etc. ilork will start in 1980 on the
preparation of these materials and will he carried out under
contract, it necessary. regular updating of existing lists
will also be undertaken in collaboration with the institutions
that produced them originally.
(f) Strengthening the manpower available for information
activities both in. ECA and in member States, through
appropriately designed training courses. These courses will
Initially be directed towards training indexers arid
abstractors for DEVSIS-Africa Co-ordinating Centre and for its
participating centres. Courses for the training of personnel
for computer centres arid for. reprographic units in niemner
States are envisaged for the eco.id phase of the project.
Another important area of training is that of the training of
users of information which will b promoted at sub-reaiOnal
levels, using guidelines established by international
organizations, e.g. Unesco.
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(g) Prornoting the cievelopinent and use of the System's services at
national and sub-recjloflal levels. Technical assistance for
the design of appropriate national systems is available fro!n
international organizations and it is feasible that CA would
also play a role in this operation. It is alsD recognized that
the experience of ECA in setting up DEVSIS-Atrlca and in the
production of its various outputs would provide useful
guidelines for its member States wishing to set up similar
syste.1s at the national level.
P1ASE I
1. L1I3RARY \CTIVITIES
Acquisition of a comprehensive
collection of soclo-economic
journals produced in Africa
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Collection and storage of
documents analyzed for
input into the System.
Provision of photocopying
services. 'licrofiche
services to users frot
document collection will
be provided when microfiche
laboratory has been
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Uieco, IDRC of two trainjnj
courses at on abstractjfl.g
and indexIng for newly
recruited staff of
DV3I3-Africa, ZCA.-basei
Clearing Jous3s and, possloly,
some national participating
centres (10 persons in. eacn
course: 3 4ees).
JrJanizatiOn of traiing
courses at sub-regional level
j with the
assistance of te newly
trained staff based at the
Co-ordiaating Centre of
VSI3-frica, Unesco, IDC
and ILCA, for training staff
froa national participating
centres in indexing and
abstrct1ng. 3 courses in
1980, 4 in 1981: one in
each, !UtJPC region (iD
persons in each course;
3 weeks/course).
ID. stablihing links .'iitn
the Clearing ouses on
Populition and the African
Training and Research
Centre for '1oien located
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(Chap, VIII, 3.2.2) to
discuss participation in
DEVIS-Africa and to orjanize
input to the pilot issue of
"DEVI:IDEX-Atrica"
(60 participants; 5 days;
languages: English, rench).
Organization of seminars
for the training of users
of social and economic
inforcation In. collaboration
with Unesco, IDRC, etc. At
least one seminar will be
held In eac MULJPOC region
and will Le organized by the
respective 1ULPOCs. 3
seminars in 1980, 4 in 1981
(15 persons in each seminar,
3 days/seminar).
Organization, of a
training programme for the
Systems Analyst/Programmer
and Reviser on the staff
of DEVSIS-Africa for

















A number of activities initiated in Phase I have been
described in the schedule as continuing activities. During
1981/1983, these activities will be expanded, where necessary,
and oriented towards meeting the needs Of an enlarged user
cornaiunity, specifically, African development planners,









User training 3 in 1980 1980






The main thrust of this phase of the project will be to
promote active participation at all levels in the development of
the System. national participating centres will be assisted in:
Establishing mechanisms for collecting information in the
fori of documents, reports, studies, data (published acid
unpublished) towards the creation of national data bases
on development information.
Indexing, abstracting an.d organizing material to be made
availaole to users in the country.
Establishing microfiche collections of the documents to
be able to respond to requests from users.
Transferring to DEVSIS-rfrica, at regular intervals,
information in processed form from the national data base
which the member country wishes to place at the disposal
of the other Ifricaci countries through the System.
As far as the regional and sub-regional participating
centres are concerned, similar assistance will be provided for
collecting, processing and preparing microfiche of the documents
produced by these centres and Of any other information materials
of a regional or sub-regional. nature produced In their particular
specialized fields.
The System will also promote the establishment of a
mechanism, at national level, for capturing documents relating to
international assistance programmes. These usually appear in the
form of feasibility studies, mission reports, project proposals,
evaluation reports, surveys, etc. and are produced by a multitude
of United Nations agencies and other international organizations
and foun:datlouis. The local. U! Resident Representative's 1tfice
would normally be In. possession of many of these documents,
particularly the UN and UN Agency-sponsored studies, as It would
a depository for all such country reports. 1ost of these,
riowever, reguire declassification by governments before being
made available for general distribution.
Studies will be made during this phase for the possible
decentralization, of the System at sub-regional levels. In
addition, to the presence of appropriate sub-regional and national
infrastructures, decentralization of the System dill require the
availability of not only the requisite manpower, but also the
necessary computer technology arid the possibility of utilizing a
sophisticated telecommunications network to enable transfer of
information between the sub-regional nodes and between these
nodes and member countries. It is therefore necessary to link
decentralization with national arid sub-regional infrastructure
development, including manpower development, trie Introduction ot
computer technology and the development of telecommunications
networks in Africa.
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During this phase a second seminar of the DEVSIS-Africa
Technical Advisory Committee will follow the lines described in
Chapter VIII. partjcipatinj centres will thus have a further
opportunity to discuss with the Co-ordinating Centre the future
development of the System.
Durinj tnis phase also, it is expected tflat
DEVINDEX-Afrjca will, appear as a cudrterly index in printed form
and will be produced by the Reprographic and Printing Unit of
DEVSIS-pfrlca, Member States that have the necessary Computer
facilities r1iay obtain the DEVSIS-Africa magnetic tapes from the
Co-ordin.atjng Centre, for retrospective searching or for on-line
retrieval. Assistance will be provided by DVStS-Atrica
Co-ordinating Centre towards the installation of the software for
these purposes and for the training of personnel in the computer
centres and reprographic units of member States.
With regard to the provision of services to the ECA
Secretariat and OAU staff members, a special effort will he nade
to service the various divisions in these two organizations by
providing on-line access to the System through the installation
of terminals in each division. The Computerized Documentation
Section will also provide services to staff members of ECA and
DAtJ in the form of photocopies or microfiche of any documents
requested by them. A regular SDI service based on profiles of
users at the CA and DA'J will also be established and
retrospective searches will be carried out on reiuest.
DEVSIS-Africa will establish linkages lth information
systeus abroad for the purpose of:
Ca) ideatifyirig and acquiring materials related to Africa
produced outside the continent; and
(b) ideatifyirig information relevant to the needs of its
African users and requested oy them, but produced in the
course of developient activities and research carried out
elsewhere.
This linkage will be in the form of arrangements with Ci)
various agencies of the UN family (e.g. FAQ, lU, Unesco,
UN-CEPAL, UN-DIESA, UNDP/CORE, UNZP, UNIDJ) maintaining
specialized data bases or referral services, (ii) IF(S (European
Space Agency Information Centre, Frascati), Loctheed or similar
organizations holding multiple data bases, and (ill) well-known
development centres in Europe, Asia, North America and tatin
America. The possibility of linkage using a dedicated line could
be examined, if and when the volume of usage warrants it.
Details pertaining to the staff requirements of




It could be asssumed that with the coittoletion of Phase
[I, the building up of the national, sub-regional dnd regional
infrastructures to permit active participation in DEVSIS-Africa
would have been tnore-or-less completed, Some progress would have
been made towards decentralization of the data base or
alternatively for developin. a capacity at DEVSIS-Afrlca national
and sub-regional levels to process the magnetic tapes produced at
DEVSIS-Africa for information retrieval. In such circumstances,
the principal objectives of Phase III would be:
To pursue the trend towards a network arrange!tent, thus
far,ing out the operational activities to selected
regional and sub-regional institutions, with
DV5I3-Mrica takini on the co-ordinating tunction as its
principal responsibility. As mentioned earlier, this
rests heavily on the assumption that the
telecommunication support then available will permit the
establishment of a decentralized network enabling the
rapid exchange of information between tce suo-regions,
The application of modern computer technology at these
sub-regional nodes would also be a necessary
pre-requisite.
To further establish and consolidate links with
international inforruation systems, data bases,
information centres, etc. outside Africa for information
exchange.
To provide technical assistance to participating centres
towurds the introduction of new tachniques in infortion
management.
C 1) To continue to provide short-term training programmes for
sub-professionals and professionals in the field of
information and to users of infOriLtion.
To upgrade in-rouse information services through
expansion o on-line information access capaoility and
document delivery services.
To collaborate with the United rTations afld its
specialized agencies, in particular FAI), ILO, U'-DIA,
Unesco and JNID, to share experience in information
system development and tO coordinate activities so as to
avoid unnecessary duplication.
ro evaluate at regular intervals the programmes and
services of the System so as to determine the usefulness
as Gell a the efficiency of the System.
4, ORGANI ZATIONAJ STRUCTUR OF THE PAN-AFRICAN ITFOR4kTION
SYsTE:! AND DEVSIS-AFRICA
I. The Pan-African Information System nd its DE'TSISAfr1ca
component will be administered by a Cooriinatin:J Centre
consisting of:
- Chief (Dl), assisted by two GS (8 ana 7)
- Deputy Chief (P5), assisted by one 0S7
Four technical, units, structured and staffed on the
following lines, will impleuent DEVSIS-Africa.
cOMPUTERIZED DOCUMENTATION SECTION. This Section will be
responsible for receiving, indexing an.d abstracting documents
sent to tne DiVSIS-Atrica Co-ordinating Centre by national
participating centres, as well as documents produced oy ECA and
regional and sub-regional organizations. Among te functions of
this 3ectio are: key-punching and other input techniques,
iaintenance of the thesaurus, programming and systems



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is estimated that during the period 1979-1981, an average of
5,000 documents will be received per year (approximately 20-25
percent of these being locuments produced by the ECA itself on
behalf of its member States), while for the period 1982-1984, the
average will be between 8-10,000 per year. The staff proposed
for this Section is based on. these assumptions:
- Chief of Section (P4)
- One Reviser (P3)
- One Systenis Development Officer (P3)
- Two Key-boarders (G58)
- One Secretary (GS7)
Por the period 1982-1984, the following additional staff will be
required:
- Six Indexers (GS8)
COMPUTER op:RTIo:Is SCTIO. This Section will service the
computer centre which will be set up to support the activities of
DEVSI3-Africa and to provide the outputs which have been
described Ia another part of this Work Plan. In addition, the
Computer Operations Section staff will participate in the
proposed development of the network commencing with the provision
of on-line information facilities to the substantive Oivisior.s of
cCA and OAU and the decentralization plan referred to in Phase
III of the workplan. They will also advise member States of ECA
on proposed computer installations and provide any software
support that is available.
The suggested staff for this 3ection is as follows:
- Chief of Section (P4)
- Two Systens Analysts/Programmers (P3)
- Two Operators (CS8)
- One Secretary (GS7)
It is expected that with. the increases in the workload in Phase
II of the project, the following additional staff will be
required:
- Two Operators (GS8)
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ICA LIBRARY. At present, the Library has the following
personnel:
- Chief Librarian (P4)
- Librarian (P3)
- 18 CS at various levels
It is considered that the staff now available will be adequate,
perhaps with further training whicI-i has been envisaged in the
,4ork Plan, to take on the additional responsibilities connected
with the incorporation of the Library int3 DVSIS-Afrlca.
RPROCRAPIIC ND PRINTI!JG U1IT. During Phase I, it is proposed
to Concentrate on the establishment of reprographic facilities
needed to support the responsive services of the System, rather
than to take on printing activites.
This aill involve the installation and operation of microfiche
equipment. Photocopyinj facilities will also be maintained by
this Unit.
During the second phase it is expected that a modern printing
unit iill be installed which will be able to cope with the many
demands for printed materials resulting from the activities of
the systei. This will include the preparation of the quarterly
DEVINDEX-frica, the directories and lists thich are includec in
the sectiri entitled "Outputs of the SysteTT" and other
applications. Although a printing facility is already
functioning in ECA, it is realized that the specialized nature of
the outputs of the &ystem require sophisticated equipment which
is not at present available. 4oreover, efficient functioning of
an information system is judged by the rapidity with which
information can be passed on to users, a condition that can be
assured only if a special unit for this purpose is established.
This recommendation is made primarily because the present
printing facilities at ECA are too overloaded to meet even its
present day requirements thereby causing tremendous delays in
publication.
The Reprographic and Printing Unit will function during Phase I




In Phase II, it is expected that the following additional staff
will be require-i:
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- Chief of Section (P2/P3)
- Operator/Processor (G38)
- Printers/Composers CG$8)
EsTAsLIsH:IE:JT OF Ii3tflU4 PARTIcIrTI:4G CENTREs
DEVSIS-rfrica will have responsibility for promoting the
establishment of national participating centres and for providing
training in those areas of information processing which are
essential for the successful operation of the System. In some
cases, it may be necessary to provide consultant services ana
advise on the purchasing of basic equipment necessary for the
organization and operation. of the participating centres.
Training programmes will take into account the following relevant
areas Of information processing: bibliographic descriptions,
abstracting and indexing, reprographic techniques (particularly
microfiche), anipu1ation of DEVSIS-Africa outputs to meet user
needs, the application of alternative computer technologies to
bibliographic work, etc.
In June 1979 the Executive Secretary of fCA till invite
4inistries of Planning of member States of ECA to designate a
national participating centre for DEVSIS-.frlca and to
participate in the Technical Seulnar scrieiuled for January 1980
t discuss participation in the DEV5IS-Africa programme. The
letter will suggest the following guidelines for the selection of
the participating centres, based on the DCVSIS Study Team Report:
A particiatiag centre could be built on any one of a number of
different candidate organizations, existing library and
documentation centres, central banks, planning ministries,
universities, etc. DEVSIS-Africa will provide CA member States
gith guidance, f requested, on the selection and organization of
the participating centres. whichever organization is selected
s.iould have the support of its government to facilitate the
collection of published and unpublished documents; it should have
assured sources of finance; it should have the technological
capability to process and exploit the lnfor:ation products ot
DEV3I3-Africa and it should be willing to develop close links at
the national and international levels. Preferably, the
organization should already have established close links with
users of social and economic information; preferably, it should
also have on its staff a specialist in the social sciences.
The identification of the participating centre should be
made by the government on the advice of whatever organIzatIon is
priaarily responsible for aevelopuent policy-making and planning
and in consultation with the unit responsible for intormation
policy (national focal point).
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Then nominated, the participating centres will establish
close linIs with the DEVSIS-Africu Co-ordinating Centre. In the
first stage, the national participating centre will provide the
documents for the pilot edition of DEVINDEX-Africa and will avail
Itself of the training opportunities provided by DEVSIS-Africa.
with the growth of the national participating centre and the
developnent of the services to be offered, the participating
centre will gradually take on the information processing
function,, thus, providing finished input Into the System. It
would also be the national centre for dissemination of the
products of the System, initially of the printed Indexes but
later using available computer facilities for searching the
DEVSI-Africa data base at the national level and providing
relevant services to its users.
REGIOJAL ID 3UB-REGIOiAL PARTICIPATING CENTRES
In June 1979, the Executive Secretary of ECA will write
to regional and sub-regional organizations thich themselves
produce information and documents within the scope of the System,
inviting those that are in a position to process this material
and, :here possible, provide input as well as the documents to
DEVSI-Afr1ca, to serve as participating centres for the System.
Some of the regional or sub-regional organizations which have
qualified staff to do this work, could assist other regional and
sub-regional organizations that do not at oresent have adequately
trained personnel but are engaged in similar p rograinmes by
underta1ng to process on their behalf the materials produced oy
the latter.
It should also be noted that some sub-regional and
regional participating centres could be requested by some African
countries to perform these functions on their behalf until suca
time as these countries develop their on national, capabilities
to handle such information.
5. PREPAflATIOW OF PILLJT ISSUE OF DEVI'iDEX-AFRICA
PREPAflATORY WJR!(
This involves the preparation of the input srieets,
manuals and authority lists. In view of the fact that several
pilot editions of DEVINDEX have already appeared in print using
manual and echunized techniques, e.g. Canada, Germany, Pakistan,
Philippines, it would appear that only slight modifications would
be necessary to adapt them to the particular requirements of
DVI4DEX-AfrIca. It is assumed that for the pilot ealtlon, the
"OCD Macrothesaurus" appropriately modified to suit te African
situation and needs, gould be used.
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The preparatory worlt should oe carried out by a
consultant under a two-month contract, (Consultant services: 2
n/tn; Zept./Jct. 1979).
In the meantime, steps will be ta)en to modify the
4acrothesdurus so as to produce a DVSIS-rfrica thesaurus to be
used in the indexinj of input to DEVSIS-Africa. Consultant
assistance for this wor} has already been requested from Unesco.
(Consultant services: 3 n/rn; Sept.-Nov. 1979).
A study will be carried out to assess the organizational
and technical problems, the thesaurus, software, and hardware
1nvolve in the utilization of Arabic as the third orklng
lrt;uag of DVSI$-Africa. This will be done in close
collaboration with the Industrial Development Centre for the AraD
3tates CIDCAS), Cairo, Institut d'Arablsation, Rabt, and other
institutions already enjagei in studying this problem.
(Consultant services: 3 ta/rn; Sept./Iov. 1979).
DSCRIPTII OF JPERATICJJS
The pilot issue of DE1ItNDXAfrica will include
references to development information materials produced in as
many Africafl countries as possible.




Te xecut1ve Secretary of EC will write to the
Ministry of Planning of all mmber States of EC and
to rejional and sub-regional organizations inviting
them to send to DV3IS-Africa a selection of up to 25
documents, published and unpublished, relating to
social and economic development, for possible
Inclusion in the System. The letter will give a
summary of the scope of the System and will request
that the selected documents should have been prepared
not earlier then two years before the date of the
letter.
ECA will coumence recruitment of the staff of the
Computerized Documentation Section (one P3, two P2,
one GS) to be readj to taIe up appointment on 1
September 1979.
A training course for the staff of the Computerized
Documentation Section and others will be organized at
ECA with the assistance of Unesco, ITCA and IDRC. rhe
three-wee1 course will provide instruction on









Documents received from member States and from
regional and sub-regional organizations in response
to the Executive Secretary's letter kill be one
source of lnforaation. Other sources will be ECA
documents, articles froui African journals,
documents from the African Clearing House on
Population and African Training and Research Centre
for oinen and a selection fron the collections of
the ECA's Divisional Reference Units. The material
collected will be examined and about 1,000 documents
will, be selected for inclusion in tcie pilot issue
o.E DEVI:WEX-AfriCa.
The documents dill be Indexed by tne staff of the
Computerized Docurientation Section and input sheets
prepared. These will be sent In batches to a
computer centre (IDrC, tJN-DIESA, Unesco or 1Jr-CE.PAL/
CIjADES) for entry into a coL'nputer and the creation of
a oase, as iell as chec1ing of output. The file will
thus be built gradually until April 190. The
procedure will be continued only until such time
as tne Computer Operations Section of DEV3IS-Africa
hecones operational.
Wiien the file I.e. data base is ready, the selected
computer centre will prepare a tape for
piotocoaposition froriL which an index will oe iade.
The pilot issue of DEVINDEX-Africa could be expected
i. August 190.
Input costs at $10/title x l,)00 titles US 10,000
Printing cost (2,000 copies) 15,00u









Ancex to 1or Plan for
Post Description)
24 rn/rn at US $62,000/
year 20,650 62,000 41,340
Cosu1tart to undertake
preparatory ork: (Sept.,
Oct.1979) on input sheets,
iruals, authority lists
etc.
Fees (60 days x US $1001
day) 6,000








Fees (90 days x 'is
$100/day) US $9,000











Fees (90 days x US $100!
ia7) US $ 9,000




xi. pp AFRICAN Izw3R:ATIOA sysTE:1 .jo OFVsIS-AFRIC
ST)\'F' POSTS
CTR?L CO-ORDIATITG UNIT 3et./Dec.179 1990 19t1
Chiet Dl U3$ 20,660 62,000 62,000
Deputy Chief P5 17,553 52,600 52,600
3 Sec'etarles
(one S8; two G37)GS7/8 6,703 1,100 19,100
C3M?TJTEUZE) DOCU TTIO'I 3ECTIOT
Chief p4 4,300 44,300
Reviser (one) p3 11,850 35,603 .35,600
Systes Develop,aent
Officer (one) P3 35,600 35,600
Senior In1exers/
1btractors (two)P2 18,900 36,S00 36,SoO
Keybor1ers (two) GS 13,400 13,400
Secretary (one) GS 2,250 5,700 ,700














(1) Two training courses (Sept./79 and
Jan./80) in abstracting and



































SU3 TOTAL US$ 77,910
For each course:
Consultant (0.75 /m)







TOTAL dS $ 6,000 6,000 6,000
(Particjpurits will neet their own travel and per diem costs)
Seven training cojrses (3 in
1983 and 4 in 1981) in
abstracting and indexing for
training staff from national,
sub-regional and regional
participating centres (11JP3Cs).









US $ 6,500 19,00 L6,000

















?er Dien (60 partIcipants




Seven seminars (3 in 1980 and










US $ 5,500 15,500 22,000





Travel US $ 2,000
Per Dien
(30 days x 375/
dy) 2,250
US $ 4,250 4,250
(b.) Ssterns nalyst/
Pro; r amni e r
Travel US $ 2,000
Per Dien
(30 days x $751
day) 2,250
US $ 4,250 ,250




(a) Purcrase of periodicals to
support DEVSI3-Africa activities
(to supplement provisions now
availaole) US $ 2,000
(b) Processing costs: materials 500 1,500 1,500
2. Computerized Documentation Section
() Input, printing, dissemination
etc. of DEVItDEX-Afr1ca (Pilot
issue in 1980; four quarterly issues
in 1981). 30,000 120,000
(b.) Other processin; costs:






3. Computer Operations Section
Cost of mini-computer and
peripherals (termindls, upper
and lower case line printer,
tape drive, etc.)
Maintenance contract
($3000/mo; 6 nos. in
19R0, 12 mos. in 1931)
Cc) Materials
U) Docimentation





















1. AS5ISTNC lO IIATIDt1AL MIt) OTHER PARTICIPATING CENTRES
1. Grants for establishment
strengthening of participating
centres US $ 10,000 15,000
-S Consultant services 15,000 15,000
U) Supplies: znicrofiln 1,000 5,000 5,000
potocopyjnj/printlng
paper
TOTAL US $ 6,500 446,00 293,500
3. Staff Travel io,000 10,000
T0TM US $ 35,000 40,oOO
VI. 1I5CLL1AEO1JS
Project vehicle: cost,




VII. fltt'OFTING, SURVEYS ANI) STUDIES COSTS
Preparation of reports: to ECA
arid member States: Quarterly
reports, annual reports, surveys
arid studies, etc. US $ 2,000 2,000
GRAND rOTAL US $232,620 1,301,650 1,095,140
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7. D CRItTIO 0' OUT?JTS
1. DitDX-Africa
Pilot edition consisting
of about 1,000 references Sept.1979
Quarterly publication of
D!VIIDEX- Africa Jan.1931




request of member States 1931
2, Updating of existing Unesco
directory of inforat1on centres,
docutnentation centres, libraries
and archives in Africa using
coiputerized techniques 1930
3. Dlrector of econoijc researcti
institutios in Africa 193O
Directory of specialists in
economic and social development
in Afric
List of institutions receiving
publications under national
deposit la;s








participating centres 190 Continuing
List of African periodicals 1980 ContinuIng
Register of ongoing socio-economlc
research and developient projects 1980 Continuing





centres nd systems in Africa
12.Production of a brochure and other
information, materials on
DEVSIS-Africa and its services
13.L1ist of specialists in the library





I.4.Llst of training programmes jn
library, documentation and
information science in fric4 1930 Continuing
Jherever necessary, Jue to staffinj or other constraints, the
outputs listed above with the exception of DVIiDEX-Africa,
will be prepared under contract. some of these ltens (e.g.
Jos. 2, 7 and 13) have already been prepared by other
institutions or organizations. They will be consulted and

























QUIP E :T T
Repro;raphic




Activities 3 0 :i D
a - a,
J F t4 A r4 J J A S 0 i4 0
- a - e
1980 1981
J F . :4 j J A S 0 !'j U
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! u a ii e I cat ions
l.a an; u ages
Starting Date
The incuLbent will function as director of
the secretariat of DEVSIS-Africa and will e
responstble for ensuring the fulfilment of
the objectives of the System, In addition
to the technical Installation and development
of the Syste.a, the work involves negotiation
and agreenent with member governments,
sub-rejiorial organizations and international
or.;anlzatlons of the United Nations family
arid others, As the 3ysten depends largely
on extra-budgetary financing, the incurthent
wiu be required to contdct prospective
Uonors for financial support.
Tile post is attached to the FCA Secretariat
and qill be laced under the authority of
the executive Secretary of the ECA.
:l1;h academic :jualificatioris at doctoral
level or equivalent. Good knowledge of
systens design and operation and experience
in the organization and management of
infornation systems. Uegotiating ability
and experience in, the functioning of
international progranmes is an essential
u all tic at ion.
Cnjlish and French. A knowledge of African
languages will be a definite asset.
September 1979
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A N N X
POST DESCflITIOIS










The incumabent will function as the chief
technical officer of I)VSIS-Africa and will
assist the Chief in technical matters
relating to its organization, He will organize
training programmes in collaboration with
other senior staff for newly recruited
personnel arid for staff of national
participating centres, During the stages
of development of the System, he may be
reiuired to taie under his c-iarge the
supervision of one or more units within
DEVSIS-Afrjca,
:iigri acaJe:dc jualifications together witri
professional gualifications in intoriiatlori
sciences Or a relatei field plus at least
10 years experience in a senior capacity
in a computerized information systern.
n;lish aria/or 'rench. A 1nowledge ot
Arabic or of an African lannuage will be
an added qualification.
Starting Date September 1979
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TECFIiIICM kVISER
The Mission has recommended that the services of a
technical adviser be obtained for at least part of the period
covered by Phase I of the project. In view of the nature of th
System that has been recommended, it will be necessary, in the
initial stages, for the senior staff to have the benefit of the
expertise and experience of a qualified specialist who has been
involved in organizing and implementing similar activities. It
is therefore suggested that the assistance of interested
international organizations be sought for identitying a suitable
specialist and perriaps, also, for financing this post for an
initial period of two years. The post should be at Dl level and
will cost approximately US $62,000 per annum at current U? rates.
Ari abbreviated description of this post is given below:
POST D3CfI?TIOU
Title of Post Technical Adviser - DVSIS-Africa
Location Addis Ababa
Duration Two years
Terms of fleference To advise the Chief of DEVSIS-Africa on
technical organization and development of
the System, The incumbent will advise and
assist the staff in the establishment of
the various units; in the preparation of
documentation relating to the System; in
the organization of the training courses
arAd Other activities to be underta)en at
or on behalf of D1VSIS-Afrlca. Further,
he will advise on infrastructure
development at the national and sub-regional.
levels and on measures to ensure early and
effective participation by member countries





High academic and professional qualifications,
including the equivalent of a Nasters or
Ph.D. degree in. information science or a
related subject.
Several. years experience in the organization
arid management of bibliographic information
systems.
ngl5.si. A Inowlecige of French and Arabic




RESOLUTION 360 (XIV) ADJPTED DY TE ECA CONFERENCE
or 1I:ISTZR3 JN THE E3TABLIsH:1EIT OF A PA:I-AFRIcAN
IJF3R1ATION SYSTE4 (DATA BAAK)
360 (XIV) DATA 3AK
THE CONERE7CE OF i4IIISTS
C3?3CIOJS of the poor state of numerical and non-numerical
information and documentation resources and referral
services in Africa;
CO1VICED that well organized numerical and non-numerical
information and documentation services with emphasis on
internally Jenerated documents and data are urgently needed
for the new approach to the economic development of Africa;
TAkIN INTO Accou:IT the objectives collectively agreed upon
by menber States to promote at the national, sub-regional
and regional levels an increasing measure of self-reliance
and self-sustainment;
RECOGTIZING the need to develop national, multinational and
regional Jata bases reflecting this change in perspective;
R:CLL,I:;G that at its fifteentn meetini held in Algiers the
Executive Committee of C& (1) and that the Assembly 0± 'JAU
r(eads of State at its eleventh session held in Libreville
in 1977 recommended close co-operation between OA'J an ECA
for the creation of a Pan-kfrican Data Bank;
R:CrLLI:G the programme for the development of household
survey capabilities in Africa;
NJTIN 1ITh SATISEACTION the efforts of the Secretariat to
create a ran-African numerical and non-numerical information
network, '1ith sub-regional branches based o national
information and documentation systems and in close
co-operation with existing international systems and networks
1. CNDORSES the general design and objectives of the
African Data sanK;
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IJVITES the Executive Secretary to provide, out of
the resources at his disposal, assistance to !iember States in
order to enable them to create national numerical ano non
nunerical information systems and services;
CALLS UPON the Executive Secretary to assist member States
to establish national data banks and to facilitate in so far
as is possible free access of African countries to data
banks of industrialized countries, containing information
to which African countries had no access hitherto, so that
Africa can have a network of data banks at regional, subregional
arid national levels;
ALSO CALLS UPOI nie:ber States to give the Executive
Secretary t.e fullest possible assistance and tO CO-Operate
wltn him in the design and implementation of this project;
FUSTIER CALLS UPON donor Governments and institutions
to give the necessary assistance to ECA to enable it to realize
this project;
XPRSSES APPRECIATI(PI for assistance already rendered
to the project bY the International Developments Research
Centre (Canada) and wishes that such assistance dill continue
to be made available in future.
(1) See ECA documents E/Ci1.14/655-E/CN.14/LCO/116.
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Annex 2
TR:1S Or fl EECE OF' T1E C-OAU-IDRC 4ISSIOU T) ADVISE
ON TH ESTA3I]ISI!MENT OF' SOCIO-ECOO1IC OEVELOPMtNT
IIF'OR1ATI3N NETWORK IN AFRIC1, 22 JAtWARY 1979 - 27 APRIL 1979
Taking into account the policies of the tJN Department Of
Economic and Social Affairs, the UN Inter-organizational
Board for Information Systetns and Related Activities,
and the General Information Programme of Unesco, ani
taking into consideration, where appropriate, the
methodology recofinended by the DEVSIS Study Tean:
1.1 To review the existing resources and activities of
boUes affiliated to the United 4at1ons for hadlig
documentation related to econo,aic and social develoo-
ent in Africa;
1.2 To visit ECA Headquarters at Addis Ababa and to assess
the existing plans and programmes and the needs of ECA
for the establishment of an African developiient lr1for-
rnation network in the lijht of short, medium and long-
term prograrnnes of the ECA and within the areas of its
coapetence;
1.3 To evaluate the felt needs and resources of other
regional and sub-regional intergovernmental organizations
in Africa;
1.4 To identify through visits, the strengths and weaknesses
of the organization and use of information (non-statistical)
for management decision-making in a representative sample
of the African governments.
raking into account the findings of section 1:
2.1 To recommend a definition of the subject scope and
coverage of an Africurt documentation prograrnmme respondinq
to the interests of African governtents and within the
reas of suostantive activity of ECA;
2.2 To prepare, as a long-term (ten years) goal, the
establishment of a co-operative network 0 AfrIcan
governments centred dt ECA, for the identification,
processing, storage and retrieval on deinnd of documents
relevant to decision-making in economic and social
development;
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2.3 To outline, as a medium-term (four to six years) plan
and indicative budget, the establishment at CA of the
resources (trained personnel, computer facilities and
other equipment) that would provide the minimum
necessary base for launching such a ietwork and for
managing the relevant Uocu[nent received by ECA or
produced by CA and its affiliated institutions and
programmes;
2.4 To define a short-term (two years) plan and budget,
within the known and anticipated resources of EC,
:naximlzing the capacity of ECA to manage the documents
that it no; receives Or produces and to introduce
documentation services in support of decision-making
within the Secretariat and, to the extent possible, in
African. States;
2.5 To prepare and deliver to the Zxecutive Secretary of ECA
a report and recommendations, including estimates of the
resources required for future fork, On the establishment of
an African developiient infornation network.
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Annex 3
THE MISSIO''S PROGRAM!E AiW TUE
I:WIVIDUALs/0RGANIZArloNs VISITD
A, 1IS3I3N'S PROGRAM1E (in chronological order)
PLACE AE(S)
ETfIOPI1 (Briefinj 22-26 January, 1979
sessions only at
ECA-OAU headquarters)
KLNYA (see below for 29 January 2
organizations February, 1979
visited)










EGYPT 26 February - 2
March, 1979
MOROCCO 26 February - 2
i4arch, 1979
t'IGCRIA 5-9 March, 1979




















Miller / Cub 1110 /
Pubo}covskzy)
A i ye p e k u / JaCk /
Samaras inghe
















C:NTRAL BAtK OF OSWANA
r. Charles fiarvej
NArIo:;AL LIBRARY SERVICE OF BOT3ANA
Mr. G.B. Seame, Director
Mr. kmed, Senior Librarian
ATIOJAL I3TITUT OF D4VELOP:1EIIT & CJLTURAL RESEARCr
Mr. H.J. MasterbroeK
Dr. J. JesKe
UNITED :IATIONS DEVELOPMENT PR3GRA!4MME (UiDP)
Mr. Mnzur Zaidi, Resident representative
UUIVEISITY OF BOTSAMA
Professor Pe].ai, Department of Statistics
2. RPTJBLIC OF' CONGO
MIr4ISTRY OF PLANNIU
Mr. Moussa, Secretaire General
Mr. Georges 4ahenga, Chef, Service le Documentation
Mr. M. zzam, Consultant
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOP4E1T tR0GRAi1I1E (UNP)
Mr. Jan van Eyndhoven, Acting Resident Representative
Direction Generdle des Services de 3ibliotheques,
d'Arcives et de Docwaentdtlon (i)GS3AD)
r4ne Jose lathey, Directeur Seneral
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MIFIsTRY or INF0R:IATI0H
M. 3atheas Iollonb, Chef Je la Division de 1
docuueritatjon Jes ctrchives
clu Parti et Secretaire
General, Mjnistere e
1 Inforrnation.
DIRCTIJN GEIERALE DES SERVICES DE 3IBLIOTHEQUES,
D'ARCUIVES ET DE DOCU4ENTATION (DGSF3AD)
lne Jose lathey, Directrice General
3. GTT
iI('JI3TRY OF PLANII4G
Eng. Istiail Radry, Under Secretary
li A. Farag, Under Secretary' of State
Dr. Ad El-1ohsen El-Gani, Director (eerdl
Slah Seleim, Under Secretary
Sa1J Loutfy, Under Secretdr!
MI'IISTRY FOft ECJNO4Y & ECO?Ov1IC COOPERATIDc
Sarnir Koraien, Under Secretiry of State
MINISTRY OF' FORCIGU AFFAIRS
A:nbassaior !arei
RGIOAL (ARAB) CZNTRE FOR RESEARCH A:JD DDCiTATIOri
r'T LT' rl"T ?.LJ . J.r&L4
Mr. Ahned Ezz-el-ciin Ziclan, Head, Information Service
Or. Fathy Abdel i-iady, Library School, University of Cairo
'IATIOIAL PIFORMATIO:I & DOCU:-IENTATILJr1 CF:ITR:
1r. A.M. Gad, Director
IATIDAL I?ISTITUTC FOR PLAIG
Mr. Mahioud Eid, Director, Documentation Centre
Dr. Sayed Adb-el 1a)soud, General Planning
Dr. Atef el-Sayed, Director General Plarinin'j
Or. I1bal Rateb, Foreign Relations
Dr. Syed Mahmoud, Agricultural Plarinin
IL'ISTRY OF PLAJNIG
Dr. Saai Barghout, Under Secretary
ARAB LEAGUE (DEPARTENT OF CO4OMIC AFFAIRS)
Dr. Ktalil, Ciief, Economic AUairs
ARAB LEAGUE EDUCATIC1NAL, CULTURAL and SCI[1TIFIC
ORGA'TIZATION (ALECS3)
Dr.M.T. Ithafagi, Director, Information Service




Mr. Uraat Tete, tolicy and Planning Department
Ms. Jean-Elie Solnge, Chief, Library
Ms. Diarra Madjigeune, Chief, Publications and Archives
Mr. Y.L. Yunia, 3ecretary General
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRA1ME (UIDP)





KENYA NATIONAL ACADEMY FOR THE AOVACEMEHT OP ARTS ND SCIENCES
Professor Khamala
N&rIO:AIj COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TEC:IOLUGY
Mr. S.N. Muturi






UIVEflSITY OF NiIRO3I LI!RArY
Mr. Abuhutstfa







4. Aljore Catnara, Chef, Centre de Documentation
Dr. Nulla 0. Kane, Directeur
i.3B
MOROCCO
M'JLOC/UCA, (NORTI AFRICAN IEGION, TNGI3)
M, Jacques $oikertnan, Deputy Iead
CNTRE FRICIN DE FORMATION ET DE RECHEPCHES
ADMINISrRTIVZS (CAFRAD)
MLne. Touria Temsaaani, Centre de Docunentation
Mae. Aicha Bentria, Centre de Documentation
M, \bUelaz1z Antair,, Centre de Documentation
CETR DTUDES INDtJSTRIELLES DU AGHREB (CEI'i)
4. Landari Abdel Male!(, Directeur
4, Liii Saiah, Chef, Docutentaliste
1. :Ioha;ned Yajche, Statisticien-Ecociorniste
CENTRE NATIO('IAL DE DoCU1Et1'r\TION
4, Fassi Fihri, Directeur
BIaLIoT:iE.dE GE1EnALE
\bdullah Regroui, Directeur
COL DES 5CIENCE DE t,'ItFORMATINT
4. 3eri Je].loun, Director
IGRIA
MI!'ISTRY )F ECONO1IC DEVELO7MENT
Mr. Cipio Ch1uhi, ?erninent SecretrZ
Mr. C.O. Idoogi, Princip]. Secretary (Econoatic Affairs)
M?rIONAL SCIENCE & TECiINOLOCY DEVELOPFT AGENCY (WS'iflA)
F.1.C. Jragwu, Director, Department of Industrial Scier.ces
Mr. 0. Mcande, Assistant Chief, Publications and Information Unit
MINiSTRY OF ECONOIIC DEVELDPHCNT
Mr. G.P.O. Chiulu, Pernanent Secretary
Mr. J.D. Edozien, Assistant Director, Social Services
Mr. E.O. Ayo, Assistant Director, Ajriculture
NATIOA1J ?OLICY DEvLoPMEIIr CENTRE (T:!INK TANK)
Dr. U.O. Eleazu, Director
Mr. Enilolobo
NATID1AL LIBRARY OF MIGERIA
Mr. l.A. Dosunmu, Senior irjncipal Librarian and Chief,
Mechanized Services Division
Mr. A.O. Olafioye, Principal Librarian., Special Duties
ECONO1IC CO1MU4ITY OF 'tEST AFRICA:J STATES (ECOWAS)
Dr. James Nti, Deputy Executive Secretary
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NIGERIAM IiJSTITUTE FOR ITERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Dr. R. KinUele, Director of Research
Mr. Isaac Alu1o, Research Fellow
Mr. Gboyega Banjo, chief Librarian
rJIG:RIA:J INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL AND ECONO'1IC RESEARCH
(NISER), E4AGOS
Mr. Eimanuei Cribunda, !lanaçjernent Consultant
Mr. M. Dele Ogegoo, Senior Consultant, !iecanical
Engineering
N1GERIM INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
(NISER), IBADAN
Dr. .11. Onitiri, Director
Mr. R.U.M. Igwe,, Acting Director
Mrs. .J. Onuorah, L1ibrar.an
COM1Ot'1WEALJTH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD., LAGOS
Mr. T.S. Jones, Chairnian
9. SNEGAL
1INISTERE DO PLAN ET DE LA COOPERATIOL
M. Jacques Daniel, Bureau Yetudes
CNTR :JATI0NAL DE oocuHiurATIo:I SCIF"rTIFIQUE ET TEC1-i!IQUE'
M. Diop, Directeur
I;sTITrJT DE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOIIQUE T )E PLANIFICATIOM (IDE?). Dikite
CONSEIL POUR LE DEVELOPPEI4ENT DE LA RECtIERCHE ECONOIQUE
ET SOCIALE EN AFRIQ'JE (CODESRIA)
P1. 3ujr, Secretaire executif
PROGRAMNE DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LE DEVELDPPE1E4T (PNUD)
. 3oraa, Representant resident
ECOIE NATIONALE DES ARCHIVISTES ET 000IJMENTALaISTES (EBAD)
M. Sene, Directeur des etudes
I:STITuT rOUDM4ENTAIJ D'AFRIUE iIUIHE (IFA)
M. :1aaaJou Moustaha ITiang, Juriste
Mne. Diallo, Conservatrice bibliotheque
PrESIDENcE DE LA REPU3LIQUE, 3tJREAU ORGAiIISATION ET METHODES
M. Taila, Directeur
4. 3allou M'Baye
OGANISATIOH POUR L MISE EN VALEUR DO FLEUVE SELEGAL (OiVS)
M.D. Sail, Chef, Service Uocuinentation
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MINISTERE DES FINANCES
M. Idrissa Thiarn, Chef du Service de la Prevision
BUREAU REGIONAL DC LflESCO
ti. Ci Jc}, Directeur adjoint
M. DaUzie, Chef, Documentation.
4. 3kouri, Conseiller en environnernent et ecologie
4. Zouain, Conseliler en population
Mae. cazer, Conseiller en innovation de l'educatlon
ti. Traore, Conseiller en developpement rural
10. ZAIRE
DEPARTE1E:TT DU P1.1AN
Citoyen Sekabuoro, Secret4ire d'Etat
Citoyen Ushula, Directeur de l.a Direction des Projets
Citoyen Mubilumikini, Directeur de l.a Direction de l.a
Prevision
Citoyen Vsele Mawisi, Direction des Projets et Progranunes
Citoyen Kindid1iipezo, Direction des Projets et Programmes
Citoyen Mutomboya Kalonda, Direction Jes Projets et
Prografames
CZNTR DE C3UPDINATION D I\ RECUE1CHE EN SCIENCE SOCIALE
ET DiiCTflEJTATI0:1 E AFRIQUE AU SUD DU SAi4ARA (CERDAS)
Professeur Bongoy 4peKesa, Directeur
M, :lurapa Rukudzo, Responsable de la coordination ce
l.a recherche
SRVICE PESIDEJTIEL D'ETUDES (SPE)
Professeur :lalu ra aiena, Charge de programme
Citoyen Masens-u):is, Chef de Cellule Documentation
Citoyen Lubanda Wkole, Chef de Service Formation et
flesponsable du Caoinet du
Charge de Proramnte
SCRYICE PESIDENTIEL DE Li'I:WDR:IATIQUE (SPI)
Citoyen Tshibambe Kabamba, Chef e Division ban jue de donnees
Citoyen tajabo, Chef de Division Adjoint
tJTJ DU ZAIRE
Citoyen Lundu, esponsable du Departetnerit Orcjanisation
et Inforriatiue
Citoven Kalala, Responsable du Service de Conception
des Systemes du Departement firganisation
et Infornatique
Citoyen f4olenjo, Responsable Adjoint du Service C.L.S.
du Departeaent Organisation et
Inforrnatique
Citoyen ItoIua, Responsable Adjoint du Departement
Organisation et Iriformatiue
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SOCIETE FINANCIERE POUR LE DEVELOPMENT ECONOi'IIQUE (SOPIDi)
4. ienrI Marticou, Directeur General Adjoint
Citoyen Kandolo a Kasnal, Directeur
INSTITUT DE RECHERCIE SCIEt'ITI'IUE (IRS)
Cjtoyen Kwetuenda Olenga, Directeur a.i. du Centre
Iydrobiologiue dUVIRP
Citoyen Katala So-Mayez, Directeur des publications
et documentation
Citoyen Karida U]cula, Chef de Division charge de la
prograLfl!flatiofl e la Recherche a la
Delegation Generale de 1'I.R.S.
COHSEIL PERMANENT DE L'INFORIATIQUE AU ZAIF (COPIZ)
Cjtoyen Dondl-Bungu Kiaka, Secretaire General Ajoint
INSTITUT DE RECUERC-IE ECO!TONIQtJE ET SOCIALE (lEES)
Professeur Tshjunza t4biye,, Directeur
Professeur Kintanbu MafuKu, Directeur Adloint
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT 7R3GRA1MME (LTMDP)
M,G. Teunissen, Pepresentant Resident
M'JLPOC/UNCA (CENTRAL AFRICAN REGION, GISENYI)
Mr. Baza-Luenba, Teatn Leader
11. ZA13I?
UNITED NATIONS EPIVIRON4ENT PROGRA:!ME (TJTh)
Dr. A. nosla
NATIOUAL COUNCIL FO SCIEITIFIC RESEARCH
Mr. W.C. lushipi




MULTIN.kTIJNAL PROGPMMI'IG AND OPERATID'IAL CENTRE (LUSAKA)
Mr. K.. Aueir
1r. :4. :tanda











MINISTR' J I:n)usTRy, co'cnc: AND FOREIGN TRADE
Mr. R. Chisupa, .iinister
Mr. A.M. Balya
UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA
Dr. (Rev.) M.J. Kelly, Dean of ducation
Mr. R.E. spillers, Head, Departaent of Library Studies
Miss h.1. bliss, tjniverslty Librarian
'ATIo:AL ARCHIVES OF ZAMBIA
Mr. P.M. Muula, Director
1iss zulu, Librarian
r. P.K. Ihandu, Archivist
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Annex 4





2. .iunicipality of IBM systeni/3 - 24K memory
ddis Ababa 2 Disc drives of 10 iB
1 Dis)et reader + 1 Line
printer
3. Central Statistics IB'i System/3 - 48K memory
Office 1 Disc drive of 10 Mi3
3 rape handlers
Card readers 96 col. + 1 Line
printer
4. TelecommunIcations II31 Systetn/3 - 32K memory
2 Disc drives of 10 43
Card reader 96 col. 1 Line
printer
5. EthiopIan Air It3M Systeta/3 - 32K memory
Force 2 Disc drives of 10 'iB
Card reader 96 col. + 1 Line
printer
C R.
1. E.C.A. (Un) NCR 151 - 64K rnenory
1 Dual single spindle 65 Disc
drive of 10 M3
1 1/0 lriter
1 Integrated Card reader 682
1 Line printer 645 (650 LP'l)
2 Fape handlers
1 636 Dual cassette handler
(Read/write)
1 7510 D..T Terminal equippel
with a micro-processor of 40 K
bytes memory of PAi programmable
in Basic + 6 and an interface
IB4 Systern/3 - 4K memory
3 Disc drives
120 1B, 2=40 1B
2 Tape Handlers
1 Dis)et reader + 1 Line
printer
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2. Ctiemiri de Fer
Franco-ethiopien
for the 6440 .P.
1 6440 latrix Printer
1 NCR 8200 64K memory
1 Dual single spindle 656 disc




Corn isS i on
1 Line printer
1 CRT Terminal nodel 796
1 Cassette handler (Read/write)
3 7200/Model 1 D.E. Terminal
cassette system
1 NCR - 8250 - 64K memory
1 Dual single spindle disc drive
65 of 10 MD
1 CT Terminal 796
1 349 Line printer (200 L?M)
1 7200 :lodel I D.E. Terminal
cassette system
4. iinistry of Housing 1 NC1-8250 - 64K memory
& Ajministratjon 1 Dual single spindle 656 disc
drive of 10 M3
1 796 CRT Terminal
1 349 Line printer (300 LPr4)
3 7200 D.E. Terminal cassette system
5. HSV.A. 1 t'4CR 399 - 16K memory
1 tine printer (125 LPN)
1 7200 D.E. Ter:airial cassette syster
6. R.P.A. (Rural. 2 CR 399 - each of 16K memory (32K)
Project Agency) 1 Line printer (125 LPfi)
2 7200 D.E. Terilrial cassette system
7. Progress Trading 1 NCR 499 - 32K memory
Co mp any 1 NCR 349 Line printer (300 LpM)
1 656 Dual single spindle disc
drive of 10 M3




3 NCR 399 - each of 16K memory (4dK)
9. Addis Bari 1 NCR 399 - 16K memory
1 7200 D.E. Terminal cassette system
Housing and 2 CR 399 - each of 16K memory (32K)
Savings Ban1z 1 7200 D.E. Ter:ninal cassette system
I.L.C.A. 1 NCR 499 - 15K memory
1 7200 D.E. Terminal cassette system
'orest nd 4ildlife 1 'ICR 399 - 15K memory







17. Total Mer Rouge
1 NCR 499 - 32K memory
1 Line printer 349 (300 L?M)
1 656 Dual single spindle disc
drive of 10 3
3 7200 odel 1 D.E. Terminal
cassette system
1 NCR 399 - 32K memory
1. 656 Dual single spindle disc unit
of 10 M
1 349 Line printer (200 L't4)
4 7200 1odel 1 D.E. Terminal cassette
S y ste :a
1 :ic 399 - 161< memory
1 125 LPM 1atr1x printer 6440
2 7200 Model 1 D.c. Terminal
cassette system
1 ICR 399 - 32K memory
1 6410 Matrix printer (125 L?M)
2 7200 Data Entry Terminal
cassette system
Ethiopia Coffee 1 ICP 499 lbK memory
Marketing Board
National University 1 ICfl 399 - 16K memory
BURRO U C -I S
1. Ethiopian Airlines 1 35O0 - 120K memory





10. E.P,I,D. 1 I11C 499 - 15K memory
1 Line printer (125 LPM)
2 7200 1odel 1 n.E. Terminal cassette
systetu
2. MInistry of 1 33700 - lOOK cnernory
Finance 2 Disc drives of 130 th
3 Tape handlers
1 ine printer
1 Cdrd reader 80 col.
3. Etniopian Road 1 33700 - 200K memory
Authority 2 Disc drives of 20 :1B
4 Tape handler
1 ine printer
1 Card reader 30 col.
4. Agricultural 1 380 - 64: memory
Mar1zeting 2 Disc drives of 36 ib
Corporation 1 Cassette handler
5. Aid BanK 1 383 - 64
2 Disc drives of 9.20 i48
1 Cassette handler
6. Tobucco onopoly 1 380 - 64K nemory
1 Disc drive of 1 :45
1 Cassette handler
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S?MPLE OF DVSIS-AFRICA WJTNJT
Contents
I 3ibiioJr3pic index/Index ib1iographijue
II Zuject index/Index par sujet
III Geographical index/Index geOjraphique
IV Institution index/Index par institution
V Author index/Index par auteur
'!0T: The cateorles (AlO, A20,,.,OlO, etc) used for the
cl4ssiflcatlon of the docuients In ti'e bibliographic
jnJex are those founi in the DEVSIS study Teai Report
(pp. 131-1U7), and therefore differ sligitly fro the
ones proposed in Section .3 of this Report.
1.50
3I3LIOORPiIC INDEX / INDEX B13LIURAPHIQU
Al') 3asic inforniation an data: national and international /
£)onriêes et 1nforiations de base: nationales et iriternatioriales
XA IR 0001
idoeri. Iinistry of Planning and Econonjc ?'ffairs LR
Economic survey of Liberia 1974. :lonrovia, '-linistry of
Planning and Econoic Affairs, 1975. 13p. tables,
#/Fcorionic survey*/ of iberia, i97, covering /nationa].
ccourt1g*/, /public expendltures*/, /statistical data/.
XA Lx 0002
Lie'a. 1nistry Of Planning LY
Stitis1cal abstract of Libya. Tripoli, Ministry of Planning,
U72. ( fiches).




ozamiue. /injstry of i-e&lti :Z
rorld University Service DK
Re?ort fro the heditri sector of te People's epblic of
.1ozabique. -laputo, viinistry of tiealth, 1976. (various
a
/-iealth servlces*/, /healtri ce4tres-*/, MozQnbijue.
XA ) 0004
Nlelri, 3, Yjniversity of thartou!n SD)
Taxation ad econon1c develonent: a case study or the Sudan,
Knartoum, Jnjversity of Khartosir, 1974. 228p.
1scusses the /tax system*/ and its role Sudan's
econoiic development - discusses /ta/ rationality criteria and
tneir role ir developing countries' /econorlc structure!;
/adcinistrative ispects/ C/tax exention/, /tax deductlon/,
/tax collectioni) and /econoiic asects/ of direct /taxation/
such as /income taxi and hand taxi, and of indirect taxation
sucr as /tarlffs/ and /consurtrtion taxI; /evaluation/ of the
ta. systei as a whole and its effects on /irtco:ne distribution/
tnrough /tax 1jcentives/. /tatistical data!, /hlbliography/,
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3ILIOGRAPHIC INDEX / INDEX BIBt.IOkAPHIQU
A15 Sasic information arid data: sub-national / Données et




LJarida. Açjricultural Dept, U
Agriculture in Bukedi District, igaida. Soroti, Arapal
Agricultural Colleje, 1967. 144p. graths, maps, tables.
tReport on /a;rjcultural productiori*/ arid /agricultural
developmerit*/ in Buedi District, Uganda, examining in
particular the /farrr'tng systems*/ - jives general information
on t:e area (principal /trie/s, /history/, /geograpriy/,
/cilqate/, /soi]./s); describes /cultivatlon techniquas/,
/tra.iitlon/a]. /cultivation practices/. /Statistical data!,
/l,ioliograthy/.
A23 xtrapolations arid forecasts: national and international /





Spencer, D.S.C. (1lcriigan State University, Past LanSing US
)
Rura]. enploy.nent in trooical Africa: suriary of flndinjs.
Nor(inj paper - :frican Rural LCQnOtny Program. Ejala University
Collie (GUS no.23. 1jala, 1jala University Cullege, 1977.
173p. (Also publiseI by Miciian State University).
/Econotnic analysis/ of /enployient/ in /rura]. areas/ ot
West Africa, particularly Sierra beone - examines the
i?1ications of /consumption/ patterns, relationship between
/techriological cilarlge/ and /empioyient opportunities! In the
/ajricultura]. sector/, focusing on the /crioice of technology!
an on tne availability and /profitabillty/ of /labOur
iritensive/ techniques in /agri product processing!, role of
/s.iall scale industry! In /rurat development/, implications of
various /governnent policy/s; includes /econiomic ;odel/, /case
studies/, /statisticai. data/, /9ibliojraphy/.
152
3I3Lt0RAPIC IIDEX / INDEX BIB14IDRAHIQU
XA :i 0007
£uur, :.
0launju, T. (Ahmadu 3ello University, Zaria NG)
4i3er1d in searct-i of a viable polity. Zaria, 3araa Press, 1973
3ôp. tables. Conference on institutional acid Administrative
Perspectives for tationa1 Development, Zaria NG Nov 1972.
#D1scuses /goverrinertt policy*/, /puDlic acllnistrdtion*/
an.J economic /development policy*/ for !'Jlgerla - considers
/ieology/, /development planning/, the /consttution/,
/govermnecit/ and Idyll service/ in :l;eria; /economic
oriditions/ in. Japan, Eg'pt and Tanzania. /Blbliography/c
notes, /list of participants/.
A3 Existing situations: international and national /
Situations exlstntes: internationales et natlonales
XA 0003
F'ran.s.ian, i.
National Institute for Researcri in DevelopTnent and African
Stufles, 'aorone B1
Urilversjt; t 8otswan, Lesotio arid Sazllarid, 3aborone 3W
Develo11ent and un1erdevelopent in Outiiern Africa a case study
Working paper - ocunentation Unit. t4ational institute for
Research in Development and African 3tudje (3!). no.5. Gahorone
ational Institute for Researct in Develoeit nd African
3tjdies, 1076. 41g.
/Underdevelopment/, /econoinic eoraphy/, need for
/regional planning/ in Southern Africa - /case study/ of
azilri, /blblloUraphy/c notes.
XA 0009
Unesco. Bureau régioni. pour l'êducation en Afriue, Daar
r
L) t J
1ovemer.ts de population et systèmes déducation dans les pays
sa:-ielo-soudaniens (Haute-Volta, 1all, lauritanie, iger,
Sênécjal, rcriad). Dalcar, Unesco, 1975. (paginations diverses),
BRDA/PLA/P3P/0i/75. R4urtion sur les mouvements de population
et les systëmes Y4ducation dans les pays sahélo-soudaniens
(H.ute-Volta, tall, Mauritanie, :Jijer, Sénégal, Tcriad), Daiar SN
26 mai-7 juiri 1975.
JActes d'une réunion sur les divers /systërnes
denseigrierlecit*/ en Africjue, plus particullérernerit au /Sahel/,
dans le contexte des /nicjratiOns rurdles*/, de la /colonisation
rurale*/ et du /cioadisne/ - inclut /a1enda/, /liste des
participants/, /données tat1stijues/, notes /bibliographie/ques.
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3IBLIOGR.PHIC IiIDEX / Ii'DEX BIJLIOSRAPIIIQUC
XA 0010
ills, .3.C. (University of '1alawi, Zoniba MW)
Price responses of Malawi smaliholder farmers: fast, slow or none
Zomba, University of flalawi, 1975. 42p.
#Pssesses the effect of increased /agricultural prices*/
between 1972 and 1974 on /cultivation practices*/ and plans of
srt1l-scale /farIers*/.
XA 0011
C1laway, A. (University of Ihadan, Ibadan i'G)
Th en?loyaent problem of secondary grammar sciool leavers: a
,ilot study. RISER monograph series (IG). no.4. Ibadan,
1;erian l;stltute of Social and Econoct1c Research, 1975, 32p.tales.
ff/Unenployment*/ among /secondary school! /school
le3ver*/ in ?Ugerla - /statistical. datal.
XA TZ 01
Kocher, J.E.
Jniversity of Oar es 3alaam TZ
Tanzania. inistry of Labour anJ Social 'elfare TI
5oial and econou1c development and poulat1Or change in
Ta:zania: proceedings. Research paper - bureau of esource
Assessntent and Lnd Use Planning. University of Oar as alaar
(TZ). no.3G. Dr es Salaani, University of Oar as Salaam,
103p. jraphs, heaps, tables. Jorkshop on Social anc Economic
Developiient ni Zopulatioa Change in Tanzania, Dar es 3alaa TZ
23-27 Sept 1974.
#Discusses interrelationsr1ps anong /social developient/,
/econonic deve1oment/ and /population dynamlcs*/ in Tanzania -
/e.iucation/, /griculture/, /tnaternal child health/, etc.;/statisticl data!, /bibliography/.
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t3I3LIORAPHIC INDEX / IVDEX 31L31.iIOGRAPHIQUE
XZ 0013
Teffunar, j.
Aproche structurelle du phnotnène du sous-dtveloppenent: la
structure ie 1'4corionie sous-dêveloppêe. Alger, SiED, 1973.
123p. ;raphi:jues, tabLeaux.
#/Analyse êcociomirlue/ du /sous-Jéveloppement/ par l'étude
de la d4sarticultion des /structure écono!nigue*/s et de
llnfJ.uence des variables /dêmographie/ques sur la /croissance
êcOflO!Tlique/ - étudie le /dualls:ne êcononique/ dans le /secteur
agricole/, le sous-d4ve1oppeuent du /secteur inclustrlel/, la
/structure du coumerce internationtl/, la situation de
1/eaiploi/, la /rêpartltjon du revenu/ national. /Donnes
st3tistirjues/, /oibllographle/.
A35 xisting situations: sub-national / Situations existantes:
su-nationales
XA UG 0014
Simnons, .S. Rhrnaiu Echo University, Zria NG)
Rural household expenditures in three villages of Zaria
Prvlc, !ay 1970-July 1971. Zaria Ahnadu Echo University,
1976. 113. iraphs, tables.
#/Surve/ of /rural/ /consurner expenditures*/, /vlllaje/
/husehold/s1 ijeria - influence of size of household,
/incone/, location, /farr size! and /prouctivity/;
Jstatlsticl data,, /bibhiography/.
XA Si 0015
aerzog, J.R. (African Institute for Econo:ic Developraent
and Plannin;, Daar 3t1)
Po?ulation change and productive activity arnon the Serer Of
Senegal: soine hypotheses. Dakar, African Institute for
Econonic Deveiop;aent and planning, 38p. rap, tables.
Populatiofl tssoclation of America Annual eeting, Seattle, wash.
US 17-19 Ar 1975.
#/Population dynamics*/, /population increase/, /econornic
condltloris*/ of the Serer, a /trioe/ o Senegal -
/biohiography/, /statistical datal.
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Z3I3LIORAPI1IC INDEX / INDEX BI3LIO'RAPHIQUE
31 Prescriptions for development policy or action:
international and national / Recotflnandatlons concerriant des
actions ou des poiltiques de d4veloppeient internationales et
nationales
XA 0D16
IDRC, Ottawa, Ont. CA
African Training and Research Centre in Administration for
Development, 1agier ?A
Final report of the preparatory Jor'shop on Airican Government
Docuoents. Tangier, CM'RAO, 1976. 24p. Preparatory orshon
on African Government Docurents, Tanjier r41 7-12. June 197G.
#Re:orts on problems associated with /infor;nation
rocessing*/ of African /government/ /Jocuments/ and includes




IniustriU developient in cast Africa. Studies in fricari
ecoromlcs (r). co.2, 1airobi, Oxford University Press, 199.
213p. illus., tables.
Discuses /industrial policy*/ for /industril
developcnent*/ in East Africa - exanines tne arj'i,ents in favour
of /iridustrialization policy/s1 the /institutionai. framework!,
inustriai and /ecorionic structure/ of East Africa; presents an
/econoic analysls/ of the /nanutacturl industry!; concludes
tht its st1ru1atlon can contribute to deveiopiaent provided
certain conditions are net. /Statistical dat/, /bibliography/.
Cl) 1fficil statenents of ceveloDnent policy / Declarations
officielles relatives a la politique de développeent
XA 0018
0IS, 3ureau regional de l'Afrlque, 3rizzaville CG
Pl.inification saritaire long terne pour la region africaine,
1975-2000. Brazzaville, O'TS, 1974, 28p. tableaux. AF/PHA/133.
j/Planifjcation de la santê*/ et des /services e santê*/




3IZLIORrPIIIC I1EX / INDEX 3I3LIOCRAPHltJ
XA :r 0019
Ethioii ET
Dec1aratio on econonic policy of socialist Ethiopia. Addis
?oaba, Etnioia Tiden, 1975. lip.
#/Econo1c policy*/, /natjonajjzatlon*/ In tthiopja,
X TI 0020
yerere, J.K. (Tanzania TZ)
InJeadance et ducation. Yaoundé, C1, 1972. 103g. (Extrait
de Independence rnJ socialism publié par Oxford University
Press, 196 et tradult ar A. Collane).
Discours et articles sur la /politique de l'êducatior,*/ a
la luniêre de la /thêorie soclale*/ et conomIue tanzanjenre
vi3ant l'Juto; veloppe!nent*/ lens le cadre du /socLalisme/ -
discute le rOle le l'/alde äU développemerit/ et celui ie
l'/éducation/ dens Le développeTnent du p.iys.
C15 Coinentaries on official policies and activities /
Co:a'nentaires relatifs aux activitês et politiqes officielles
XA 0021
3kot-Oendo, ri...O. (UiiversIty of 1airobi Ks')
Trie aijulication process ariu the special rural cievelopient
prgrancne. Discussion paper - Institute for Oevelopment
3tidies. Ufliversity of ?Iairobi (<.E). no.227. e4airobl,
Jniversity of aIrobi, 1976. lIp, (rigmna1ly ppeerd in IrS
Occasional paper n.12, 1975).
/Land reforrnS*/ and special /Rural Develoocent*/
Prograntrne, Kerya - hand utilization!, /bibl1orapty/c notes.
VA ur
4orris, J.G.
Rural developent: the Liberian experience. 1onrovia, t97. p.
Conference on the International Dialogues in West Atrlca, 21st,
Kuasi G-1 29 July-2 Aug 1974.
#/Rurl deveioprnent*/, /developtnent pollcy*/, /devt±lornent
ai1/, /coinraunity developtnent/.
r3LIocRAP:tIC INDEX / INE.'X BITJLIOCRAPIIIQLJE
XA .i'1 0023
BaKer, C. (Jnlversity of Ife, Ile-Ife VG)
Tne evolution of local goverurnent in dalawi. Institute of
.4d1nistration ioriograph series (JG). no.3. Ile-Ife, Tiniversity
of ife Press, 1975. 60p.
ff/History/ of /local Jovernrnent*/ in alawi, 131-1975.
C20 evelopment 1ans / Plans de dèvelopernent
XA J 0024
Angola. inisterio cia Econonia AO
EC3notjc programtie of Ano1a. Prograa econOico de Angola.
Luna, :4inistêrio da Econoia, 1975. 96p. illus.
t/Developtent pollc*/, /national plafl*/, Angola.
XA 31 0025
Buruni BI
P1-in çju1nquennl de d4velopeknent 4cononique et social du
Bururidi 1973-177. r,ltea, Rêpubll-.ue do 3uru.di, 1973. 355p,
cartes, tableaux.
s/Plan nationai*/ quinquermal pour 1973 A 1977, 3urunii.
X 'iS 026
isot:o. Central Planniflg and Development Office LS
Zi1in of LesotILo: second five year developnent plan 1975/76
to 1379/90. 'aseru, Central Planning nd Development Office,
176. 2v.
#3econa five year /iere1oprnent plan*/ (1975-7& to 1979-SO)
for L1esotho - includes /statistical datal.
XA 'IA 0027
4aroc. :-inistère des affaires conoiniues, ju plan et de
l fornation des cadres A
Plan iu dvejopefnent êcononiqtze et socIal 1973-1977. Casablanca
, Itnistére les affaires 4conornicues, du plan êt de la
fortrtatjon des cadres, 1973. 3v.
*/Pln 1e développenent'/ quinquennil (1973-1977) pour le
/dveloptement êconorique/ et le /développernent social! du Maroc.
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3I3LIUGRAPHIC TJDEX / ILDFX CI3LIOR.PfI2U
XA 0028
publiue ialgache. 1inistère u plan
P].dn de développernent national 1974-1977. Tarianarive,
Miistre cu plan, 174. 201p. tableaux.
4/Plan e éveloppetnent*/ pour 1974-1977, 1adagascar.
XA :n 029
iali. Oirectlon én4rale du plan et de la statistiue TL
Plan quinquennal de dévelopernerit écononique et social. barnako,
Direction Cénérale du Plan et de la Statistique, 1973. 44.
4/Plan e dêve1openent*/ qulnq'uennal, /systèae
êcono4nique/, /olitique êcono'nique*/.
XA L 0030
Nigeria. 'ederal 'Uriistry of cono!nic Deve1opent and
econstructlon JG Central Planning Jfflc
Thin .;atiortal ueveloprnent Plan 1975-190. Laos, Federal
iistry o conornlc Deve1opent and Reconstruction, 1975.
467o. in 2v.
#Thir.i Tational /)eveloment Plan*/ for 1975-SO for Nlgria.
XA 3J 0031
Sortalia. 'inistry of Planning and Coordination StJ
F'ive year ievelopnent programne 1974-1973. 1oJadisnu, Ministry
Pla:mirig an1 Coor'ilnation, 1974. 29R1. tatles.
#Five year /development plan*/, 19741978f 3oialia.
XA SZ 0032
Saz1lani SZ
Second National Developnent Plan 1973-77. Mbabane, oyernent
of Szaziland, 1974. 251p. naps, tables.
#/Developnent plan*/ for SazilnJ or 1973 to 1977 -
/statistjcal datal.
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Perspectives de éveloppement des départeents autour de
Yaundê: la forrition tecinique et professionnelle (Lekie,
:1bam, aute Saaja et ford de la i4etou). Yaound, t4inistère du
plan et de 1'arênaernent du territoire, 1974. 2y. (Coiprend
une liste d'études d81& parues et jarartre).
Arialse la situation actuel].e dans les doniines de
l'/enseinement technique*/ et de ii /forrnatiori
professiorinelle*/ et propose des rêtori:ies visant laraêliorition
de la /forrnatlon agricole*/.
XA S 0034
11a11, . (Unesco. Bureau rêlonl pour l'4duc.tion en
Afriue, Daar SN)
Projet pliote Je colonistion des Terres t'ieuves u
S44jl-Orierital. )akar, Thesco, 1975. 22p. tableaux.
3RDA/7LAN/PJP/O3/75. R4union sur les rnouvernents c4a population
et les s'stênes i'4ducation daris les pays sanélo-soudaniens
(ute-Volta, :4a11, ::auritanie, Niger, Snêgil, Tcai), Dakar S'
26 rrii-7 juin 1975.
t/Co1orijsatjon rurle*/, /polj tigue
Terres 1euves, Snégal_t)rintal - /projet de dve1oppe:nent/,





Zrnbia. Ministry o Lands ad tural Resources Z!
Central Flseries ResearcLi Institute, Chilanga zi
Desijn, construction and econo:nic consideration of tish
dry-snozing plant in anbia. Chilanja, CF!U, 1971. Rp.
illus., diagra.s, tables.
#Descrlbes /engineering design/, construction anu
/ecorioiic spects/ of /fishery product processing*/ /industrial
plants/ i iaahla - details tne design features, /construction
llaterldls/, opertin /e.uip:ient/, operating and /capital
co3ts/, and expected /profit/ fron a /fin/ ry-snolng plant.
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FlO Reearcn/Recriercries
XA BJ 0036
Bnjri. Cornjssjon natloriale pour l'UnescO è3J
3rijri. iriistère de léclucatlori ntionale, de la culture,
de là jeunesse et des sorts 3J
3njn. :lthlstère du déve1opperient rural et de .La coopêratjon
BJ
Séiina1re natiorLfl sur l'orginjsatjon cle la recherche
scieritifique et technilue au Dahowey: Jiscours, conmunjcations,
conpte-rendu des travaux et annexes. Portoovo, Coiunlssion
nationale pour l'Unesco, 1973. 75p. Séminaire national sur
l'orgarilsatlon de la recherche sclentiiiue et technique au
Da'ione, Cotonou BJ 6-8 mars 1973.
#Sn1naire sur là /rechercrie/ scientifique, la /politique
scientifique*/, là /rechercrie pour le dêveloppement*/ et
l'/organisation cle la rechercbe*/ au Eénin traite en
particulier cie lzi /rectierche aricole/; /liste des participants/.
F3() :len, morev arid 'ftaterials: international arid ritional /
iain-doeuvre, fonds et matires preières: sur les lnsjerntjonl et national
0037
ECPL Adc2i$ Abba ET
Comnonwe1iti Pssoc1ation o.f Surve'ing and Land :coriory,
London
Làic adnjnistrtioft and the developtnent of African resources:
re7ort of roceedings. ?dJis Ababi, CA, 1972. (various
pa jin) riiriar on Land .d:iinistration and t'ie Development of
Atrican esources, Ibaclan UG 27 ov-2 Dec 1q72.
#/Lan tenure*/, /land econornlcs*/, /ubllc
ad.inistrat1on/, land /resources development!, /financing/,
/econoaic ;ianrilng/, Africa,
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BI3LI0CRAPIC P4DEX / INDEX BIIOPAP1I2UC
XA 0038
en, .
f.iciency versus distribution in Cast African co-operatives: a
study in org izational conflicts. :tdflageflent and
administration series (KE). io.1. Hairobi, Fast African
iterture bureau, 1973. 254p. d1agrdns, map, tables.
#xarnines /.anagement*/ and /ad:inistrative aspects/ of
/cooparatives*/ in east Africa - discusses history of /rural
coopertives/, /agricultura]. cooperdtives/ and /iaretLng
coperatives/; social, economic and political conditions
ffectinj cooperatives; /mdnagemeat techni:pies/; /overztrLent/




Centre européen pour le dêveloppe.aent industrial at la
mnjse en valeur de loutre-aer, Paris FR
Collogue international sur I.e d4velopernent industriel africain
ouvelies Editions Africdines, 197. 349p. Colloque
international sur le d4veloppenent industriel africain, Da1:ar SW
20-25 ov 1972.
#apport fun col1ojue sur I.e /développement iniustrlel*/
en Afrique - êtudie les diverses /oliti.1ue
finIustrialisation/, I.e r1e des /entreprises prives/ et 'es
/eitreprises rnultirtationales/; I.e /finncernent/ des /projets
iniustriels/ et l'inportance des /investissements étraners/.
XA ZR 0040
wa, ri.
Pour une sociétê nouvelle: l'easeignernent national: textes et
iiscours 1960-1970. Kinshasa, d1tions du EEC, 1971. 214p.
tude /th4orie/que et /ptiilosophie/que du rOle de
i'/ducati3n*/ cu Zaire, at en particulier de l'influence de
l/iise/ catholirlue, et de l'influence de lducation sur le
déieloppement socio-conomique du pays.
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3TJ31CT Pr)EZ / IiIDfX PAP ,EJJE
ACRICULrJ:lr 'TETfl7rF
XA UG .\riculturo in Bukeol Pistrict, Uqania. 0005
RICULTU.fL 7EICS
X.\ 1 rice responses of vilal siallrolcier farmers: fast,
slow or none. 0010
A3RICTJLTTJ!AJ ?ROL'UCTIIJ
XA TTG qr1c'ltur in 3ukedj !'lstrict, Uqariia. i)015
A UT J u L V r: 'i PP ; EM E
XA TZ Irzdd[lendance et éducation. 0020
CJtISTIO RUAL
XA 1oveents de popUlcitlon et systènieS d UCitlon iiiS
les pays stZ8lo-soudaniens (Haute-Volta, .3li,
:Iauritard, rlcer, S4al, TcliaU. 0009
E ro1et pLiote le colonition des erres r:uve5 a34l-Jr1ental. 0034
COiU.E EX?E:TDIT'JRFS
X? G ural ouseholJ expenditures in three vil1qes of
Zaria Province, :iay 1970-July 171. 0014
CJRC1TES
;ficiertcy versus distribution in ast fricar\
co-operatives: a study in orjanizat1onl cof.iicts. 0(Y
CUTIVATI1i pACrIc:3
14 rice responses of 4li srrllciol,er farmers: tast,
sloe or roue. 0010
DCVELtJ.1UT PLA::
XA LS !ingdou of Lesotho: second five yedr developent plan
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ELE:1E;'rs OF A MATIOIAL INFORMATION AND DOCUjIENTATIUN
FACILITY TO SUPPORT DEVELOP'IENT
The Team was informed that the representatives of several African
countries had asiced ECA for precise infor:ation On the financial
implications of establishing their respective national inforitation
infrastructures and of participating in any regional or international
information programmes. An accurate answer to this question would be
possible only after a complete survey is conducted at national level
and the strenjth or weakness ot the existing information
infrastructure determined. Unesco has already conducted such surveys
in a nunber of African countries and the consultants' reports
resulting from these surveys, often with detailed costings, have been
sent to the Governments concerned (see Annex 9 Section U).
iioNever, in order to comply with the requests, the Team proposes
the following indicative costln.js in the hope that they will provide
some guidance and will facilitate the active participation of Member
Overninents in the System.
Establishment of a focal point for inforraation policy and
coorJination of national irzfor;ation activities. (This unit iil
play a coordinating role in respect of all sectoral inforuation
systems, documentation centres, libraries and archives).
fleuirements;
Office space
Total annual cost US$25,600
Establishment of a national information and docunentatiOn
centre, using modern technology. (In many countries
this centre could undertake full responslbiity
for identifying, collecting, processing and disseminating
information relating to all sectors, and for coirpiling
the national data base).
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Personnel (2 professionals, 2 secretaries)
professionals 2 x $3,600 $ 7,200















Professionals: 5 x $3,600









Audiovisual materials & microforms







Total capital cost: US$460,000
Total annual operating cost: US$106,400
1 professional, 1 secretary
3 professionals, 3 secretaries
1 professional, 3 operators
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NOTE: The above Table is not based on an actual survey but on published
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X. General Reference Materials on Library, Documentation and
Inforration. Services in Africa
1. Bibliographic Services
"Afrlc Index, Africa Bibliojraphic Centre (A3C), Dar Es
alaan. Irreulr.
(..n iriex to periodical articles pubiished in
Africa)
"trica Soutn f Sahara: Index to Periodical Literature,
i9oO-197)". Vols t- 'lus first SuppltPtent (1n73),
G.K. !a11 and Co., 3oston, lass., 1971.
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the world 1970-174", IJIPU, Inc., 'Tei York, jQ77,
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3lblioqraphles". (evised and brougnt up-to-date by
3.0. Pearson.), Oxford, Clac'weli, 1975. 105 p.
Comao&wealth ecretarit, "Coc:1!noreaitrt Jationl 3ibllograprties:
an annotated bibliorphy", Conmonwealth Secretariat,
London 1.977. C)8 o.
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frequency, scope, contents, arran4ement, indexes,
cataloguing, ?rice 3nd the address from which the national
bIbliography can be otuind. Icludes intornation on
Caonealt1 African countries)
avjes, Helen, "LIbraries in lest AfrIca, 1960-1971: a
Bibliograph'." 3ccasional ?aper o. 1, College
of Librariaiisnip, .iules.
(160 entries refering to library situation In West
AfrIcan countries, includinc Dahomey, Ghana, Ivory
Coast, ieria, 3anegjl, Sierra Leone. The ma.lority
tf the entries refer to Ghana and ligeria)
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Library of Congress, "Sub-Sharan Africa : a guide to
serials", Library Of Congress, washington, D.C., 1970.
(Lists 4,670 titles)
"ataba \tricana", Library of Congress, USA.
(2 Bihliograpriic series (no more than 500 entries either
annotated or not per bibliography) relating to topics
of current interest ej. political and economic organizations
in. Zub-Saharan Africa. Includes bibliographies on otricial
national )ubllcations. The bibliographies are based on the
holdings of numerous US-based libraries, and on the holdings
of the University of Dar Es Saleam library. T.ndex for
authors (personal to corporate), place names, subjects and
titles are )rovlded)
Travis, Carole and Alman, .4., "periodicals from Africa: A
Bibliography and Union List of Periodicals published in
Africa", c.:<. dell, Boston, 1977. 619 p.
(Includes lnforrntion on periodicals ghich are or nave
been published in some 50 African countries (excluding
Egypt) and 14 offshore islands. Eor all countries,
(except South Africa) as comprehensive coverage as
possible has been aimed for. The term periodical includes:
journals, magazines, reviews, government periodicals,
annual reports, daily officel bulletins, transactions
and proceedings of institutions and "non-coimerciai"
newspapers. Approximately 1,000 periodicals are
listed. Cut off date is December 1973)
UNESCO, "List of scientific arid Tecnriicl perioäicals
published in countries of Africa for 1960-1?70",
UNESCO, Paris, 1972. 69 p.
(Lists 725 titles)
Zell, Hans ., "Africa 3oo Publishlnj Recorci", Hans Zell
Publishers Ltd., Oxford. (Published three times
a year).
(Lists new African publications arii provides articles
and surveys on Atricari publishing and hookselling in
ger.eral. Also contains a booK review section. Every
effort is made to puolish reviews withing six montris of
publication date)
, "African Boozs in PrInt", Hans Zell Publishers
Ltd., Oxford, 1975.
(Lists over 6,000 titles)
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2. Di.rectories
Arab League Educatioral, Cultural and Scientific Organization,
("Directory of Libraries in the Arab iorld"), ALECSO,
Cairo, 1973. 195 p. (ArabIc).
(Also contains infortion on Algeria, Egypt, Libya, and
Sidan)
, ("Directory of Information Centres and
Archives in the Arab tlorld"), ALECSO, Cairo, 1973. 65 p.
(Arabic).
(Also contains information on fl.qeria, Egypt and Sudan)
("Directory of Publishing Houses in
the Arab 1orld"), ALECSO, Cairo, 1973. 195 p. (Arabic).
(Also contains information on Tunisia, Algeria, Libya,
Sudan, Morocco and Egypt)
aelton, E.J.,, "Directory of East Africa Libraries", takerere
College Library, Karpala. 1961.
Dad:ie, E.., et.al., "Directory of archives, libraries and
schools of librarians1ip in Africa", UNESCO, Paris,
1965. 112 [).
iotei, 3.I.A., "Library resources for African studies in (Thana",
University of Ghana, Department of Library and Arciival
Studies, Legon, Occasional Paper :40. 10, 1974. 76 p.
1ade, S.4. and Browa, T.H., "Directory of Malawi Libraries",
University ot Malawi Library Publication No. 3, 1976. 111 p.
1ational Library, 4igeria, "LIbraries in 4igeria : a directory",
t4ational Library, Lagos, 1974.
JESC3, "uide to i1ational 3ibliocjraptiic Information Centres",
UMESCO, ParIs, 3rd edition, 1970.
, "world Guide to library schools, and training courses
in iocumentation", UWSCU, Paris, 1972.
Zambla Library Service, "Directory of Library Centres", Zambia
Library Service, Lusaka, 1969.
Zell, 1ans M., "african Book lorld and Press : Directory",
ns Zell Publishers Ltd., Oxford, 1977. 296 p.
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(Directory of liLrarys and publishers in .fr1ca,
including inforatiorL ou rese3rch centres with publishing
r1 the jor ?riodicals mnd newspapers. Covers
43 fricn countries)
Zidouemba, Douinilue, "3irectory of Documentation, Libraries and
rcives Services in Africa", 2nd dition (revised and
en1rged by ric 'e Grolier), (.JIP'J3, Inc., ew York,
1977. 311 .
(ata are includei for O countries. Facts ±or each entry
included are: naie and aUdress of institution; hours;
fciljties; number of branches; percentage of material in
nglisrt; library publications; rofessionl services
availaole. Inforaatiori on protssional training facilities,
listing of nont,00K :aateridls, participants in the national
ineoriation systeLn is also rovidd)
3. eisletters, 3ulletins, etc.
"A.3.. Iesletter" (Current Developments in African Documentation).
rica iblio.jraphic Centre (Secretariat), Dar s alaam,
T4r1:ania.
"fricana Libraries Newsletter", 1.frican. Stulies Lirarv, Boston
University, 1975-
"African Inprint Library 3ervlces Newsletter: Primary' Source
Material for Africa", Bedford, !e: Yor'z.
(Contains news items on library priiiary source publication for
f r 1. ca)
"LI3: u1letin Je liaison a l'intention des bibliothecaire,
arcivistes et docuuenta]..istes africain", Ecole es
bibliOthecaires, archivistes et docutentalistes de
l'Universite Je Daiar, Da:ar. (Pul1sneu 3 times a year.)
(mphasis is on library, documentation and information science.
t r a i n in;)
":1ala;i National Library 3ervices". 3ulletLn. 16-
"CLJL (Standing Conference of African University Librarians)
ewzletter", University of Lagos, L,gos,. 1955-
"nllg : quarterly news bulletin". University of Lagos
Library. 1ó -
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University ot Ghana. Department of Library Studies. Uerisletter
Zanbla Library Service. 3ulletin. 1968
4e Journals
"Africana Library Journal", New York, 1970
"friCan esearch rtd Documentation," The Journal of the African
Stuiles Association of the United Kingdom and the
Standing Conference on Library riaterials on Africa,
University of Bir.ainghani, UK (Foraerly called
Library 1aterials on itrica")
(Coctains review articles, book reviews, news items of
general interest and, qenerally, inforration on
archival, library, an) jocumentatlon activities in
Africa).
"thiopian Library ssociation 3ulletlri", Addis Ababa
"Ghana Library Journals". 1964-
"IPLA Journal", The Hague
ataba" (formerly tast .'tfrican Library Association Bulletin,
Jairobl), Ken'a Library Association, Nairobi.
(3eii-annual.)
"i;erbLblios", National Library, Nigeria. 197-
"nigerian Libraries". 1965-
"northern 'igerjan Library notes". 1964-
"Ugan1n Libraries"
"'SCfl Bulletin for Libraries", TNESCt), Paris.
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&rlrlex 10
JNISIST TC:WICrL 4ANtJALS, GIJIDLI?IES, ETC.
USiFtJL1 IN TiE PLANIP4' MID DVELOPMT
J? I M4TIfY SYSTEM3 AiD SWICS
I:7rJR:1ATIoJ POLICY OBL1CTIVS (fJISlST PROPOSALS)
A checlist o 7r000sals or Inforation policy
objectives tht has been prepared to assist nIeiLIer States
and their national focal points or agencies to identify
priorIties in order to guIde, sti.ulate a'ici co-ordinate
ievel3pent o jnorrnatIon resources and services. The
,docugnent covers priiaary concnunicat1ons, libreris and
translt1oris; seConr1rv services and syste137 neeis and
gaps In natIonal srv1ces; netaorina nd tecnoiogical
facii1tIe.; support actIvities; ecooriic, financial and
lejal oroblerns. Available in nqlI3h and 'rench. 26 p.
(C/7 /1S/3)
SCI'ITtFIC ACID TFC 3LO'ICJj INFORMiIO. ?)
1)JCJMTATII 'ACILITITi3
Discusses the .ietnodolojy of invetor-taking and
suqjests facilities to be included in tnis type of survey.
taiples of useful by-pro.uCts ;thich can be generated fro!n
the surve' an. ot techniques for keeping the inventory
up-to-date are j1ven. A detailed iuestionnaire for nanual
and tachiue processing with extensive coding instructions
is included. i%vailable in English, French and Spanish.
45 2. (SC/73/JS/2)
IJtIES J T:IE CJfDU:T (iF T\
J' CJr L RE.Z iC{ &) DVLiJP ? IT PiJJt.Cj0
E.plaIris In a concise nanner tne steo in lannjnj
acid data collection and processinj riecessarj to establish
such an inventory, from which useful inornatiori on ongoing
research ca be extracted. 49 p. (3C/75/'IS/13)
4, GUIDELIIS TI TJF PAI4IN. 3F NATIOIAL SCIENrIFIC
O TC1WOLDGICAL I:Wt1ATI)N SYS'rErIS
Details the steps involved in planning a national
iuforiatIoii s?Stea as well as the various systens-design
pranter to be COLsidered in drawing up pulicy
reconendations and titrtetables. 3ucn parameters include
operational ar.,j nanagerial uestions, anticipated systers
perfornance, syste:ns-user interaction, present and
proposeU activities and ecocioiic constraints. 55 p.
(S/75/S/39)
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5. UI0ELINiS F0'S TH VAL'JATION ' TRAINIG
CJURSS, "!ORKSdOPS AND SE:1INARS 1:1 SCIENTIFIC
AD TCNICAL I.F0R1ATI0'1 AND DOC'JNENTATION
Jutlines a methodology for the evaluation of
training activities, Including a review of the state-of-the-art
of various evaluation techniques, a statement of recor!lmended
tecnnlques, a bib1iograhy and sa:nple questionnaires. Available
in Ert;lish, French arid Spanish. 132 p. (SC/75/S/44)
o. IDELIMES FD TE ORGANIZATION O' 'rRAIIN
COtJSE'S, 0RK3HOPS AD 3INA?S IN 3CIETIFIC
A'D TC!4ICAL INFORi4ATIN AND DOc1ENTATT,0
Conceived oarticularly for course designers and
teacors to meet tne needs of oeveloping countries.
Covers course oranizatlori from the planning to the
evaluation and follow-up stages, Available in English, French
arid Spanish. 88 p. (3C/75/4/2O)
7. A RFREC MAUAL JR ACHINE-READL SIBLIGR4PHIC
D Sc I PT 10 t
Oesigried to meet the needs of secondary information
services for an agreed minimum set of data eleents tot
bibliographic data records to allow iriterchane between
computer-based systems, enabliui them to present
bibliographic information to the user in a more colpatible
and, therefore, more easily usable form, Available in
Enj1ish, rrench, Russian and 3paruish. 71 p. (3C/74/JS/20)
a. GJIDELINS FO ISDS (INTArIOTAi SERIALS DATA SYST)
Explains trie scope, activities and functions of
thich Is an internationai. network of opertiona1 centres
responsible for the creation and aintenance of colilputer-based
data banks containing essential information for the
identification of serials. Available in En,j1ish, French and
Spanish. 67 p. (SC/c!S/538)
GUIDELINES PO I?JDEXING PI!CIPLF3
Developed with ISO to serve as international
standards in indexing. Available in English and French.
11 p. (SC/75/WS/58)
10. THODOLOGY FO} TESTING A:ID EVALUATING
STAtIDARDS JITN SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INFORMATflN,
DOCUMENTATION AND RELATED FIELDS
A "standardization matrix" is recommended as an aid
to deciding upon the need for proposed new standards and
priorities iri the standardizatior programme. Available in
Eriglih aud French. 14 p. (3C/7/WS/102)
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A CJUSE IN ADMINISTRATION FOR 4AAGERS OF
T:F)R1ATIoN SR'IICES: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION
AD T1PICAL OUTLINE
Available in English anj Spanish. (SC/76/ws/1lO)
EDTJCATXDrT AND TRAINING 3F USEEtS OF XIEJTIFIC AND
TC!tNICAI INFOk4ATION: UtISIST GUIDE FOR TEAC1ERS
Available in English dm1 Spanisti.
HADBDOK FOR IFURMATIO: SYSTEMs SERVICES
Available in English, French and Spanish.
I!FR1ATIOtI NT1GRKS FOR Oi-LI?E 3I3LIOGRAPIIIC
RETI VAL
Available ia nlish. (PCl/77//4)
GUIDELINES FOR THE EVAL'JhTITh OF IEORlATION SYSTEMS
Available in Enlish. (PCl/7P/'S/1)
10. GJIDELIES FO1 CURRICULUL4 DEVELOPET II INFORMATION
STU)IS
Available in English, 'rench. and 5panjs. (PI/78/WS/27)
17, (JILEINES FOfl FURMTJLATII' POLICY 1J E)UC.'TIOT, TRAI4IG
AD D:vELaP:1E:'T OF LIBRARY AND PEiiSON!EL
Available in njlist, ?reich anci 3panisri. (P"1/78/WS/29)
lote: The dbove ioCunetti ire available froat:
Division o tre General Information Prograime
Un eSc 0
7 Place 1e Fontenoy, Paris, France
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nex 11
SJM1AY 1F DISCUSSIDNS HELl) BY BY THE TEAI 1ITH
PAPTICIPAT AT THE CO1SULTATlV 1ETINC
O:J Im'ORM:bTIO'T NE)S FÜR DEVE?dT,
PAH'lIi ID IIvE3T:tENT AiTCIE3 IN AFRICA,
iAIROI, EJYA, APRIL 9-'12, 1979
The t'eau, during extensive field trips in Atrica, consulted a
njd-rnne o potential users of the proposed Pan-African information
s'ster.'m as ell as potential providers of input to, and output from,
the s'ster'i. 'he Team took account of tfle views expressed during those
field trips, and felt that further discussions on a number of points
with participants at the Consultative Meeting would be helpful in
clarifying certain issues having a bearing on the ultimate design of
the syste. Ten specific points werediscussed 3t the Consultative
1eetinq, A sumary of the discussions is presented here, together
with other related reconrnendations.
I SCOPE 3 THE SYSTEM
The principal users of the system will be planners en]
policy-iaers financiers, especially those working in rIevelopiilent
oanks; field oeficers of the of the planning agencies; implenentors of
Uevelopent programrtes; and research groups and individuals studying
the developnet process.
The )roposed sstem snould be designed to support levelOpmueflt
nissions identified as priority areas in the national development
plans of member States of ECA. In addition, national information
services should have tiechanisns for accessing information from
bilateral agencies to sup9ort development activities In the country
and inforiation fron otner developing countries with similar
developent plans.
All types of social, political, arid economic Inforriation in all
forns produce I within and outside Africa, La particular
newly-generated unpublished !naterial, as qe11 as scientific and
technological information that has a bearin; on African soclo-economic
ieveloonent, should e included in the proposed system.
Intormtion services on these an] other areas should e
fCtual, descriptive, evaluative and projective.
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2. COFIDNTIAb t1ATURE OF CCRTAIN DOCUMENTS
The unrestricted circulation Of certain confidential documents
that the Team considered to be desirable basic Input iater1al for the
s'steu raised the question Of security for the countries which produce
theta. what kind Of acceptable arrangement could be worked out In trils
r e g ci r 1?
The eeting recognized the right of African States to determine
the degree of confidentiality of their Internally-generated
inforation and their rignt to establish screening mechanIsms as a
condition of their participation In the sharing and transfer of
infornation across national boundaries. dowever, the Meeting strongly
urged ECA to prepare guidelines to assist member States In
establish1nj their. respective criteria for the classification of
documents according to varying degrees of confidentiality.
iIthout compromising the security of African countries, it is
recommended that the whole area of confidential material be reviewec
so as to make as much In±oration as possible available to the
proposed information network.
3. DOCUMENT DELIVEIY
Document delivery capabilitIes of the systen would have to be
worked out. The Team wished to know the preferences of users
rearding the forr in which inforatIon should e provided - printed
copies, photocopies, or microforms.
The 2hjsical delivery of inforiation and documents is a basic
component of tne proposed inor:ation projramme. ECA should establish
a pricing policy for the provision of information services taking into
account both the needs and costs Involved In their delivery and the
state Of postal and telecommunications facilities in Africa.
Docuaents should be aJe available in tne form of printed
copies, photocopies and microfiche. ither types of mlcroforas, lilaps,
mignetic tapes, video tapes, audio-recordings, newspaper clippings,
and data in their aggregated and disaggrejated formats should diso be
considered.
SERVICES EXPECTED FROi TdZ Si3TLi
In addition to the services normally associated NIth
computerized -and manual Infornation services, the Tean wished to know
if any other services of particular relevance to the needs of Africa
were desired.
The proposed system should provide a wide range of services
including index.tng, abstracting, current awareness, selective
disseination of information (SDI), etc., utilizing both computerized
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and manual iethods, geared to needs of users identified in (1) above.
The services provided by the national systems should include
recTulr and frecuent announceilents to users (clients) together with
retrospective iriaexes, selective bibliographies on demand, and 501 If
possible. Compilation and repackaging of InformatIon, e.g., producing
and distributing pamphlets and brochures in the right form for
intended users should be encouraged possibly by individual contracts
to subject specialists.
5. LIOG-TFRM DEVELOPME4T INTO A NETWORK
The strategy tor developing the system Into a network should
aim at the establishment, in the long-run, of a co-operative,
decentralized Pan African information network consisting of a variety
o nodes (i.e., input and output inormatiori. centres) operating at
regional sub-regional, and national levels. The Team sought advice on
tce most effective mechanism for such a network at all levels.
TR\INIIG OF PERS39NEL MID USERS
Besides the ty)es, levels and frequency of training progrdmmes
required, the ream also sougnt advice on the question o payment ot
salaries at the local (national) and international (United Iations)
levels for different categories of staff in the member States that
would participate in the system.
A study of the anporer reiiirements for information services,
particularly at the national level, to run tne proposed system and
thtormation network should be undertaken without delay. Based on the
results of the study the approprIate curricula for formal and Informal
courses should be developed. In the itnpletentation of the training
rogrammes special effort should be made to itprove and co-ordinate
the existing training facilities in Africa.
If a country is participating in a regional or international
development Infortation systen, it should take advantage of the
train!n; programme provided by that system. It should, when
sufficiently advanced, also be willing to offer on-tfle-job training to
personnel fron other meiber States participating in the System. In the
absence of a regional or international system, the country stiould
organize or obtain special trainini for its staff that will be
operating its development information service.
Training of users of the system at the regional and national
Levels snould be ai.ued at ensuring tnat they are able to exploit all
the services of the proposed information system and network. In
;eneral, the training of users at the national level should be
organized with national resources though some international assistance
rny be available for the setting up of such a projramme,
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7. PU3T.\L ANt) TiECD iLflhICATlO3 PRflLE'1S
These are well known in Africa. Since these problems could
present impediments to the efficient functioning of the syste1 at boti
national ani regional levels, the Team asked for suggestions as to how
they coulJ be tackled.
Io specific suggestions were made under this heading except for
the passing reference to it in (3) ibove.
8, .IETHDDLOGIES
Standardization of uethoJs and techniques through the
acceptance and application of international norms, appropriately
adjusted to meet particular national and sectoral situations, is an
essential feature of a system that is built up from the efforts of
cooperating member States. The Team sought the views of participants
on whether the approach should aim at cOmjThtlbij.ity with international
systems through the utilization of international norms and standards,
thesauri, etc.
Internationally agreed.upon norms, guidelines, standards and
nethodolocjies for processin' bibliographic information should be
adopted by all participating members of the cooperative information
networK so as to facilitate the transfer of information regionally and
internationally.
If a country is participtinj in a regional or international
systen to nandle development Information, it will avoid unnecessary
duplication of effort by aoptirig the same iethodologies, standards
and tools (including the thesaurus) of the system.
TtIC national development infortiation services should be
oeratej in accordance witn the methodologies and standards generally
advocated b the national oodles responsible for coordinating
information and documentation activities.
9. Cfl1P?TI3ILITY OF I!'TFORMATI3N HARDWARE AD SOFT1ARE
Discussions were held on ihether it was desirable to advise
member States regarding appropriate hardware confIgurations for
irAforation handling, paying particular attention to efficiency and
cost, as well as provide them information on available software,
normally free of charge but which, unfortunately, requires a
particular hardware facility for its utilization.
In order to ensure techrioloqical conpatibility ECA should take
Immediate and necessary steps to prepare guidelines for informing
ienber States about suitable, from the point ot view of efficiency and
cost, nardware and software configurations for information handling,
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10. TECIIC1tL ADVISORY CO!1U1TTEE
4embers of the Team, felt that once the system became
operational, it would require a group of technical specialists,
functiorinq in. a purely advisory capacity, to advise on the system's
future development, establishment of new services, linis with external
sources, ne tectknoloJies and similar matters that are subject to
constant change.
A technical committee composed of information specialists
including librarians, docunentalists arid computer scientists should be
established to advise the co-ordinating organization of te proposed
systeni and networl.
The meeting made five additional recommendations regarding the
establishment and operation of a national lnforation and
documentation service for development and the quality of lnforation
resources generally.
NTIOUAL1 IrFORMATIO AND DoCwiETA'rION POLICY AND
cO-ORDI:iATION
There is a need for African Governments to formulate policy
statements and to estaollsh a central body for co-ordinating national
lnforraation arid documentation activities. 'roai experience it may oe
necessary to have some lobbying from a strong professional group to
point out the importance of creating such a body.
ROLE O' CCtTHAL PLANNING AGENCY
The Jational Central Planning Agency should be represented on
the body that is responsible for national information and
documentation policy and co-ordination. If the country is
participating In a regional or international system for the exchange
of information about economic and social development, the Central
Planning agency should provide the country's representative on the
management body of this systen.
RSPONSIBILITY Fort OPERATING 1\ TATIOIAL INFORPLTIOI AND
DOC'DENTATION SERVICE FOR DEVELOPIET
If a country has a national documentation centre, this centre
should be assigned tne responsibility for operating the national
development data base and services. If a country does not have a
national docunentation centre, this responsibility should be assumed
by the Iational Central Plannirij Agency itself or should e entrusted
to an Institution designated by the National Central Planning Agency
arid accorded the necessary financial and :nanpoer resources.
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(4) LIMKS TO OTlER 1ATIONAL SYSTEMS
;'lhen tie natioaal production Of information of all, types is
suUiciently ireat, it probably cannot be handled effectively in a
sirijle nonolithic system, At this time, sectoral systems should cone
into beinj (e.g. agriculture, health, transport, etc.). The systeJt
serving tte plannin and investment functions will then need to be
closely linJed to the sectoral systems and the national body will have
an even more important role to play.
() QJALITY
The ieeting recojnized that the determination of quality of
inforrtatlon is best left to the user and that trying to present
general guidelines on quality gould not be in his best interests.
1oever, the 1eeting recommended that information should be as
disaggregated as possible in order to facilitate comparative analysis
ad that the cethodology and source of Information should be carefully
considered as useful quality indicators.
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O?ENI'IG ADDRESS BY TH RIGHT H3:IOURABiE. DR. RDERT ouro,
r1I?JISTER E'OR CtJt4OMIC PLANtIIG AND COflMUNITY AFFAIkS, KENYA
Lr. Chairman.,
Ladies arid Gentlemen,
I am delighted to he with you and to open this four day
consultative meeting on inforcation needs for development, planning
and investment. This meeting is tthely, since we in Kenya have just
launched our rourth '4ational Development Plan and are proceeding with
the publication Of forty district level development plans. The
concerns that are evident in your agenda are triose that we have oeen
working on. intensively, and we have marshalled the facts, the
statistics arid the non-statistical inforrrtion needed for the broad
for:nulation of development policy and the framing of more specific
ndtiorlal and regional development programmes.
rte focus of this consultative meeting - in.formation needs - is
of extreme i.mportance. It is more than a single topic, and involves
interrelationships between a large number of activities and
professional skills. These include the information content for
decision. snaking in planning, data collection procedures and the
management and organizational requirements for data storage and
retrieval. Your agenda is a full one an the oreadth and comolexity
o topics Is challenging. I see from the list of participants and
sponsoring gencles that the Interest of the meetIng will be
continent-wide. This raises the important .juestIon of information
needs and olanning reguirernents over a broad spectrwn of national
economies and social structures. '4any factors influence the type of
inforation needed, the available sources and the reliability an.d
permanence of the data itself. These factors include the relative
dependence on agriculture, the extent of non-monetized or
seni-:nonetlzed activity, the importance o foreign trade in relation
to overall economic activity, arid the degree of shifting population
?atterns within the nation or within particular regions. It will be
interesting to see whether your deliberations over the next four days
suggest a generalized set of information needs and managerial
procedures, or whether you will find it more useful to move toward
typologies which relate both the needs and the mechanisms to the
underlying structural characteristics of the economy in question.
It appears to me that late and information nanagement
requirements exist at three levels. The first, or at least the level
of greatest abstraction, Is the development of macro-parameters to
guide the planning process in terms of forming national policy. This
involves the framing of national ti:te series on the important
determinants and indicators of national economic activity, both in the
public un private spheres. Looking at the progress merle in African
nations in this regard during the last two decades, it is clear that
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this has been a highly successful effort. The natIons represented
here this morning generally possess systems of macro-planning data,
both historical and projective, that would have appeared startling in
their sophistication and completeness just fifteen years ago.
A second level of information requirenents is for cross-section
iuicro-studies to provide guidance nd background data on specific
policy and planning issues. Examples of such exercises include
household budget and expenditure studies, urban wage employment
profiles and continuing series of farm practice studies. The record
with regard to such micro-studies Is less consistent than in the
national macro-level area, but there is now the capacity In aiany of
our countries for the orderly and dependable collection of sucfl
information through onetime analyses or througn Ongoing sectOral or
programme studies. This second group of activities has a different
set of requirements, both in techniques of collection, replicability,
and use and management of results, than the first group.
The third level of information requirements is for planning and
programme f3rmulation at regional and sub-regional levels. It is a
safe uSsuLflptiOn that most of the nations and organizations reoresented
here thLS morning are engaged to some extent in a conscious effort to
decentralize aspects of their planning and development decision-making
processes. In Kenya we have chosen the District as our fundamental
unit for pinning, and more importantly at present, br
implementation. There are forty districts, excluding Tairobi, so we
are taling about population groupings averaging somethIng over three
hundred thousand. persons each. As relative newcomers to the process
of decentralized planniag, we find ourselves in a weaker position with
regard to information and data management at this level than at
national level or with respect to special purpose micro-studies. 4e
nave becoiue patnfully aware of the costliness of data and information
generation at regional levels, measured Ia terms of time, available
human sIcills and financial resources. Several generalizations have
etaerged froiit our experience. I would like to share three of them with
you, not because they are startling in any day, but because their
simplicity often causes them to be overlooked in the enthusiasm for
new and vlgorous efforts at local level planning.
F'irst, "Know what you already have and make sure It is available
to the people who need it'. Over the years, an impressive amount of
information is gathered and analyzed which. is relevant to the needs of
a decentralized planning approach. Unfortunately, much o this past
work tends to be unused because it i not available or even known to
the planners and decision makers who need it. University departments,
research institutes, government departments, private sector and
non-governmental organizations produce a truly monumental flow Of
valuable information for regional and local level planning. Unless
there are specific programmes for its accumulation and use, there is
the constant danger that we will devote much. of our energy to
reinventing the wheel. In Kenya we are just now conducting a
feasibility study on tne formation of district documentation centres,
to plan for the continuing and orderly use of information that already
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exists,
The second generalization I would suggest is "Don't collect it
unless you have a clear ani lrameiate use for it". T.here is a built-in
tendency for information and data systems to acquire a life-force of
their own and to expand the amount of information available beyond the
capability of the system to absorb it. This is a particular risk in
local level planning since staffing limitations may suggest a low
cut-off point in terms of the capacity to use Information effectively.
!e arc lIiitirig our own development Of district level planning
information to four basic areas:
First, baseline data on the most fundamental parameters, sucn as
land use, income levels and sources and distribution ot productive and
infrastructure assets. The use of more sophisticated Information will
have to a;ait improvements in collection capability and analytical
capacity in the field.
Second, revenue, and particularly expenditure, information
disag;regated to district levels. As with many Other countries, we
find that our budgetary and financial information flow systems are
well designed to produce national level an1 programme or functional
summaries, but are not geared to providing regional or local
information in. a coherent and consolidated form, et this is
precisely the information that is essential for a coherent analysis of
local ongothq programmes in relation to locally defined goals.
Third, the development of output criteria, relating Investment
to a desired outcome. It is often necessary to use surrogate
variables in place of the underlying welfare function in which we are
interested; for example, using the physical dispersion and patient-use
statistics for health centres as a surrogate for the measurenent of
Improved health practices.
Finally, we are developing improved systems for gathering impact
data on programme effectiveness through built-in processes of
nonitoring and evaluation. Here again, the emphasis must be on
simplified approaches, and of limiting the scope of the inquiry in
order to Increase the probability of obtaining useful results.
Tti.e third generalization follows from the second and can be
summed Up in the phrase "Keep it simple". Analytic skills at local
levels are frequently limited. There are often problems of low
confidence liL1ItS on locally generated data. For these reasons it is
important that the approaches and techniques used do not become
over-sophisticated in relation to the skills of the analyst or the
reliability of the information being analyzed.
In. conclusion, let me exDress once again my pleasure at joinirg
you on your opening day. I wish you every success In dealing with a
cornplox and formidable agenda, and will look, forward to reviewin.g the
results of your deliberations. Thank you.
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Annex 11.3
KYJOT ADD!ESS BY PROFESSR A!)BAYO AD!DEJI,
XECUTIiE SZCIETARY, EC?j, AT Ti CONSULTATIVE
IEETING i:i :AIRoaI
The decision to create a numerical and non-numerical information
and documentation system (and networ)) for the African continent,
taken more than ten years ajo, is now being implemented, and I must
confess to you that I a very happy. However, some people migcit still
be as':ing theiselves why the African continent to which belong most of
the neediest countries In the world, wants to be in possession ot a
numerical and non-numerical Intorjation and documentation system (and
net!orK). 'or Africa, the new international economic order has a
concrete meaning and .nust include some basic ideas.
Eirstly, there is the need for an increasing measure of economic
self-reliance. Secondly, there is the need for the installation,
within tne African countries individually and collectIvely, of the
coiiponents of an autonomous and self-sustaining engine of growth and
diversification, caabje of oeing directed to meet several objectives
of soclo-economic policy.
FhIs means, thirdly, that any African development policy must be
designed to include accelerated and diversified growth to meet the
needs of the mass of the peoole, to allow the *idesprearl development
of capabilities for generating and retaining real income, the
reduction of unemployment, and the toderat1on of the present pattern
of urban growth, as well as the careful use of natural resources and,
in .jeneral, te protection dnd improvement of the natural environment.
These main objectives can be reached only if there is an
efflclen.t numerical and non-numerical information and documentation
systen to enable basic choices to be made and tu help decision-makers
to define their priorities. There is, of course, an essential
complement to the supply of information whether nuiuerical or
nan-numerical, viz, the organization of demand for Such information.
A viable development programme and planning process must be
based on soie critical socio-econocnic Indicators such as employment,
ttie means of production (land, capital, tools, irrplements and
e4uipnent, raw material inputs, education and training - whether
for tel or non-formal transport and communications, markets); basic
eleient in the standard of living (food, clothing, housing, healta
facilIties, participation In cultural activities as well as decision
makIng affecting the community and its affairs, etc.) and such
iaCro-tndIcntOrs as income levels and distribution, intersectoral
resources flows, the eradication of illiteracy and of endemic
diseases.
These are in marked contrast to the indicators presently used -
GOP, ?, foreign exchange japs and the like - which tend to lay
stress on the external dependency relations of the African economies
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and to ignore the problems of internal structural transformation and
the inter-relations of social and cultural factors with economic and
technological factors.
Your .neeting is exclusively concerned with the non-numerical
part of the African information system.
The system as a whole will be divided into two natural branches:
numerical and non-numerical. or these two branches the hardware and
the central administration will most probably be commonly shared hut
each. branch will, enjoy a considerable degree of autonomy. Indeed, as
regards the building up of a nuerical Information system we already
have a considerable programme directed mainly by the Division Of
Statistics in consultation with the Conference of African
Statisticians and the United Nations Statistical Commission. The
combination of the Conference of African Statisticians with the
Conference of African Planners anI the Conference of .'frican
Demographers just approved in Rabat will, we expect, considerably
enrich and facilitate this programme, particularly when account is
taken of the african Household Survey Capability programme wflich is
now In progress.
base.d u?on consultations which ECA has had with various African
Governments, sub-regional and regional African organizations, and
African regional offices of United Nations agencies, and based as well
on the advice received from the delegates to the ECA Technical
Committee of :xperts and the ECA Conference of Ministers meeting in
Rabat last onth, we think that the structure of this non-numerical
branch night be as follows:
The national Information and documentation system (and networks)
shOuld be based on sectoral systems like transport, population,
education and manpower, health, industry, agriculture and food,
financial institutions, plans and project documents, public
enterprises, private enterprises, etc.
These systems will be built up from sub-systems, such as, in the
field of transport: road transport, aIr transport, river and lake
transport, maritime transport. Within the roads sub-systems it must
be possible to distlnguish. between roads of dIfferent standards.
the national micro-systems, sub-systes and systems will be the
foundation of th.e national information and documentatIon system an
should lead tO more efficient integrated planning and development of
national economies.
The national icro-systems, sub-systems and systems will also
f.*cilltate 'iork on economic co-operation in several ways. Firstly,
they will enable existing economic co-operation institutions such as,
at the geographical level, O[4VS and CILSS, to get a clearer Insight
Into the ULnensions and even, the dynamics of tne problems they are
designed to solve. They will also facilitate the discovery Of
identities - especially at the sectoral level - which offer new
opportunities for co-operation. Finally, they may significantly
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contribute to the widening and enrichment of learning processes
through consultations and the sharing of experiences arising from the
discovery of conmon problems and attempts to solve them.
3. At the Pan-African level the information and documentation.
systen (and network) will therefore be easily constituted from the
feeder micro-systems, sub-systems and systems existing at the national
level. The role of the pan-African co-ordinating body will consist
rnainly of:
- çjiviag general guidance for the constitution
of the micro-systems, sub-systems and systems;
'defining a common methodology of work (common
worksheets) to enable easy grouping at various
levels (national, sub-regional and regional
and sectoral);
- undertaking necessary research into the compatibility
of the various forms of hardware which will he
purchased by the various governments;
- organizing Pan-African research into the realaptation
of the ISIS software packaje to the various big computers
already installed in the African countries;
- starting a soon as possible the necessary research
for the adaptation Of the 11N1313 software package
to the various existing iini-coniputers;
encouraging the manufacture in Africa of
couputer cassettes, nacjnetic tapes, and some
stnll peripheral eguipuent which will be the
nucleus of a computer equipment industry in
Africa;
- with potential African or international private
or public donors, creating an.d installing
sub-systems and systems (and networks) at national, sub-
regional and regional level;
- providing assistance to African States to enable
them to solve the proolems (technical, staff,
training, etc.) which they will be facing in
creating their respective information systems
and networks, and
- obtaining access at the lowest possible rate
to the private and public data bases
existing in the industrialized countries.
An important part of the system at the regional level, will be
the re-organization of the disparate and unintecrated pattern Of
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arrangements of non-numerical iutor;ation available at present at the
ECA headquarters.
This is the system (network) that we in the ECA believe to be
most likely to serve the region's needs rrost effectively.
The IDRC has, since early 1978, taken a keen interest and given
not only moral and professional but also fiLlanclal support to this
project. At abat, the Conference of Ministers renewed its cotnrwjtrnent
to the project and appealed to member States, to donor agencies and to
the international comnunity for further help in developing and
realizing it. It therefore gave us great pleasure that the role of
the IDRC as given recognition in the resolution re-affirming the
commitment' of member States to this project. We are depending on the
IDRC for, further help in terms of technical advice, direct financial
contributions and assistance in mobilizing aid froI4l other sources.
e hope, with IDRO help to begin. work on the re-organization of
the inforuation structure at ECt headquarters, on the establishment of
a Clearing 9ouse and on the installation of a demonstration and
training centre at ECA headguarters in Addis Ababa. I should like to
sy here that, of course, I hope to negotiate for some of the monies
made available in future pledges to the United ations !rust Fun.d for
Pfric,n Developatent to be applied to this project, but I am painfully
aware of the nuiber of projects with claims on this Fund. However, it
is my belief that we should not entirely depend on donor agencies and




KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY THE RIGHT IIOSOUR!thLE
MR. R. CHISUPA, MINISTER OF flIDUSTRY,
C3MMEflCE D OflEIG TRADE, ZAM3IA, AT
TUE CONStfl4TTIVE MEETING IN AIRUI
I wish. to join Professor Adedeji, the Executive Secretary of
ECA, in thanking the sponsors and organisers of this Conference,
I wish also to take this opportunity to thank Ir. Ouko, the
Kenyan !inister for Economic Planning and Community Affairs, and
through hIm the Kenyan: Governient, for permitting this meeting to e
held in the friendly city of Nairobi.
For many countries of the world, the most precious commodity
produced after food and medical services is information. Availability
of correct information results in right decision making whlcn can
avoid expensive mistakes (blunders) which would cost the country
dearly. On the other hand, lack of information is a key factor in the
nonfulfillment of the targets set by DevelOp'ent Plans, many of which
look, gen.uinel' grandiose on the drawing board.
For any country to plan its education programme, health
services, housing and other social services, accurate information is
required on population and population growth. back of accurate
lnforation on population and population growth will, after a short
time, inevitably result in children going without schooling, hospitals
qjthout medicines, and many families without any hope of being
allocated a house in urban areas for years.
It ;aay e that what we need is not only information or data, but
rather the correct interpretation of that data and to put it to
correct use. Of course, incorrect interpretation of data will result
in vrong use of the results of data and wrong results in our
programming.
I take it that planning is for the uanagement of the economy and
proper utiljsatjon of resources, for the enhancement Of the quality ot
life of the citizen. Utilisatlon of resources includes manpower
resources. Tis therefore implies not only general information, but
statistics, facts and data.
In: the field of investment promotion and development planning
accurate information, on the following is essential:
1, Energy-generating capacity of the country,
2. Transport and communications
3, Mining and minerals produced, and quantities
Agricultural production and diversity of crops






10, Cl1riate: rainfall, physical features, water
supply and land elevation
Size of the econoiy
Locality: geographical location (whether the
country is landlocked, or situated on the
Coast, and hor iany other countries border it)
Eaployment within the country.
If information for Central Government purposes is difficult to
come by, it is more difficult to come by in the regions and districts.
It is very easy in. many countries to find good schools and good
health eaclilties in. tajor cities or towns, and this naturally leads
to drift of population from rural to urban centres, resulting in the
unfortunate springing up of sguatter compounds or illegal urban
settlements. If this trend is to e avoided or reversed, accurate
Information Is required on national geographical distribution of
manpower and social capital investment In te rural areas. The
planning for the rural. areas will be better done by the people on the
spot and not by those in the capital. cities who may be out of touCh
ith the realities of the rural areas.
iiaturally national centres will have to be established for
collection and analysis of information, which will tnen be made
available to those ho will be able to use it in decision maKing,
administration and economic and industrial management, But as long as
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Annex 12
ACROYtS USED I T1IS REPORT
African SiD1iograhic Centre, Nairobi
ADB African Developient Bariz, Abidjan
African £cononic ComtTtunity
AGRIS, International. Information System for
Agricultural Sciences and Technology
ALJCSO Arab League Educational, C'ltural and
Scientific Organization, Cairo
AJ<DCE3 Arab Rejional Documentation Centre for the
Economic and Social Sciences
ATRC African Training and Research Centre
for 1ocen, Addis Ababa
IS Bureau interafricain des sols et de
l'econotnie rurale, Bangul
BrEDA(IED) Bureau regional pour l'education en Afrique
(NetworK of ducational Innovation for
Development in Africa), Dakar
CAFRAD Centre africain de formation et le recherches
administratives, Tartger
CAt1/SDI Canada/Selective Dissemination of Information
CEL?DE Centro Latlnomerjcano de Demografia, U1
San t j ago
CEPAL Comision. econo'aS.ca ara America Latina, UN,
S an.t jag o
CERDA3 Centre de coordinatIon des recherches et le
documentation en sciences sociales desservart
lAfrijue sub-saiarienne, lnshasa
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CLADES Centro uatthoacnerjcano de Documentacion
Economica y Social, UN/CEPAL, Santiajo
CJDESI1tA Coutcil for the Development of Economic
and Social Research in Africa, Dkar
COM?E!IDEX Computerized En;irieer1ng Index
COP: Common Register of Projects
DVINDX Oevelopient Index
DZVSIZ Develop.ent Sciences Infornation System
i)EV3IS-Africa Developent Sciences Infornation System - frica
DJCPAt Sistema de Docunentacion sobre Poblaclon en
America Latina
DOS DisI< Operatinj System
DOS/S Disk Jperating ysten/virtual Storage
03E Deutsche Stiftung fur Internationale
EntwlcKlun; (German Foundation for International
Development), Berlin
Ecole cie Eibljothecires, Archivistes et
Docuientaiistes, Dakar
conoiaic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa
CAv1'JLPOCs economic Commjssion for Africa - Multinational
Prograruning and Operational Centres
ECLA Econoic Commission for Latin America, UN,
Santiago
ECOSOC Econoalc and 3ocial Council, UN, New York
CDWA3 Econo1c ommunjty of West African States, Lagos
Economic Com.aission for West ksia, Beirut
cole des Sciences de l'Information, Rabat
URT European Ietwork
PAD Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, Rome
?ID 'ederation Internationale e Documentation, The Hague
GDP Gross Domestic Product
Gross at1onal rod'ict
tTI international Atomic inery Agency, Vienna
13E International Bureau of Education, Geneva
IBPD international Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, ashin.gton, D.C.
IDCAS Industrial Development Centre for Arab States, Cairo
IDEP Institut Africain de Developpement Economique et de
Planitication, Dakar








International. Educational. Reporting Service
(International Bureau of Education), Geneva
International Federation of Library Associations,
The Hajue
Institut de foraatiori et de recherche demographiques,
Yaounde
International Livestock Centre for Africa, Addis Ababa
ILO International Labour flrganization, Geneva
ILPES Instituto Latinoanericano de Planificacion
Econoica Social, Santiago
IDE3 Iristitut africairm pour le developpemaent econocmmique
et social, Abidjan
IJflPLAN An Information System for Planning in
Latin America and tne Caribbean, UNCEPAl/ILPES/CLADES
I1'TF3TRRA An International Referral system for sources
of environnental information
11115 International Iuclear Information System, Vienna
INRES Information Referral System
International Information services for the Physics
and Engineering Communities
Inter-organization r3oard for Information systerns
and Related Activities, Geneva
Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia
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ISIS Integrated et of Information Systems
xss:; International. Standard aook Number
ISO International Standards Organization, Geneva
L3SN International Standard Serial umber
ITC International Trade Center
edjcal Literature Analysis arid Retrieval System
4IrtIsIs r4lni Integrated set of Information Systems
4ULPOCs S 4ultinatiocial Programming and Operational Centres
NCR National Cash Register
IEDA 1etworK of Educational Innovation for Development
in Africa, Daar
NrDA National Science an:I Technology Development Agency,
Lagos
OAU Organization for African Unity, P.idis Ababa
OECD Organization for Econoh1c Co-operation and
Devel3pment, Prls
Organisation pour l.a mise ErL valeur du Fleuve
Senecjal, Dazar
Operating Systen
Pan African Institute for Developnent, Douala
Programme Gerterale d'Information (General




PIDSA Population Information, and Documentation Systeta
for Africa, Accra
POPIN Population Information etwor
RIP3(OIDS) 1egional Institute for Population Studies
(Population. Information and Docunentation System
for Africa), Accra
sr)I Selective Dissemination o Infortutlon
sPI:.TE3 Science Policy Information xchange System
TCDC Technical Co-operation amonj Developing Countries
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TITUS Traiternent de l'Infor'iation Textile Universelle
et Selective
UBC ljniversal Bibliographic Control
UDC Universal Decinal Classification
UK United Kingdom
UJ United Nations
EJN/CELADF Ceritro Latinoamericano cle i)emografia, WI, Santiago
Comision. ecorwnica para America Latina, UN, Santiago
UN/DIsr. Department of International Economic anti Social
Affairs, UN, ew Yor)
United Nations - Economic Commission for Africa,
Adis Ababa
UCTkD United Nations Conference on Trade ani flevelopment
UDP United Nations Development rocjranirne, New York
UEP United Nations nvlronment Programitie, airooi
UNESCO United Nations ducational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, Paris
(JNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
Vienna
JNISXST world Information System for Science anti Technology
USA United States of Mierica
VS virtual Storage
iARDA West Africa Rice Development ssociation, Monrovia
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